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One Paw at a Time
starting early.”

Laurie Potasiewicz, Master Groomer, Justin Nelson and Amanda Tuttle of One Paw at a Time.
by Al Dorantes
But was there ever dog
XLEXTVEMWIHLMW¾IEW#b
William Butler Yeats
One Paw at a Time, located
at 3 Main Street in Whitesboro, New York is your
dog grooming destination.
Whether your pooch needs
a simple bath or requires
the whole grooming experience; Laurie Potasiewicz,
Master Groomer, and her
staff can accommodate your
dog.
One Paw at a Time is a full
service grooming center.
From the moment your pet
arrives it is cared for and
pampered. Bathing, breed
standard grooming, nails
trimmed, ears and teeth
cleaned is the standard
treatment for all pets. Laurie
says, “No dog is too big or
too small and I do not turn
any breeds away.”
Laurie has been grooming
since 1992 and has been at
her current location since

May 2013. She is the only
REXMSREPP]GIVXM½IHQEWXIV
groomer in the Mohawk
Valley. After 10-12 years of
experience Laurie decided
to kick her skills up a notch
and took the test from the
National Dog Grooming
Association of America to
become a Master Groomer.
The National Dog Grooming Association of America
(NDGAA) alone can award
the title of Master Groomer,
after candidates complete
and pass 2 phases of testing
for each of the breed
groups.
8LIGIVXM½GEXMSRTVSGIWW
is very rigid. Candidates
have to provide and groom
4 dogs (long legged terrier,
short legged terrier, sporting,
and non sporting). The 4
dogs must each have at least
8 weeks worth of growth.
Laurie had 2.5 hours to
groom to breed standards.
In order to pass you also
have to know anatomy and
the dog breed and pass a

test on each of the dogs.
8LMWMWETVIWXMKMSYWGIVXM½cation and assures you that
your pet will look the way
it is supposed to look. No
surprises at pick up at One
Paw at a Time!
When asked, how early should you start your
grooming regimin, Laurie
answered, “When a new
puppy enters the family,
owners are so busy with
housetraining, socializing,
and training that they tend
to put grooming on the
back burner. By the time
owners take the dog to the
groomers or start grooming
at home, they’ve missed the
early window for accustoming a pup to handling,
brushing, and trimming.”
Laurie went on to explain
that getting your pup in at
an early age is especially
important with higher-maintenance breeds such as Poodles. “Owners can change
the entire lifetime grooming
experience for their dog by

On a busy day Laurie will
groom 10-15 dogs. Laurie’s
niece Sabrina Tuttle, a professionally trained groomer
has her own clients and
works alongside her. Justin
Nelson, assists both Laurie
and Sabrina by bathing and
blw drying the dogs. Justin
interned with Laurie while
he was attending Oneida
County BOCES where she
teaches grooming a couple
of times a year. Many of
those students intern with
her at the shop.
One Paw at a Time also
offers an array of related
products and grooming
essentials for at-home care
between appointments. The
shop recognizes that in our
climate our furry friends
need an extra layer once
in a while so One Paw at a
Time offers outerwear for

Laurie poses
with 3 of her
satisfied
customers!

your pets that will keep
them warm and dry. Dogs
love tasty treats. “Our shop
offers healthy pet treats so
you can feel good about
spoiling them every day.”
Toys relieve boredom, keep
your pet’s mind stimulated,
and help prevent chewing
or scratching. From rawhide
bones and plush toys to biscuits One Paw at a Time has
a range of toys and distractions for your pet. Brushes
and combs are a must to
maintain coats and reduce
shedding between appoint-

ments. “The
right tool will make your at
home maintenance much
easier.” stated, Potasiewicz.
“We will guide you in your
purchase so that you get the
right tools for the right pet.”
Give Laurie Potasiewicz,
XLIEVIE´WSRP]GIVXM½IH
Master Groomer a call, get
an appointment for your
pet, and spoil your Furbaby.
For more information go to:
www.onepawatatimegrooming.com or follow them on
facebook: One Paw at a
Time 
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Utica Curling Club
- Curling Popularity increasing in Central New York
by Daniel Baldwin
Winter is right around the
corner as well as the hockey
season. The Utica Comets
just kicked off their AHL
hockey season on October
10, and the Utica College
men’s hockey team will start
their season on October
30. Although Utica and the
rest of Central New York
EVIQSWXP]½PPIH[MXLLSGOI]
fans, another winter sport
is becoming popular in this
area and drawing more
people into this competition.
Local residents are
becoming more involved
into the game of curling,
another winter sport that
has been around since the
early nineteenth century. In
the game of curling players
slide stones on a sheet
of ice towards a target
area. That target is made
of concentric circles. Each
game requires two teams,

made of four players,
take turns sliding heavy,
polished granite stones
(aka rocks) across the
ice towards the circular
target marked on the ice
(aka the house). Each team
has eight stones. The goal is
to accumulate the highest
score for a game and points
are scored for the stones
resting closest to the center
of the house. A game
usually consists of eight or
ten turns (aka ends). Curling
MWWMQMPEVWLYJ¾IFSEVHSRMGI
“In Central New York we
are about it curling,” Oneida
resident and curling player
Pete Ciaralli said. “We’ve
been growing slowly and we
want to grow faster.”
The village of Whitesboro
has its own curling club
called the Utica Curling
Club. According to Carol
Jones, a member of this club,

it has 300 members, and a
majority of them are from
the Central New York area.
They even have their own
curling ice rink as well as
many brooms and stones.
For three days, the club
offered free curling training
sessions for local residents.
People gathered at the
club’s facility and got the
chance to glide the circular
stones on the ice and
sweep rapidly with their
curling brooms. Most of the
people, who attended this
training session, are curling
athletes who were preparing
for an upcoming bonspiel
(tournament).
“I’m sure that many of
people are here to train for
the Olympics and curling
events that are televised
now,” curler and club
member Michael Hurd said.
But there were also other
people who were here
to have fun and get more
people involved in this sport.
“Tonight I’m here just to
encourage the growth of
the sport,” Blake, another
curling athlete and New
Hartford resident said, “and
get more members to join.”
Jones, who heads up the
training sessions and she
said that this organization
has hosted these events for
many years. “The club has
been around since 1868,”
Jones said, “and as far as
I know, they always had
a training session where

they introduce people to
the sport of curling. It
has developed over the
]IEVWERHXLI½ZIXS
years they’ve changed the
introduction to the point
where people could come
down this week and get to
try it ever so slightly that
they can see what it’s like,
and then they come back
again to learn more.”
'YVPMRKMWRSXEHMJ½GYPX
sport to learn, according to
Jones. It is also an affordable
sport.
“It doesn’t take a long time
to learn,” Jones said. “It
takes a couple hours to get
used to it. The nice thing
about curling is that it is a
very inexpensive sport to
get into. All you need is a
warm jacket and enthusiasm.
We supply the racks. We’ll
supply the curling broom.
We’ll supply the sliders and
the grippers, so everybody
can learn without very little
investment.”
Encouragement is still the
club’s main goal for every
training session. Ciaralli is
also the media coordinator
for the Utica Curling Club,
and he said that the training
sessions are a way to gain
popularity for the club and
the sport of curling. “We’ve
got a great club facility,” he
said. “It is the biggest in
the northeast. We have
tremendous tradition over
here, and we’re one of
the oldest curling clubs in
the country. We feel that
we want to share the fun,
½XRIWWERHJVMIRHWLMTSJXLMW
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Abraham House
%FVELEQ,SYWITVSZMHIWEWIVZMGI
XLEX]SYLSTI]SYRIZIVRIIHFYXMJ
you do need it you are glad they are
XLIVI3RISJXLIMVXEWOWMWWTVIEHMRK
E[EVIRIWW7SQIXMQIWH]MRKNYWXHSIW
RSX[SVOSYXEXLSQI-XMWHVEMRMRK
SRJEQMPMIWSVXLIXIVQMREPP]MPPWMQTP]
HSRSX[ERXXSHMIEXLSQI
8LEX´WERSXLIVVIEWSR[L]GSRZIVWEtions need to happen.

by Al Dorantes
%FVELEQ,SYWIE:MGXSVMERLSQI
PSGEXIHEX/IQFPI7XVIIX9XMGE
2I[=SVOSJJIVWKYIWXWEWIGYVIPSZMRK
LSQIERHTVSZMHIWTL]WMGEPIQSXMSREP
ERHWTMVMXYEPWYTTSVXXSXLIXIVQMREPP]MPP8LISVMKMREPMRXIRXSJ%FVELEQ
,SYWI[EWXSGEVIJSVXLIXIVQMREPP]
ill at absolutely no cost to the guest or
XLIMVJEQMP];MXLXLIKIRIVSWMX]SJWS
QER]XLI]LEZIWXMPPQEREKIHXSLSRSV
XLMWTVSQMWIXSHE]-XMWXLIYXQSWX
TVMZMPIKISJXLI%FVELEQ,SYWIXS
GEVIJSVXLIXIVQMREPP]MPP8LIWIQSQIRXWEVIMRXMQEXIERHTIVWSREPERH
%FVELEQ,SYWIFIPMIZIWXLEXXLIVIMW
RSKVIEXIVWEXMWJEGXMSRERHGSQTPMQIRX
in this world.
(V%FVELEQ7LELIIRLEHLMWQIHMGEP
practice in the building that would
FIGSQI%FVELEQ,SYWI,I[SYPH
XVIEXTEXMIRXWERHWSQIXMQIW[SYPH
EGGITX[LEXXLI]GSYPHKMZIIZIRMJMX
[IVISRP]EPSEJSJLSQIFEOIHFVIEH
SVEFEWOIXSJZIKIXEFPIWJVSQXLIMV
KEVHIR8LIVIEVIQER]WXSVMIWEFSYX
his generosity circulating in the greater

9XMGEEVIE8LEXTLMPSWSTL]JSYRHIH
the organization when he donated the
LSYWI%FVELEQ,SYWILEWQEREKIH
to honor that ideology since 1998.
8LIFIHGSQJSVXGEVILSQISTIVEXIW[MXLRSGLEVKI%FVELEQ,SYWI
is free; there are no bills for guests
SVJEQMPMIWERHXLIVIMWRSMRWYVERGI
VIMQFYVWIQIRX%FVELEQ,SYWIEPWS
VIGIMZIWRSWXEXISVJIHIVEPJYRHMRK
8LIVIJSVIXLI]VIP]WSPIP]SRHSREXMSRWJYRHVEMWIVWERHWQEPPKVERXWMR
order to continue operating.
8LIVIMWEREXMSR[MHIGSRZIVWEXMSR
happening about euthanasia and
LS[[IHMI)\IGYXMZIHMVIGXSV+MRE
'MEGGMEVIGIRXP]HIPMZIVIHETVIWIRXEXMSRGEPPIH±%&IEYXMJYP(IEXL²XSXLI
Tri-County Funeral Directors AssociaXMSR8LI[IPPVIGIMZIHXEPOJSGYWIHSR
IRHSJPMJIGSRZIVWEXMSRW(MWGYWWMSRW
about how we want to die should
LETTIRIEVP]ERHSJXIR8LIWIGSRZIVsations need to happen so choices and
MRJSVQIHHIGMWMSRWGERFIQEHI,S[
[IHMIEWMRHMZMHYEPWMWEWYRMUYIEW
LS[[IPMZI

%FVELEQ,SYWIEPPS[WKYIWX´WJEQMP]
QIQFIVWXSFIEWMRZSPZIHSVYRMRZSPZIHEWXLI]GLSSWIEPPS[MRKXLIMV
KYIWXWETIEGIJYPIEW]HITEVXYVI
%FVELEQ,SYWIMWGEPQTPEGI-XMW
GSQJSVXEFPIPMOILSQI%FVELEQ
,SYWIIRGSYVEKIWJEQMPMIWXSQEOI
XLIQWIPZIWEXLSQIMRXLIGSQQSR
PMZMRKVSSQERHXLIOMXGLIR9TWXEMVW
XLIVIMWEFIHVSSQFEXLVSSQERH
OMXGLIREZEMPEFPIJSVJEQMP]YWI[LIXLIVMXFIGSQTER]JVSQSYXSJXS[R
[LSRIIHETPEGIXSWXE]SVMJEJEQMP]
QIQFIVNYWX[ERXWXSVIQEMRGPSWIXS
XLIMVPSZIHSRI
%WTVIZMSYWP]WXEXIH%FVELEQ,SYWI
WYVZMZIWSRHSREXMSRWJYRHVEMWMRK
ERHWQEPPPSGEPKVERXW8LI]LEZI
YRMUYIQENSVJYRHVEMWIVWIEGL]IEV
3R2SZIQFIV%FVELEQ,SYWI[MPP
LSWXXLIMVKEPE±%:MI[SJ,STI²8LI
GSGOXEMPEXXMVIKEPEJIEXYVIWLIEZ]LSVW
H´SIYZVIWERHIRXIVXEMRQIRXF]0EWX
0IJX%QSVIGEWYEPJYRHVEMWIVMW1EVGL
1IEXFEPP1EHRIWW1EVGL1IEXFEPP
1EHRIWWMWEQIEXFEPPGSRXIWXXLEXWIIW
IEGLTEVXMGMTEXMRKVIWXEYVERXQEOMRK
QIEXFEPPWJSVXLIJYRIZIRX%R]XLMRKKSIWEX1EVGL1IEXFEPP1EHRIWW
%FVELEQ,SYWI´WJYRHVEMWMRKMWXLI
VIWYPXSJKVIEXGSQQMXXIIW8LSWI
GSQQMXXIIWRIZIVWIIQXSWXST
[SVOMRK7SQISJXLIMVTPERWMRGPYHI
EKSPJXSYVRI]MRERHTSWWMFP]E

Utica Curling Club continued...

±;LIR-YWIHXSXIPPTISTPIEFSYXGYVPMRKXLI]EP[E]WEWO
³[LEXMWXLEX´ ².SRIWWEMH±ERHRS[[LIR]SYKSSYXERH
EFSYXERHXLI]LETTIRIHXSRSXMGIXLEX]SY´VI[IEVMRKE
GYVPMRKNEGOIXXLI]WE]³SL[S[]SYGYVP´)ZIV]FSH]ORS[W
8LIGPYFMWWSJEVHSMRKEKSSHNSFMRJYP½PPMRKMXWQMWWMSRXS [LEXMXMWWSMX´WWXIEHMP]KVS[MRK;ILEZIEPSXQSVI
EXXVEGXQSVITISTPIMRXSGYVPMRK-XMWEPWSRSWYVTVMWIXSWII TISTPIXLEXGSQIMRLIVIERHXLI]NYWX[ERXXSHSMXSR
XLIMVFYGOIXPMWX²
QER]'IRXVEP2I[=SVOVIWMHIRXWKIXXMRKMRZSPZIHMRXSXLMW
sport.
sport with other people. We want to grow our club and
sport. Curling is one of the fastest growing sports in the
country.”
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Flannel Shirts and Pumpkin Spice Dreams
by Troy Bishopp

They always match with jeans and any kind of Carhartt
GPSXLMRKEGGIWWSV]-´ZI[SVRE¾ERRIPOMPXMRVYRRMRKXLI
highland mud-fest and what man about the town, wouldn’t
HEFFPIMRE¾ERRIPQERWGEVJ8LIJEFVMG´WZIVWEXMPMX]MWYRmatched. I have to admit however, that my favorite article is
when my wife wears my shirt and cuddles with me on the
couch. Flannel I think is even an extension of love.

I don’t know about you but when I slip into my well-worn
TPEMH¾ERRIPWLMVXJSVXLI½VWXXMQIEWXLIKIIWIKIXVIWXPIWW
overhead, it truly feels like fall. Flannel is a fabric for the
country soul. “Flannel is an integral part of our national
heritage. It’s literally the fabric that binds us together,” said
Essayist Deborah Knight.

0EXIP]XLIVIWIIQWXSFIERSXLIVWMKRM½GERXWMKRSJGSPHIV
weather. It’s the advent or permeation of the pumpkin spice
phenomenon into my olfactory receptors. It’s boggling to
see how many items get infused with pumpkin spice. The
¾EZSVVIWSREXIWMRLSXTYQTOMRQEGGLMEXSWPEXXIWGSSOMIW
QYJ½RWWTMGIHGERHPIWQSYXL[EWLKYQFIIVERHIZIR
pumpkin-spiced pumpkin seeds. My morning French Vanilla
coffee also has its subtle overtones. What’s next? My
aftershave!

8LISVMKMRSJ¾ERRIPGERFIXVEGIHFEGOXS;EPIW[LIVI
it was well known as early as the 16th century. Flannel was
originally made from carded wool or worsted yarn. At one
XMQI;IPWL=SVOWLMVI0ERGEWLMVIERH-VMWL¾ERRIPWHMJJIVIH
slightly in character due largely to the grade of raw wool
YWIHMRXLIWIZIVEPPSGEPMXMIW3VMKMREPP]MX[EWQEHISJ½RI
short staple wool, but by the 20th century, mixtures conXEMRMRKIMXLIVGSXXSRWMPOSVW]RXLIXMG½FIVFIGEQIGSQQSR
%RHJSV]SYSPHVSGOIVWXLIYWISJ¾ERRIPTPEMHWLMVXWTIEOed in the 90s’, when popular grunge bands like Nirvana and
Pearl Jam used them as their trademark fashion statement.

Apparently folks are getting a bit agitated by the exhaustive
advertising blitz of pumpkin spice-itis and all its high fructose
GSQTERMSRWFYXWEPIWSJTYQTOMR¾EZSVIHMXIQWGSRXMRYI
to soar, rising 11.6 percent to $361 million for the year ended July 25, according to Nielsen. With this entire bonanza,
I was hoping the pumpkin farmers were doing really well.
Alas, fresh pumpkins at the retail level aren’t seeing the same
boost. In fact, fresh pumpkin sales dropped in 2011, 2013
ERH-´PP½KLXXLIXVIRHERHIRNS]ERSPIJEWLMSRIH
pumpkin pie anyway, which I’m sure is more nutrient dense.
This high calorie orange season will end about as fast as you
can say candy-cane latte.

%JXIVXLI½VWX¾ERRIPWLMVXSJXLIWIEWSRLEWFIIRGLVMWtened with leaf fragments and cat hair (cause they love to
WRYKKPIMRMX MXWIIQWXLI¾SSHSJXLMWWSJXRETWIITWMRXS
our daily lives as the temperature ticks downward. The
WLIIXWERHTMPPS[GEWIWEVIXVERWJSVQIHXS¾ERRIP8LITSlos of summer are changed out in favor of colorful, brawny,
lumbersexual hues. Pajamas, bathrobes, long underwear
ERHWGEVZIWEVIEPPTYXMRTPE]XS½KLXSPHQER[MRXIV)ZIR
Flannel is the fabric that binds us together.
XLIHMWGEVHIH¾ERRIPMWYWIHJSVGPIERMRK[VETTMRKERI[born animal or mopping up grease in the shop.

Whatever traditions ring in the fall for you, one should get
out and enjoy the fall colors and scenery that our region is
known for. Take time to nap in the autumn sun wearing your
GSQJSVXEFPI¾ERRIPERHLEZMRKTYQTOMRWTMGIHVIEQW

;LIR-KSXSFY]¾ERRIPWLMVXWUYEPMX]MWEPPSZIVXLIFSEVH
I prefer companies like Woolrich, Duluth Trading, LL Bean
and my own Herb Philipsons when my budget allows. TrouFPIMWXLIFEVKEMRVEGOTWIYHS¾ERRIPJSVFYGOWEPWSGEPPW
Baked goods can take some
my name. It doesn’t seem to matter which product I chose,
time
to prepare. But as many
-EP[E]W½RH[E]WXSVMTWXEMRSVWLVMROXLIHEVRXLMRKW
baking enthusiasts know, the
%WE¾ERRIPRMWXE-TVIJIVZMFVERXGSPSVWTPEMHWERHTEXXIVRW results are well worth the
effort. Such is the case with the
following recipe for “Pistachio
Honey Rolls” from Marguerite
Marceau Henderson’s “Small
Sweet Treats” (Gibbs Smith).

Baked treats worth the eﬀort

Mon, Tues, Sat • 10-2 Wed, Fri • 9:30-5:30

Abraham House continued...
motorcycle ride as well.
At Abraham House you
will notice the humming
bird. It is part of their logo
and can be found around
almost every corner. The
humming bird is their symbol. There are many legends
about the hummingbird. In
some cultures the humming
bird is the messenger between the worlds of life and
death. The humming bird is
an important talisman to the
Abraham House representing the transition from this
life into the next.
With 24 hour care by
Abraham House caregivers,
guests are in good hands
during their most vulnerable
time. 20 active care givers
(volunteers and per diem)
cover medication administration, hands on health and
hygiene, feeding, and patient
assessment. A segment of
volunteer staff are “buddies”
who work with caregivers
to handle the social and

emotional needs of guests
and their family. There is little paperwork when guests
arrive. Abraham House has
no doctors or nurses; they
provide surrogate care.
Abraham House is the
only comfort care home
in 3 counties. Covering
Herkimer, Oneida, and
Madison counties their
guests primarily are referrals
through Hospice although
physicians and health care
agencies may also make
referrals. Down the road
it would be of interest to
establish another Abraham
House maybe in Herkimer
County. Executive Director
Gina Ciaccia explained that
Abraham House is always
looking for donations and
volunteers. She also extends an open invitation for
anyone who would like to
tour the home and see what
it has to offer. For more
information go to: www.
theabrahamhouse.org 

Pistachio
Honey Rolls
Makes 32 rolls
2
¹
¹

16
4
¹

cups shelled pistachio nuts
GYTWYKEV
XIEWTSSRKVSYRHGMRREQSR
XIEWTSSR½RIP]KVEXIHSVERKI^IWX
sheets phyllo dough, rolled out and kept covered
with a damp towel
tablespoons butter, melted
GYTLSRI][EVQIH

Place the nuts, sugar, cinnamon and orange zest in a food
TVSGIWWSVERHKVMRHYRXMPRYXWEVI½RIP]GLSTTIH8VERWJIV
to a bowl.
Place a sheet of phyllo dough on a work surface. Keep the
remaining sheets covered with a damp towel after each
sheet is used. Brush the sheet of phyllo with butter, top with
another sheet of phyllo and brush with more butter. Lightly
spread the sheet of phyllo into four strips lengthwise. Roll
up each strip, starting at the bottom, and place on a Silpator
parchment-lined baking sheet, seam-side down. Continue
[MXLVIQEMRMRKWLIIXWSJTL]PPSERHRYX½PPMRK&EOISR
the middle rack of a preheated 375 F oven for 15 minutes.
While still warm, drizzle with honey. Allow to cool completely before serving. 
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Little Lie

compact mirror as big as a
hockey puck? I’m holding up
my shopping bag.” she said.
“You can’t miss it. It’s bright
pink. Can you see me?”
“No,” I said, “wave it back
and forth.”
“Oh, for … I can’t,” she
said, “it’s too heavy.”
“Set down the bag and just
raise both hands and wave,”
I said. “Like a cheerleader,”
I added.

E\'DYLG*ULI¼Q
My wife and I have had
an agreement for the 50
years we’ve been married.
I won’t lie to her and she
won’t murder me. I’ve
RIZIV½FFIHEFSYXER]XLMRK
serious, but if she had been
strict about our bargain she
would have widowed herself
at a very young age.
When the cell phone
rang, I turned the volume
on the car radio down and
dug into my pocket. I sure
don’t know how we ever
got along in life without cell
phones.
”Where are you?” my wife
asked.
“I’m sitting up at the end
of the north parking lot and
I can see the Mall entrance
where I dropped you off.”
“OK,” she said, “I’m inside
walking toward it now.”
“I’ll be looking for you
when you come out the
door,” I said.
“Well, start driving. I hate
to stand outside waiting for
you. The young guys always

try to pick me up and take
me out for a drink,” she said.
“A word of advice…” I
began.
²2IZIVQMRH²WLI½RMWLIH
“Start driving.”
“I will when I can verify
you’re actually at the North
exit. You get your directions mixed up, come out
the wrong exit and I drive
around wondering where
the heck you …”
“It says ‘North Exit’ in big
letters,” she said, “in English,
right over the door. Which
I’m walking through now.”
“I don’t see you,” I said
from my perch up at the
end of the parking lot. “You
should carry the Boy Scout
compass I gave you for
these occasions.”
“I am at the north parking
lot exit,” she said heatedly.
“I’m not carrying that thing.
I’d look like a surveyor.”
±;MXLXLI¾MTYTQMVVSV
anyone would think you’re
just checking your make-up
with a compact.”
“Who carries a brass

I got no answer. Perhaps I
needed to explain further.
“You’re too short,” I said.
“Can you get some height?
Remember jumping jacks,
where you jump up and clap
your hands together over
your head? Or is there a
bench or something you can
climb up on?”
Still no answer.
“Are you there?” I asked.
“Are you listening?”
“I stopped listening to you
XLI½VWX]IEV[I[IVIQEVried,” she replied. “I’m busy
looking for a nice young
man to buy a drink for a
soon-to-be widow.”
You know, it’s simply amazing how we can miss the
little things in life. I’d been
sitting there up at the end
of the North parking lot
for almost an hour without
noticing that the sign on the
mall building I was watching
plainly read “South Entrance.” I guess that meant I
was in the South parking lot.
“OK I see you!” I hurriedly
shouted into the cell phone
as I turned the key and

Dogs and their unique relationship with weather
-your pup may be more reliable than the weatherman
Changing weather can affect canines much
like it does people, but dogs may also be
affected in ways their owners are not.
According to the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, dogs can feel changes in barometric pressure and even in the
WXEXMGIPIGXVMG½IPHXLEXSGGYVWMRXLIEMV8LI
American Animal Hospital Association says
dogs’ behavioral changes may be attributable to changes in the weather. Dogs may
become agitated or overexcited by dips in
barometric pressure. As electrical storms
approach, some dogs may get very anxious,
even running and hiding if their anxiety is
especially high.
Many dogs are afraid of thunder and
lightning and can sense approaching storms
even when they are still miles away. According to researchers at Penn State University,
between 15 and 30 percent of all dogs
are extremely scared of thunder and may
experience a rapid increase of cortisol, a

stress hormone.
Dogs also can sniff out storms, detecting
concentrations of chemicals common during
some storms. Dogs can smell ozone in the
air associated with lightning as well.
Dogs may be physically affected by weather
just like their owners are. Although there is
PMXXPIWGMIRXM½G[SVOWTIGM½GEPP]SRXLIEJJIGXW
of cold or damp weather on dogs that occurs during autumn and early winter, it does
seem that canines feel the effects of these
changes. Owners often notice more stiffness
and lameness in pets during adverse weather conditions. Pain resulting from arthritis
may increase and muscles may stiffen when
the climate becomes cooler.
Many animals are known to have an innate
sense of changing weather or oncoming
storms. Dogs can learn to anticipate meaning behind atmospheric changes that can
alert others to upcoming weather. 

ripped the shift lever down
into Drive.

damage to my car… only a
slight scratch.

wet my pants before getting
the teacher’s attention.

I lied. “Yes, that’s you. Gee
you’re just as pretty from a
distance as the day I married
you,” I added.

“What’s going on?” asked
my wife.

“Then remind me to keep
my distance from you,” she
said.

The woman ahead of me
was taking a long look at the
front of her car while the
other driver stepped from
his SUV and apologized.

A policeman materialized
to my right. ”Sir, I’ll need
your license and registration,” he said. “You can put
your hand down now.”

The car in front of me
stopped abruptly and waited
to take the place of an SUV
backing out. This annoys
me. I stopped in time only a
foot from her rear bumper.
The SUV driver couldn’t see
XVEJ½GMRIMXLIVHMVIGXMSRERH
he inched out backwards a
tiny bit at a time
“Where are you?” asked
my wife.
“I’m in motion,” I said.
“Uh huh,” she said, “don’t
hurt yourself.”
The SUV driver was now
out far enough to see
YTERHHS[RXLIXVEJ½G
lane. He accelerated and
swooped backward, crashing
into the driver waiting
in front of me. Her car
lurched backward and hit
my bumper.
I got out to inspect the

±-´QGEYKLXMRXVEJ½G²-PMIH
again.

“No problem with my car,”
I said as I approached the
two, holding the cell phone
away from me with my
½RKIVSZIV[LEX-XLSYKLX
was the tiny voice pickup on
the device.
They didn’t seem to
notice me. “And your back
bumper looks OK,” I said to
the woman.
“It’s my husband’s new
car,” she said to no one in
particular. “He will absolutely kill me!”
“I gotta go,” I said to her,
with my hand up in the air,
the cell phone held as far
away from me as possible.
7SQIHE]-´PP½RHXLIQYXI
button. The last time I held
my hand that high was in the
third grade the day I almost

“Honey, I’ve been involved
in a minor accident,” I said
into the phone.
“Well, you look OK to me,”
said my wife, standing now
to my left.
“I brought her with me,”
said the policeman.
“I heard the crash on the
phone,” she said.
“While you were standing
on the bench, lady,” said the
policeman.
“He said he was arresting
me,” my wife said, glancing
at me with what might have
been a proud look on her
face.
“I said I was rescuing you,
Ma’am.” said the policeman.
“Well, I was only standing
there, young man, and this
is America!” said my wife.
“You’re lucky I hadn’t started
my jumping jacks.” 
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Let centerpieces add style to special occasions
Design elements and
decorations can help set
the mood for
o special events.
Centerpieces are one such
design element that can set
a strong tone for
o dinner
par ties.. Centerpieces can
be easy to create, even for
o
hosts wor king with limited
budgets.
Decorating the dining table
with a visually stunning
centerpiece
i
maay be
b allll the
h
creative touch hosts need to
impress their guests as they
sit down to dinnerr. Whether

you preffer
e simple centerr-pieces or something more
elaborate, fo
ollow these tips
for
o centerpiece success.

Size
To determine which centerpiece to use, par ty hosts
QYWX½V WXGEPGYPEXIEJI[
things to come up with an
appropriate size for
o the cenXIVTMIGI8LI½V WXGSRWMHIVV-ation is the size of the table.
Scale the centerpiece to the
dimensions of the table. The
more people you can seat

at the table, the larger the
centerpiece can be.
Also think about the size of
the room.. Rooms with high
ceilings or large architectural
accents maay accommodate
larger or taller centerpiece
more capably than smaller
rooms.. Centerpieces that
are transparent can create
height without blocking
guests’’ views.

Materials
Hosts can use just about
any materials they wish

when creating centerpieces.
Floral arrangements make
for
o popular centerpieces beGEYWI¾S[IV WEVIEZEMPEFPIMR
a wide array of color s,, sizes
ERHLIMKLXW4PYW¾S[IV WGER
be chosen based on perr-sonal preffeerences,, season or
budget. Their sweet aroma
also adds another sensor y
experience to a par tyy.
But hosts are not limited to
centerpieces that feature
e
¾S[IV W*VIWLJV YMXWIEWLIPPW
pebbles,, marbles,, candyy, and
IZIRPMZI½WLEVINYWXEJI[
of the materials that can be
used to create memorable
centerpieces.. Think about
which materials might provide a conver sation star ter
at the dinner table and build
around that.

Placement
As their name implies,
centerpieces generally go in
the center of the table. But
creative hosts you can plaay
with placement if they so
desire. Rather than one large
centerpiece, consider creating a table r unner of sor ts
through the middle of the
table that features
e
various
smaller centerpieces.. This
can be useful when a larger
element would take up too
much room on the table.
Factor the height and

visual line of guests when
arranging centerpieces as
well.. Sit at the table with
your elbows on the table
surface and arms bent up.
8LILIMKLXSJ]SYV½WXWMW
the general sight line. Avoid
centerpieces that fall within
this sight line. Use a pedestal
to raise up a centerpiece or
keep the centerpiece lower
so guests can conver se
across the table.
Think about placing smaller

replicas of your main table
centerpiece elsewhere in
the enter taining space, such
as near the entr ywaay and
in the powder room,, to tie
ever ything togetherr.
Centerpieces are a key design element when hosting
a special event,, adding visual
appeal to a space while
helping any par ty appear
more upscale. 

How to tend to an indoor herb garden
Fresh herbs and recently picked ingredients
GEREHH¾EZSVXSER]QIEP%LSQIGLIJGER
IZIRMQTVSZIXLI¾EZSVSJWXSVIIFSYKLXSV
prepared foods
o
with an herb gar
g nish that
can transffor
o m otherwise bland
d dishes into
again
something you’ll want to eat again and again.
or homeHar vesting fresh herbs is easyy fo
owner s who haave gardens righht in their
backyards.. However,rr,, ever yonee does not
haave a backyard,, and even tho
ose that do
QMKLX½RHXLIMVKEVHIRWXLVIEX RI  
changing seasons or unwanted
d critt
When gardens are moved ind
door s, the
bounty of fresh ingredients co nu
matter the date on the calend
Herb gardens are perhaps so
ome of the
easiest gardens to cultivate ind
door s becaus
they don’t require large pots or much sp
atively comThe plants themselves are relativ
pact,, and it only takes a pinch of herbs to
KMZIEQIEPWSQII\\XXVE¾EZSV
When growing herbs indoor s,, your indoor
growing area must haave adequate
uate light to
simulate the longer daayys of su
summer ; otherr-wise, the plants maay go dormant.
ant.. It’s ideal
to haave a southern exposure on the herbs,
with at least eight hour s of sunlight
nlight per daayy.
If you do not live in a par ticular ly sunny
locale, consider supplementing the plants
with grow lights,, which will provide the full
spectr um of light the plants need to thrive.
Indoor air can become too dr y for
o herbs,

so you will need to compensate by providing humidity
tyy. While there maay be added
humidity in a kitchen greenhouse window, it
still maay not be
b enough to keep the plants
healthy. Think about misting the plants daily
to create some extra humidityyy, or place
LIVFTSXWSRXSTSJE[EXIV½PPIHXVE][MXL
pebbles so the evaporating water will add
moisture withhout making the roots soggyy.
Insects are another threat to indoor
there is no cold weather
gardens because
beca
to inhibit the hatching of insect eggs.
eggs. Soil
from outdoorr s maayy be more susceptible
to insects that are already living in the dir t.
Instead of soil
soi from outside, use packaged
oil or a nons
soil
nonsoil alternative that will hold
with
moisture without
the added risk of bugs.
f small insects appearrr, use a mist of soapy
water to kill the
t bugs without harming the
TPERXWSVQEOMRKXLILIVFWYR½XJSVIEXMRK
Group herbs together according to their
watering need
ds to make maintenance that
uch easierrr. N
New sprouts generally need
more water tthan established plants.
Pr une the heerbs as needed fo
or recipes.. If
the herbs exper
exp ience a growth spur t,, trim
ome of the p
plants and freeze the herbs for
o
ater
Man indoorr herb gardener s begin by
growing par sleyy, chives,, oregano, and basil,
but you can exper
e
iment with just about any
herb. 
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Planning a home office?

- here are some factors to consider

As technology has made
working remotely easier,
more and more professionals are working from home.
Working from home can
help working parents save
money on childcare costs
and help all workers avoid
VYWLLSYVXVEJ½GNEQWERH
the costs of commuting to
ERHJVSQXLISJ½GI
The right working environment is essential for men
and women who work from
home. An environment that’s
conducive to work can help
people increase their productivity and make their employers more likely to allow
more employees to work
from home. Professionals
who are new to working
JVSQLSQIQE]½RHMXXEOIW
some time before they can
create the perfect working environment, but the
following are a few factors
to consider when planning a
LSQISJ½GI
Space
One of the disadvantages
to working from home is
that remote workers don’t
have access to the same
level of equipment as in the
QEMRSJ½GIWYGLEWGSPSV
copiers or scanners. If you
want to include even scaleddown versions of such
IUYMTQIRXMR]SYVSJ½GI
you will need ample space.
In addition, less spacious
LSQISJ½GIWGERJIIPXSS
tight and enclosed, making
workers uncomfortable and
less enthusiastic about working every day. Pick a spot
in your home that affords
room for your equipment
and the ability to move
around so you don’t feel
cramped throughout the
workday.

Lighting
Lighting is another factor
remote workers must consider when they’re planning
XLIMVLSQISJ½GIW2EXYVEP
light can provide an energetic boost and improve your
mood, so choose a room in
your home that gets lots of
sunlight during the day. Many
professionals who work remotely do so from the basements of their homes, which
GERQEOIMXHMJ½GYPXXSVIP]
on natural light. If the basement is the only location
MR]SYVLSQIXLEXGER½XE
LSQISJ½GIPSSOJSVPMKLXMRK
sources that replicate daylight so you are not working
in dark quarters. Speak with
your physician about how
to arrange lighting to reduce
eyestrain caused by staring
at a computer.
Connectivity
Connectivity also must be
considered when planning a
LSQISJ½GI;LMPI[MVIPIWW
Internet has made Internet
dead zones less problematic, certain areas or rooms
in your home may still be
touch-and-go with regard to
Internet connectivity. Such

areas should be avoided
when choosing a room for
]SYVLSQISJ½GIEWMXGER
FIHMJ½GYPXXSVIQEMRTVSductive if your connection to
]SYVSJ½GI´WI\XIVREPWIVZIV
is routinely compromised.
Find an area where the
wireless connection is always
strong.
Distractions
While your home might be
empty for much of the day,
you don’t want to be distracted when the kids come
home from school or when
your spouse or roommate
arrives home from work.
Avoid putting your home
SJ½GIXSSGPSWIXSTSTYPEV
hangout areas in your home,
such as the kitchen and the
living room. Instead, choose
a room where you have lots
of privacy so you can focus
on your work and won’t be
routinely interrupted.
Working from home can
pay numerous dividends, but
professionals who telework
must put careful thought
into the rooms or areas of
their homes where they
plan to work. 

Finished basements save energy
and deliver more living space
17 °&]½RMWLMRK]SYV
basement, you can gain
more living space while
reducing the amount of
energy loss from downstairs.
Basements that are not fully
½RMWLIHX]TMGEPP]HSRSXLEZI
insulated walls or covered
¾SSVMRK8LMWGERVIWYPXMR
heat loss and cause your
furnace to work overtime.
A remodeled basement
offers more than additional
storage space. It can provide
EPSXSJI\XVEVSSQJSVE
growing family, such as space
for a gym, home theatre,
SJ½GIKYIWXWYMXISVETPE]room for the kids.
To ensure a comfortable
and inviting basement, there
EVIEJI[TVSNIGXGSQTSnents to consider:
• Insulation will make sure
your space warm and comfortable. For the best results,
install a stone wool insulation product, a measure that
can be done easily with the
ROXUL ComfortBoard IS.
This product is mechanically
fastened or adhered to the
concrete foundation wall,
offering you a higher R-value
and better acoustics.
(V][EPP[MPPLIPTHI½RI
the space and make it feel
like a part of your home. If
you haven’t tackled drywall
before, consider hiring a pro
to ensure your walls are
seamless.
• Flooring should be water
sealed and covered with
an insulated material. There
are many products on the
market, but consider laying
padding before carpet or in¾SSVLIEXMRKFIJSVIXMPIW
4IVWSREPM^IMX[MXL½RMWLMRK
touches. Select furniture
XLEXGER½XHS[REX]TMGEPP]
steep staircase and choose
items that complement the
rest of your home’s décor. 
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Make holiday decorating easier this year
It is not the
holiday season
until homes,
stores and
town centers
are decorated
in lights and
tinsel. When
entire neighborhoods are
enhanced by
bows and aniQEXIH½KYVMRIW
the celebratory
tone is set and
decorations
can trigger
happy feelings
associated
with holiday
gatherings.

• Put the tree
YT½VWX8LI
Christmas tree
is the a focal
point of holiday
decorations, so set
up the tree and
decorate it before
you get started
on decorating the
rest of the house.
If you do not get
to all of your other decorating, at
least the tree will
be ready and your
home will still
have some holiday
appeal. Once the
lights are on, decorating the tree is
a great activity for
keeping the kids
busy while you
handle other jobs.

Some people
½RHLSPMHE]
decorating
enjoyable and
• Divide and
eagerly anticconquer. Nothing
ipate taking
out storage
makes holiday
containers and
decorating go fastsorting through
er than delegating
all of their
Follow a few strategies to make easy work of holiday decorating. decorating tasks.
memory-laden
%WWMKRWTIGM½GXEWOW
trinkets, while
to your helpers. Put
others are less enthusiastic about readying
one person in charge of decorating the living room while another handles the outside
their homes for the season. No matter
PMKLXW[VIEXLWERHMR¾EXEFPIMXIQW
which group you fall into, the following are
some simple tips to make holiday decorating
• Turn on the tunes. Working to music freeasier.
quently takes your mind off of the work and
• Plan to decorate on a day when you do
not have any other responsibilities. Choose
to decorate on a day when you can devote
your full attention to decorating, avoiding a
day when you might be distracted by other
things. If you prefer to decorate alone, ask
a friend to watch the kids or have a spouse
take them out of the house for a few hours.
-JHIGSVEXMRKMWEJEQMP]IZIRX½RHEHE]
when everyone’s schedules are clear.
• Take out the decorations the day prior.
Hauling boxes and containers from the attic
or basement can take a while. Take some
time to move all of the decorating items to
EQEMR¾SSVSJXLILSYWIXLIHE]SVRMKLX
before your decorating marathon. This way
you won’t get discouraged or tired by the
task even before the real decorating has
begun.

will help pass the time more quickly. Have
your favorite holiday playlist at the ready
and turn up the volume. Sing along to the
carols or contemporary songs while you are
elbow-deep in decorations.
• Take some breaks. Working hungry or
tired may lead to sloppy work or frustration.
There’s little chance of untangling a knot in
the lights with your patience in tact if you
haven’t eaten for hours. Plan some time
for lunch while you sit and rest. Survey the
work you’ve done and make a list of the
next steps.
After the hard work of decorating, you’ll
likely have a sense of accomplishment. Now
it’s time to enjoy the holiday scene and prepare for the excitement of the weeks ahead.

Signs that more insulation is necessary
• If the snow melts on your
roof but not on your neighbors’, this may be a sign that
you need more insulation
in the attic. Melting snow
means heat is escaping from
the attic or under the eaves.
• Bare spots in the attic
and insulation that does not
extend to the edge of the
roof may indicate a need for
more.
• Check the level of
insulation in the attic. If it is
level with or falls below the

ceiling joists, an extra layer
should be installed.
• If energy bills are higher
than normal for the time
of year, that may be due to
a lack of insulation. Notice
whether the HVAC system
is running more than usual.
• An unusually warm second
story during hot weather
also may be indicative of an
MRWYPEXMSRHI½GMIRG]7YGLE
situation suggests hot air is
MR½PXVEXMRKXLILSQIXLVSYKL
the roof.

When adding insulation,
choose the right R-value
for your home. R-value
measures how well certain
materials, such as insulation, resist heat. The higher
the R-value, the greater
the insulation. Therefore,
insulation with a higher
R-value will perform better
than insulation with a lower
rating. Colder climates may
require a higher R-value
than warmer ones. 
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There Are Smiles
by Terry Berkson

LERH²LIKVSERIH±-[EWQEOMRKEPPXLIVMKLXQSZIW7LI[EW
hanging on every word I said. I lit her cigarette like a pro. But
[LIR-[IRXXSFPS[SYXXLIQEXGLQ]YTTIVTPEXI¾I[
SYXSRXLIXEFPI7LIWGVIEQIHERHWXSSHYTSRLIVWIEX²
It seems George had somehow broken his upper dentures
and was keeping the two halves loosely in place with the
back of his tongue which made him talk like Humphrey
Bogart.
±7S[LIVIMWWLIRS[#²-EWOIH
±(ERGMRK[MXLXLEXKY]²LIWEMHRSHHMRKXS[EVHWEGSYTPI
SYXSRXLI¾SSV
Shirley laughed and began to tell me her story about
+ISVKI±=SYVIQIQFIV[IS[RIHX[SLSYWIWMRXS[R
;LIR[I[IVIKIXXMRKEPSRK[IPMZIHMRXLIWEQILSYWI
FYX[LIRXLMRKW[IVIR´XWSKSSH[IPMZIHWITEVEXIP]²

Shirley and George
Got a call from our old friend Shirley Horigan the other
day. She thought we might still have a copy of a photo of her
and her late husband George that she treasured but someLS[QMWTPEGIH-XSPHLIV-´HHSQ]FIWXXS½RHMXFYXEJXIV
looking through several boxes and photo albums I didn’t
come up with the picture she had in mind. So, instead, my
wife and I found a nice photo of Shirley and George smiling
with a party hostess standing between them and cut out the
QMHHPI½KYVIMRSVHIVXSTYXXLIQXSKIXLIV-QYWXWE][I
did it rather skillfully because you had to look twice to see
that the photo had been altered.
Shirley was due back in town to attend a class reunion. I
TPERRIHXS½VWXLEZIXLI±WGMWWSVIH²TMGXYVITLSXSGSTMIH
which would make it look even more convincing, and then
deliver it to her at the gathering. Of course it wasn’t the
shot she wanted but when she saw it she liked the photo and had to give it a second look to realize it had been
altered. During our conversation I asked her if she had ever
VIEHEWXSV]-LEH[VMXXIRGEPPIH±%2MKLX%X,EVV]´W²8LIVI
was a scene in it that involved her George. She hadn’t read
MXERHEWOIH±;LEX´WMXEFSYX#²
-FIKER[MXL±=SY[IVIR´XQEVVMIHEXXLIXMQI²-X[EWE
Saturday night and Harry’s nightclub was mobbed. I had
to push my way into the place and past the crowded bar.
'SYTPIW[IVISYXSRXLI¾SSVHERGMRKXSXLI'SRXSYV´W
±(S=SY0SZI1I²-QEHIQ][E]XSEVSYRHIHPIEXLer-lined booth where George was sitting oddly alone with
his elbows resting on the table and his head in his hands. He
looked depressed.
±;LEX´WXLIQEXXIV+ISVKI#²-EWOIHEFSZIXLIPSYHQYWMG
,IWLSSOLMWGVEHPIHLIEH±-LEHLIVMRXLITEPQSJQ]

She went on to say that during one of the times they
[IVIPMZMRKETEVXWLIFSYKLXEPMXXPIHSKWLIREQIH1SIXS
OIITLIVGSQTER]%XXLIXMQIWLI[EWSRWTIEOMRKXIVQW
with George and asked him to take the little pooch to his
house while she went on an overnight trip to visit family.
%VVMZMRKLSQIKSSHREXYVIH+ISVKIWIXXLIHSKYTMRE
FPEROIXPMRIHGEVHFSEVHFS\ERHVIXMVIHJSVXLIRMKLX;LIR
he awoke in the morning he reached for his then in tact
upper plate but the teeth weren’t in the water glass on the
RMKLXXEFPI[LIVILILEHTPEGIHXLIQ%FVMIJWIEVGLPIHXS
the dog in the blanket-lined box and the dentures that had
FIIRGLI[IHSRPMOIEFSRI1SIHMHR´XPSSOEXEPPKYMPX]FYX
George was miffed and picked the dog up as he headed for
his car and Shirley’s house. She had just arrived home and
when she came to the door her husband angrily thrust the
little dog into her arms.
±;LEX´WXLIQEXXIV#²WLI[ERXIHXSORS[
±,IGLI[IHYTQ]XIIXL²+ISVKI]IPPIHFIJSVIWXITTMRK
FEGOERHPIXXMRKXLIWXSVQHSSVWPEQ8LIRLIEFVYTXP]
turned and headed for his car.
Frank Dibble a nosey friend and nearby neighbor phoned
Shirley to learn what the commotion was all about.
0EXIVMRXLIHE](MFFPIQIX+ISVKISRXLIWXITWSJXLI
TSWXSJ½GIHS[RXS[R±,I]+ISVKI²LIWEMH±-WE[7LMVPI]´W
RI[HSK²
±7S²+ISVKIWEMHFIKVYHKMRKP]
±,I´WKSXEWQMPINYWXPMOI]SYVW²
George threw up his hands and headed for his mail box.
±8LEX´WEKVIEXWXSV]²-XSPH7LMVPI]±(MHLIIZIVKIXRI[
XIIXL#²
±=IEL²WLIWEMH±,MWWQMPIPSSOIHIZIRFIXXIVXLER1SI´W
WS[IQSZIHFEGOMRXSKIXLIV²

“

“The best thing that ever comes into the
life of a man is the heart of a woman that
sincerely loves him.”
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A Matchmaker’s Ball
by Terry Berkson
The other day I was driving
on County Route 16 when
I noticed the ruins of an old
barn. Upon closer inspection I realized it was the
remains of a block building
that had been built and used
by a man I once knew. His
name was Ziggie Pupecki and I got to meet him
through the efforts of my
Aunt Ruta who fancied herself as a kind of matchmaker.
I was a kid from Brooklyn
who liked farms and he was
a farmer. But, that wasn’t
the only match my aunt
wanted to make. Ziggie
was an eligible bachelor
who was at that time about
forty years old. One August
afternoon, Aunt Ruta had
Uncle William drive us out
to the Pupecki place where
she intended to secure a
photograph of the farmer
that she would send to my
Aunt Kay who was living
with her young son in a
furnished room in New York
City. In Aunt Ruta’s mind,
here was a man that needed
a woman and a woman
that needed a man. She
thought they would make
a great couple and once
she had come up with that
idea there was no stopping
her. I was about thirteen at
the time and was not at all
interested in my aunt’s plans.
I had come along with my
dog Pinky because I was told

like a window had been broken. The ball had been made
of glass!

I’d get to see how a farm
operates.
While Uncle William
leaned against his Plymouth
smoking a pipe, Aunt Ruta
was in the house getting the
photograph from Ziggie’s
mother who was scheming
[MXLQ]EYRXXS½RHE
woman for her son. At the
time, the farmer had no
idea that they had plans
for him. He came out
of the milk house and
asked of my dog, “Does
he chase cows?”

Mrs. Pupecki came running
out to the yard to see what
had happened. “What
you do?” she exclaimed.
“I didn’t know it was glass,”
I said.
“That was expensive thing,”
she shouted.

I didn’t know if this
was something good
or bad and answered,
“He chases cats!”
It was almost
milking time and
I followed the
farmer out into the
pasture to bring in
some stragglers.
He told me to let Pinky
loose and sure enough my
dog took out after some
logy Holsteins making them
trot in the right direction. I
had no idea that my little
black and white mutt had
any herding abilities. Ziggie
was very pleased with this
and invited me to stay on at
the farm for a while. I guess
Aunt Ruta had expected the
invitation because she had
stashed some clothes and
my new BB gun in the trunk
of the car.

So, for a time I stayed on at
the “Pupetski” farm—-that’s
what Aunt Ruta called it. I
rose early to help with the
milking and went to bed not
long after sunset. There was
no television in the house
back then. I guess after a few
days Ziggie sensed that the
city kid was getting bored
so one night we headed for
a movie at the Capitol in
6MGL½IPH7TVMRKW-XJIPXPMOI
a return to civilization. A
horror movie starring Bela
Lugosi was playing. The farmer fell asleep in the middle
of the movie.
Besides working hard at
his dairy, Ziggie had another
job at some kind of mill or
factory. Before he’d leave for

the day,
he’d plan a
couple of chores for me to
do but mostly I had a lot
of time on my hands. One
QSVRMRKEJXIV-LEH½RMWLIH
cleaning the barn I picked
up my BB gun and crossed
the road to sit in the garden
next to the house. I shot
at various targets, a fence
post, a bird, an old wooden
bucket. Then my eyes came
to rest on this shiny metal
sphere that was about the
WM^ISJEFEWOIXFEPP-½KYVIH
it would ring like a bell
when my BB hit it. It was
sitting on a cement pillar
that was about three feet
tall. I took aim and squeezed
off a shot. Incredibly, the
thing disappeared with a
crashing noise that sounded

my surprise when I returned,
Ziggie had several beer cans
lined up on a fence. He took
the gun and shot down a
couple before handing it
back to me. Then he told
me to shoot. The message
was clearly made without
one cross word.
I intended to buy another
ball for Mrs. Pupecki with
money I didn’t yet
have. I felt guilty
for a long time
but unfortunately I never
got to replace
her treasured
ornament. I
once read
somewhere
that in olden
days people
put the glass
ornaments
in their
gardens to
ward off
evil spirits.
Aunt
Ruta’s
match
making
plans

I walked
over to where the ball had
been. Putting together the
thousand pieces that lay on
the ground was impossible.
I knew I was in trouble and
stayed clear of the house for
the rest of the day.
Ziggie’s mother went out
to talk to him as soon as he
got home. I braced myself
when he came over to
me and told me to get the
gun. I pictured it bent and
broken in a garbage can. To

seemed to
have disintegrated like the
ball. The photograph was
sent to Aunt Kay but I guess
she wasn’t cut out for the
country and Ziggie never
got to meet her. I heard he
was married some years
later-—and that he had had
EHMJ½GYPXPMJI,I´WKSRIRS[
All that remains is the block
foundation of a barn, and
the photograph that Aunt
Ruta had once sent. 

Paramedic in wedding dress works crash on way to reception
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) _ When
Sarah Ray’s father and grandparents
were in a car crash on the way to her
wedding reception, the off-duty Tennessee paramedic rushed to the scene in
her wedding dress.
``My dad called my husband and said
there had been an accident,’ ’ Sarah
Ray said. ``All he told him was there
had been a wreck, and the car was
totaled. We didn’t know anything about
injuries.’ ’
Ray found her grandmother in an
ambulance with injuries from the air
bag and seat belt that were serious
enough to send her to the hospital, but
not life-threatening.

DD3RISJXLI½VWXXLMRKWWLIWEMHXS
me was sorry she ruined my wedding
day,’ ’ Ray said. Ray assured her grandmother she had done no such thing.
As she walked back to the car in the
drizzling rain, holding her wedding
dress off the ground, ambulance and
½VIXVYGOFILMRHLIV6E]´WQSXLIV
snapped a photograph.
The photo was posted to the Montgomery County government’s Facebook page with the caption, ``How
dedicated are you to your job?’’ The
GETXMSRFVMI¾]I\TPEMRWXLIGMVGYQstances of the photo and concludes,
``Thank you, Sarah, for loving what you
do!’’ 
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Lizzy’s Cupcakery and Candies
by Al Dorantes
A wedding is not a wedding without
a cake. Amanda and Jesse Tuthill,
our cover photograph, sealed their
special day with sweet treats from
Lizzy’s Cupcakery and Candies. Lizzy’s
Cupcakery, located in the New
Hartford Shopping Center has been
producing delicious, fresh, scratch
baked cupcakes for over 4 years.
Lizzy Davis has been making cupcakes
for 4 years (or more). She started
in her house, and began going to
farmers markets (Clinton, Rome, and
Whitesboro) on her days off, and has
been in her current location in the
New Hartford Shopping center for 2
years. While Lizzy concentrates mainly
cupcakes she has found that she has
to offer more than just cupcakes now.
Her slogan of, “Eat - Smile - Repeat”
has her offering cupcakes, cookies,
JYHKIXVYJ¾IWTEGOEKIHGERH]ERH
more. Lizzy has over 30 different
¾EZSVWFYXLIVFIWXWIPPIVWEVIXLI
Oreo and chocolate peanut butter
cupcakes (and have been since day
1). She recently added cakes to her
repertoire. Lizzy found it is still quicker
for her to make cupcakes. She said, “I
can do 300 cupcakes per hour.” That’s
fast!
%QERHEERH.IWWILEH¾EZSVWSJ
Lizzy’s cupcakes at their reception.
They had Oreo, chocolate peanut
butter plus red velvet and vanilla. They
also had a 1 tier wedding cake with

The beautiful cake and cupcakes for Amanda and Jesse Tuthill’s wedding last fall came from
Lizzy’s Cupcakery and Candies in the New Hartford Shopping Center. Photo by AJ’s Photography.

scroll work on the sides.
Lizzy explained that she is pretty
casual about wedding planning. Most
brides have an idea or vision of what
they want or she can steer them
towards what works. Lizzy said that
her fresh made cupcakes are averaging
about $250 ($2 each) and up for
weddings. She explained that the
Pinterest effect has been mostly good.
“People come in with ideas now. They
have pictures to show me what they
want. People sometimes have to be
reined in and sometimes I can meet
them halfway.” Cupcakes are becoming

popular for weddings because couples
can offer variety for their guests. You
GERLEZIQYPXMTPI¾EZSVWJSVXLIWEQI
price as a traditional wedding cake.
Lizzy is busy now booking holiday
parties and consultations for next
year’s bridal season. Finish your
reception with cupcakes from Lizzy’s
Cupcakery. For more information go
to: www.lizzyscupcakes.com or follow
them on Facebook: Lizzy’s Cupcakery.

Groom’s cakes make a comeback
Guests and well-wishers
expect to see at least one
cake at wedding receptions.
But wedding guests should
not be surprised if they
attend a wedding and notice
two cakes sharing the spotlight on the dessert table.
Groom’s cakes have
existed for generations
but have fallen out of favor
in many parts of North
America since the 1970s.
Now groom’s cakes are
experiencing a resurgence in
popularity.
A groom’s cake traditionally
represents something masculine, providing a contrast
to the oft-feminine features,
WYGLEW¾SVEPFSYUYIXWERH
frilly gowns, that dominate
many weddings. Groom’s
GEOIHIWMKRWSJXIRVI¾IGXE
particular hobby or interest
of the groom’s.
Historically, groom’s cakes
are chocolate, a sharp contrast to traditional wedding
cakes, which tend to be
vanilla and white. Tradition
once called for single women at the wedding to take

home a slice of the groom’s
cake to sleep with under
their pillows. It was believed
the cake would help them
have sweet dreams of the
man they would eventually
marry.
Women today are likely
no longer snuggling up to
fondant and mousse cake
slices at night, and wedding
cakes are no longer relegated to vanilla cake with vanilla
icing, which may account
for the waning popularity of
groom’s cakes. Yet with wedding cake bakers showing
off their creative prowess
on television or through
their own artistic bakery
displays, it’s no wonder that
couples looking for something unique are once again
embracing the tradition of
groom’s cakes.
Couples who are mulling
whether or not to add a
groom’s cake to their menus
should consider the following tips.
• Make sure it is highly
personal. Groom’s cakes
typically reference hobbies,

EJ½PMEXMSRWSVMRXIVIWXWSJ
the groom. Some men may
want their cake to showcase
the logo of their favorite
professional sports team,
while others may want a
cake inspired by a favorite
superhero.
• Involve the groom in the
process. Despite the name,
groom’s cakes may not
always involve the groom. A
cake may be designed or selected by the groom’s brideto-be or his mother. Some
forward-thinking brides may
want to encourage their
grooms-to-be to select their
own cakes and offer input
on their designs.
• Find a bakery that has
experience in whimsical
cakes. Groom’s cakes are
very often intricate structures and sculptures. The
groom’s cake may be more
labor-intensive than the
traditional wedding cake, so
couples may want to shop
around for a cake chef with
the experience to pull off
the design they desire.
)\TIVMQIRX[MXL¾EZSV

combinations. Because the
groom’s cake is all about
XLEXWTIGMEPKY]XLI¾EZSVSJ
the cake should be centered
around what he would
enjoy. The sky is the limit
SR¾EZSVWERHGERMRGPYHI
traditional chocolate, candy
FEVMRWTMVIH¾EZSVWGSJJII
coconut, or even a bacon-infused cake.
• Consider serving the
groom’s cake at the rehearsal. Some couples prefer to
serve the groom’s cake at
the rehearsal dinner rather
than having two cakes at the
wedding. Guests may not be
EFPIXS½XX[SWPMGIWSJGEOI
after a large wedding meal,
so serving the groom’s cake
at the rehearsal dinner may
be the best of both worlds.
The bride — and her cake
— typically steal the show
at the average wedding.
Therefore, a groom’s cake
can be a special touch that
allows the groom to bask
in his own wedding-day
spotlight. 
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The many ways to recycle or repurpose a wedding gown
Brides want to look their
best on their wedding days.
In addition to professional
hairstyling and makeup,
many brides invest in extravagant wedding gowns.

orate your wedding day for
years to come.
Art
Use the gown as a background for artwork. Simply
stretch it across a wooden
frame and staple on the
back. You then have a handy
canvas at the ready.

Estimates suggest the
average wedding gown costs
$2,000. Brides who indulge
by purchasing a designer
dress can pay upward of
$5,000 for their gowns. But
even the most expensive
dress will only be worn once
by the blushing bride. Fortunately, there are a variety
of ways brides can reuse or
recycle their wedding gowns.

Nursery décor
Decorate a baby’s nursery with a portion of the
wedding dress, which can be
turned into a crib skirt or
pillow. The dress can also be
used to create frilly curtains.
A white dress will blend
with just about any pattern.

Heirloom
One of the easiest ways to
get more from your gown is
to pass it down to another
bride after your wedding
day. Brides frequently save
and preserve their gowns
with the intent of passing
it down as an heirloom
to a daughter or another
family member. Maintain the
beauty of the gown by hiring
a professional dry cleaner or
wedding gown preservation
service to treat and package
the gown before storing it

Anniversary tablecloth
for some lucky lady’s future
use.
6IPMKMSYWSYX½X
If you feel the style of the
gown won’t keep up with
the times, the fabric of the
gown can be repurposed
MRXSEFETXMWQEPSYX½XSVE

communion dress or suit.
Christian children are welcomed to the faith in white
clothing, which is a symbol
of purity and cleansing
of sin. Seamstresses can
fashion beautiful dresses or
suits from original wedding
gowns.
Play clothes
Many little girls and boys
like to play dress-up. And
rather than have a gown
sitting in the closet, use it
to make play clothes for
little ones. The gown can
be turned into a dress for
a fairy princess or an ice
queen.
Ornaments or favors
Lace from gowns can be
turned into doilies, accents
on other clothing, undergarments or decorative pieces
for the home. A lace-covered lampshade can be a
creative way to commem-

• Our large, spacious reception hall seats up to
250 guests and features a large dance floor.
• Variety of menus.
• Linen table covers and napkins are provided.
• Our complimentary Bridal Party waiting
room is perfect for coordinating and making
a grand entrance.
• FREE overnight accommodations for the bride
and groom.
• 52 clean, spacious rooms for your out-oftown guests.
• Our party planning services are also available for bridal showers, rehearsal dinners or
any occasion.
For a Free Consultation Contact
Mary LaBreche, General Manager
20 Albany Street, Little Falls, NY 13365
315-823-4954 • Fax 315-823-4507
Email: stay@travelodgelittlefalls.com
www.travelodgelittlefalls.com

Measure out the length of
a dining table, and cut and
sew the gown into a special
occasion tablecloth. Take
it out each year on your
anniversary.
Stuffed animals
Present children with cozy
friends that they can love
for years. Cut out a pattern
for a bunny or bear and
use it to craft a stuffed toy
from the gown. Visit a local
GVEJXWLSTJSVWXYJ½RK½PPERH
buttons for eyes.
Donation
Some less fortunate people
cannot afford a gown. Work
with a church or shelter
ERH½RHSYX[LIVI]SYGER
donate the gown to be used
by someone who normally
would not wear something
so lavish.
Theater prop
Many plays and musicals
feature wedding scenes. An
upstart theater company
QE]FIRI½XJVSQLEZMRK
a wedding gown in their
costume department.
Handkerchief
Cut out a piece of the
gown and sew the hem. Offer it as the “something old”
or “something borrowed”
for a loved one’s wedding.
Wedding gowns do not
need to be relegated to a
closet once a bride has said
“I do.” Turn that dress into
something useful for years
to come. 
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Amanda Spink Tuthill
-a bride’s journey

engagement and wedding
band, came from Engelbert’s
Jewelers. Engelbert’s has
locations in both Rome
(West Dominick Street) and
the New Hartford Shopping
Center. Jesse’s wedding
band was purchased at
Lennon’s W.B. Wilcox
jewelry in New Hartford.
8LI[IHHMRK´W¾S[IVW
came from Chester’s Flower
Shop and Greenhouses.
Amamnda’s bouquet was
orange and white gerbera
daisies. She knew exactly
what she wanted and the
professionals at Chester’s hit
the mark perfectly.

by Al Dorantes

rush.”

When you are planning
your storybook wedding
there are thousands of tiny
details that need to come
together. One couple
planned and achieved their
dream wedding and they
did it by shopping locally.
The October weather
even cooperated; it was 70
degrees and sunny.

Amanda said, “Shopping
local is what sold me on
my vendors. You build a
relationship with them.”

The bride and groom
entrusted their photography
to AJ’s Photography.
Amanda said that
photography was the
one wedding detail that
she refused to skimp on.
Besides love and devotion
it is the photos that brides
and grooms have after
the wedding. Everything
was on time thanks to AJ’s
Photography. The uber
professional photographer
Allan Bartnick kept every
detail of the wedding on
track. Their photo album
full of beautiful pictures will
trigger memories of their
wedding day for decades to
come.

Amanda and Jesse chose
Hotel Utica for their
ceremony. Amanda’s father
walked her down the
stairs from the mezzanine.
Amanda was very happy

After the vows the newly
married Tuthills moved
their guests to Francesca’s
Banquets & Catering
on Main Street in Ilion.
Francesca’s spacious and

The beautiful bride. Amanda’s engagement ring and wedding band
were both purchased at Englebert’s Jewelers.

Amanda and Jesse Tutthill’s
wedding story began,
“once upon a time.” They
have known each other
since kindergarten. While
they went their own ways,
fate and destiny brought
them together and they
reconnected. They were
together for 3 years and
then engaged for 2 years.
Finally on October 12,
2014 there were married.
The wedding was the
culmination of careful
planning and shopping
locally.
Amanda attended many
local bridal shows. She
would return and give Jesse
3 choices and he would
chose from there. Jesse said,
“I can’t remember anything
XLEX[EWXSSHMJ½GYPX²
Amanda added, “Once we
had the date and venue set I
was really relaxed. Not rush

The cake and the cupcakes were purchased from Lizzy’s Cupcakery located in the New Hartford Shopping Center. Amanda said, “Delicious!”
that Hotel Utica let them
use the antique piano in the
lobby. Jesse’s twin brother’s
wife Allison played the
old piano. The bride and
groom exchanged standard
marriage vows as they
exchanged rings.
Amanda’s rings, both her

elegant hall was decorated
to match Amanda and
Jesse’s autumn theme vision.
Centerpieces featured
pumpkin spice candles to
accentuate the fall feeling of
the celebration.
A wedding celebration
is not complete without
a cake. Lizzy’s Cupcakery
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made cupcakes and a small
wedding cake for Amanda
and Jesse. Amanda said,
“Everything was great.
Delicious!” She added, “We
just ate the cake on our
anniversary.”
Jesse Tuthill said, “I got a
lot of great feedback from
the wedding guests thanks
to the planning.” Amanda
added, “I would do it exactly
the same way.” The couple
explained, everything they
did they did inexpensively.
They got a lot of great deals
by shopping local. “If you’re
on a budget booking on
Fridays or Sundays is great
for deals.”
Jesse said, “Amanda did a
great job shopping around.”
Amanda and Jesse are
on to the next chapter in
their story book. They are
expecting. Amanda is 21
weeks along . . .

The Hotel Utica made the perfect setting for their ceremony. Photo by
AJ’s Photography.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Tuthill entering their reception held at Francesca’s Banquets and Catering in
Ilion, NY. See their ad in our gloss section of this
edition. Photo by AJ’s Photography.

“

“Forever is a long,
long time, but Iwouldn’t
mind spending it
by your side.
Tell me, everyday,
I get to wake up to
that smile.
I wouldn’t mind it at all.”
~He Is We, I Wouldn’t Mind

Recently celebrating their 1st wedding anniversary, the
newly weds, Jesse and Amanda reflected on their first
year together as husband and wife. It’s been a wonderful first year for the Tuthills, and now, baby makes three!
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Did you know?
Though many couples still tie the knot
in traditional religious
GIVIQSRMIWSJ½GMEXIH
by a minister, priest,
rabbi or other religious
leader, more couples are
embracing less traditional ceremonies that can
FISJ½GMEXIHF]WIGYPEV
SJ½GMERXW,YQERMWX[IHdings, for example, may
FISJ½GMEXIHF]WSQISRI
who shares the same
philosophy of life as the
bride and/or groom, and
WYGLSJ½GMEPWX]TMGEPP]LEZI
RSVIPMKMSYWEJ½PMEXMSR'MZil ceremonies are another
type of wedding ceremony for couples who
do not want a traditional
religious wedding. Civil
ceremonies are often
presided over by a justice
of the peace, political
SJ½GMEPSVIZIREGIVXM½IH
notary public. The rules
regarding civil ceremonies
vary from state to state,
so couples considering a
civil ceremony should do
their homework before
moving forward with any
wedding plans. Couples
with different religious
backgrounds who still
want a religious ceremony
may want to consider an
interfaith ceremony that
includes traditions from
each faith and may even
include religious leaders
from each faith. 
Many people feel the
X]TISJ¾S[IVWGLSWIR
for wedding ceremonies
symbolize different things.
While some couples may
QEOIXLIMV½REPHIGMWMSR
SR[IHHMRKHE]¾S[IVW
based cost, they may be
surprised to know what
HMJJIVIRX¾S[IVWLEZIXVEditionally symbolized. For
example, writers and poets alike have long relied
on roses as metaphors
for emotion, beauty and
true love. Lily of the valley
MWERSXLIVTSTYPEV¾S[IV
that’s more than just a
natural beauty. Though lily
of the valley is one of the
QSVII\TIRWMZI¾S[IVW
couples can choose for
their weddings, some
PIKIRHWPMROXLI¾S[IVXS
happiness, while followers
of England’s royal family
no doubt remember
that lily of the valley was
XLI¾S[IVGLSWIRF]
Duchess of Cambridge
Kate Middleton for her
2011 wedding to Prince
William. 
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Francesca’s Banquets and Catering
by Al Dorantes
After their nuptials
Amanda and Jesse Tutthill
moved their celebration 13
miles east to Francesca’s
Banquets and Catering.
Located at 144 East Main
Street in Ilion, New York
Francesca’s has the perfect
atmosphere for weddings
from the moment you
arrive to when you leave.
Amanda and Jesse had
approximately 120 guests
which is average for
the area. The hall was
decorated with a fall theme
and featured lanterns with
acorns inside as center
pieces. Francesca Magro
recalled that their guests
stayed to the end. She
added, “AJ’s Photography
and Kenny the Promo Guy
(the Tuthill’s DJ), 2 of the
area’s top professionals in
the area made it easy to
work with.”
Francesca said, “Amanda
was really great to work
with. It was a fall themed
wedding; beautiful. They
booked on a Sunday.”

Francesca offers deals for
wedding parties booking on
Sundays; free cheese and
cracker platter, champagne
toast, or chair covers.
Amanda and Jesse chose
chair covers. Magro said,
“Sunday weddings are
not the number 1 date
for wedding receptions
because people have
to work on Mondays.”
Booking on Fridays or
Sundays is a smart, cost
conscious option for future
newlyweds.
When talking about the
Pinterest effect, the deluge
of wedding related images
available to modern brides,
Francesca said, “I like to
see new things that brides
envision. I like the creativity.
Some things can be
challenging but I can share
ideas with other brides
down the line.”
Francesca met with
Amanda and her mom a
couple of times to go over
center pieces and chairs
and setups. She did a few
trials to get it right. Modern

A great time was had by all during the great reception held at Francesca’s. Amanda and Jesse said that Francesca Magro was great to work with. “She listened and created just the perfect menu for our fall wedding. The
room was so beautiful.” Be sure to see Francesca’s ad in the glossy section of this edition of EDITOR.
Photo by AJ’s Photography
brides are dealing with
huge budgets for weddings.
Francesca’s sees $7,000
- $20,000 for average
wedding receptions. Those
½KYVIWFEWIHSRRYQFIV
SJTISTPIERHXLIMVWTIGM½G

How to decide between a band or deejay
Few things set the tone for a wedding
ceremony and reception better than music.
Music establishes ambience and serves to
transition guests through the various components of the day.
The decision of whether to hire a band or
deejay often comes down to personal preference and budget. The following are some
things couples should consider as they make
their decision to go with a band or deejay.
Band
Live musicians spend years honing their
crafts, and watching a band play at a wedding reception can be akin to attending a
concert.
A live band can bring with it a sense of sophistication. Performers can tone the music
to the crowd and improvise if necessary
to meet the needs of the room. A good
bandleader also will serve as a master of
ceremonies at the reception.
Many wedding bands can competently play
songs from various genres of music, while
some are especially skilled at recreating the
sound of a particular group.
Bands tend to be more expensive than
deejays, and that’s something couples must
factor into their budgets if they prefer a
band to a deejay.
Deejay
8LIHIINE]MWSRISJXLI½VWXZIRHSVWTISple think of when they envision a wedding
reception. Perhaps because they are less
expensive, deejays tend to be more popular
than bands among today’s couples.

Deejays are advantageous for various
reasons. Thanks to the accessibility of digital
music, deejays can often procure just about
any song a couple desires for the reception.
8LEX´WEWMKRM½GERXFIRI½XJSVGSYTPIW[LS
want to hear the original versions of their
favorite songs, and not a band’s take on
those songs.
Deejays also can read the crowd and make
adjustments to the music at any time. If a
particular genre is not working, deejays can
easily transition to another type of music
to get guests back on their feet. That’s not
always possible for bands whose repertoire
is exclusive to a particular genre.
Many deejays also blend songs seamlessly
and may incorporate lights and other effects
into their performances, which can encourage guests to loosen up and hit the dance
¾SSV
Deejays also tend to travel with less equipment than bands, so they will take up less
space in a party room.
No matter which road a couple chooses
to travel, it’s a good idea to listen to a deejay
or band perform in a live situation before
QEOMRKE½REPHIGMWMSR'SYTPIWEPWSWLSYPH
GSR½VQXLEXXLITIVJSVQIVWXLI]QIIXSV
audition will be the ones who will perform
at their weddings. Make sure this is written
into your contract.
Couples should provide a list of songs they
want to hear well in advance of their wedding day. This affords a deejay ample time to
½RHIEGLWSRKSVFERHWXSPIEVRXLIWSRKW
before the big day arrives. 

details. Francesca is happy
to work with all of them.
Francesca said, “Amanda
was easy going. She knew
exactly what she wanted.”
Francesca’s keeps up on

the newest trends and can
help make your wedding
reception dreams a reality.
For more information go to:
www.francescasbanquets.
com 

“

When you realize you want to
spend the rest of your life with a
person, you want the rest of your
life to start as soon as possible.
~Billy Crystal, When Harry Met Sally
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A trace of time
by Joan O. Scharf
After spending a hectic weekend at the Med-Cor business
seminar in Albany, Susan took the wrong road on her way
home. Somehow she missed the sign to the Thruway, and
eventually found herself lost in the middle of a strange town.
A chill wind twirled off the late October leaves in sporadic
swirling red and gold puffs as Susan drove down the unfamiliar tree lined street. She tried punching in her GPS, but gave
up when it refused to respond. The fast approaching twilight
brought a spatter of rain to mottle her windshield, and the
temperature, in a true upstate fashion, turned decidedly
cooler.
Annoyed, and uncertain of which direction to take, she
braked to a stop and squinted up at the sign post on the
corner. A movement near the bottom of the post caught
her eye. Glancing downward, she was startled by the sight
of a little girl standing alone on the sidewalk. The vision
[EWEX½VWXFPYVVIHXLIRGPIEVIV[MXLVITIEXIHW[MTIWSJ
the windshield wipers. She couldn’t be more than three or
four years old, Susan thought. Far too young to be out by
herself.
She pulled over to the curb without further hesitation.
Opening the car door carefully to avoid frightening the child,
Susan stooped down beside her with a friendly smile.
“Hello. My name is Susan. What’s your name?”
%X½VWXXLIKMVPVIQEMRIHQSXMSRPIWWXLIRXYVRIHXSPSSO
directly into Susan’s face with such sadness Susan felt her
heart contract. “Did you hear me sweetie?” she asked again.
“Can you tell me your name?”
The answer came in a thin whisper. “Amelia.”
“Where do you live, Amelia? Where are your Mommy and
Daddy?” But in spite of gentle coaxing, she could elicit no
further response.
Susan began to take notice of the girl’s faded cotton dress,
bare feet and pale skin. Where on earth were her parents?
What could they be thinking to let her out on a damp raw
evening like this. She felt for the girl’s hands. They were
deathly cold.
Remembering her own lined windbreaker in the back seat,
Susan opened the car door, reached inside and snatched
out the jacket. She glanced around uneasily in the darkening
RIMKLFSVLSSHXLEXSFZMSYWP]LEHWIIRFIXXIVHE]W¾MGOIH
down the lock and returned to the child. She wrapped the
warm yellow jacket around the tiny girl as best she could,
saying, “There, is that better? Doesn’t it feel nice?”
Amelia made no attempt to reply. Even with the sleeves
rolled up, the jacket engulfed her thin little body.
Worried, Susan began to realize there was no sight or even
WSYRHSJXVEJ½GMRXLIIQTX]WXVIIX,SQIWSRGIKVEGIH
with Victorian elegance now huddled shuttered and boarded as if hiding past secrets. Streetlights standing like lonely
sentinels keeping watch were the only sign of civilized life. It
was as if all existence temporarily ceased, leaving the two
of them alone in the misty rain. An odd feeling enveloped
her. Susan’s thoughts reeled…drifted. The child was lost; so
was she. Could there be a reason fate had chanced them to
come together on this deserted street corner? …Shaking
herself back to reality, she tried to focus.
Shelter or help must be found quickly. Her cell phone.
Grabbing for her accustomed shoulder purse, she clutched
only air, and abruptly knew with a sinking feeling that her
purse –with keys and phone- was inside the locked car.
Since she had made the mistake of locking herself out several times in the past, she often stuffed the extra set of keys
WSQI[LIVIMRLIVSYX½XFIJSVIPIEZMRKLSQI7LIXLSYKLX
she had done so this weekend, but a frantic search through
her pockets was of no avail.
Fat raindrops began spattering hard against the pavement.
Susan glanced down at the silent child. Drizzle was turning
LIVPMKLXFVS[RLEMVMRXSWXVMRKPIXWERHMX[EWHMJ½GYPXXSXIPP

whether tears or rain streaks ran down her pallid cheeks.
±-XLMROMX´WEFSYXXMQI[I½RHSYVWIPZIWEHV]TPEGI%QIlia.” Scooping up the child in her arms, she hunched over
her protectively and hurried down the block.
From the next corner Susan could see the outline of an
old stone church tucked in half way down the street. It was
partially illuminated by the golden glow of a streetlamp, and
she felt irresistibly drawn in its direction. Possibly a place of
shelter.
Still carrying a motionless Amelia, she hurried toward
the church following along the tall black iron fence with
paint peeling from its sharply pointed spindles. In spite of
attempts to move silently, her brown leather sandals slapped
on the wet pavement. Moisture vapors curled catlike around
LIVJIIX8LIVEMRGPSYHWLEHWMRGIFPS[RSZIVPIEZMRK½XJYP
moonlight to cast grotesque shadows that faded in and
out and she glanced apprehensively at each dark clump of
bushes as she passed by.
Susan felt the chill of the child’s body penetrating through
the windbreaker. Readjusting her light burden, she bit her lip
as she gripped the brass handle of the heavy wooden door
at the top of the church’s stone steps. Relief poured over
her as the door slowly pulled open.
The interior of the church was dim, but the rows of candles
¾MGOIVMRKMRVIHKPEWWZSXMZIWRIEVXLIJSSXSJXLIEPXEVKEZI
off a comforting glow. Finally a dry safe haven, she thought.
Placing Amelia beside her, Susan settled gratefully in one
of the mellowed oak benches near the front to gather her
emotions. Amelia’s dark eyes appeared enormous in the
candle light as she began to look around, taking an increasing
interest in details of her surroundings.
“Don’t worry, sweetie. Things will be all right. I’ll get you
home.” She gave the child a reassuring hug. Susan turned
around in her seat looking for a pastor or someone to help.
Seeing no one, she knelt and rested her face in her hands as
she whispered a heartfelt prayer. “Lord, help me to return
this sweet child to where she belongs. I don’t know what to
do next. I need your guidance to show me the way.”
Breathing a sigh, she leaned back in the pew and reached
out for Amelia’s hand. There was no one beside her. Susan’s
I]IW¾I[STIR-RETERMGWLIPSSOIHEFSYXFEVIP]GEXGLing the movement of the wooden church door as it swung
shut.

“Oh, no!” The words came involuntarily. “I can’t let her
become lost again.”
Susan burst out of the door just in time to see Amelia, still
wearing the bright yellow windbreaker, disappear through
an iron gate leading into the gloom toward the back of the
church. Susan dashed through the gate after her. “Amelia!
Wait. Where are you going?”
The plunge into blackness along the church’s shadowy
stonewall caused Susan to stop short. As her sight gradually
adjusted, she realized to horror she was standing in the old
church graveyard. With the tall spiked fence surrounding it,
there was nowhere else to go.
“Amelia? Where are you?” Her voice sounded hollow.
Silence answered.
A half-moon hung low in the night sky. Wisps of feathery
fog drifting over the tombstones gave the enclosure an eerie
mystical feel. Susan felt an increase in her pulse and the
WXVIRKXLHVEMRJVSQLIVPIKW'SQTIPPIHXS½RH%QIPMEWLI
stepped fearfully into the cemetery. Straining her eyes in
the dim light, she spotted a blur of yellow in a far corner, and
she prayed the elusive child would remain there. When she
½REPP]EVVMZIHEXXLIWTSXSRP]XLI]IPPS[[MRHFVIEOIVPE]SR
the ground.
Bewildered, Susan reached down to pick up her jacket.
As she did so, there was a distinct jingle at her feet. In the
glimmer of metal on the ground she recognized the spare
set of car keys that apparently fell from her windbreaker
TSGOIX8LI]LEHPERHIHSRXLIWQEPP¾EXLIEHWXSRIXLI
jacket was covering. Thankfully, now she had a way to return
LSQI&IRHMRKXSVIXVMIZIXLIOI]WLIVXVIQFPMRK½RKIVW
brushed against a name carved in the mossy stone. By the
pale rays of moonlight Susan was able to decipher….
Amelia Thomas
Born October 1892. Died October 1896
“Here lies a daughter
Her story be told,
A Little Lost Lamb
Returned to the Fold.”
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Chester’s Flowers
Amanda Spink Tuthill turned to Chester’s
Flower Shop and Greenhouses, 1117 York
Street in Utica, New York, for her wedding
¾SVEPRIIHW-X[EWEKSSHGLSMGI'LIWXIV´W
Flower Shop has been in business since
.'LIWXIV;EW^OMI[MG^WXEVXIH
the shop on Columbia Street and they
QSZIHXSMXWGYVVIRXPSGEXMSRMRXLI´W
'YVVIRXS[RIVW0EYVMI+VMJ½XLWERH&MPP
;EW^OMI[MG^EVIXLIKVERHGLMPHVIRSJXLI
founder and namesake, Chester, and they
XSSOSZIVXLIVIMRWSJXLI¾S[IVWLSTEJXIV
XLIMVTEVIRXWVIXMVIH
0EYVMI+VMJ½XLWI\TPEMRIHXLEX'LIWXIV´W
Flower Shop does a great deal of weddings

JVSQ1E]XS3GXSFIV-XMWXLIFYWMIWX
time for weddings and they see multiple
[IHHMRKWQSWX[IIOWHYVMRKXLEXXMQI*SV
fall weddings brides usually select assorted
JEPP¾S[IVWPMOISVERKIQMRMGEPPEPMPMIW
SVERKIPMPMIWERHHELPMEW%QERHE´WFSYUYIX
consisted of orange and white gerbera
HEMWMIW
0EYVMI+VMJ½XLWSVERSXLIV¾SVEPGSRWYPXERX
[MPP[SVO[MXLFVMHIWXSTPERXLIMVIZIRX
The professionals at Chesters will get the
details of a bride’s vision and can work
[MXLMRER]FYHKIX8LI]YWYEPP]QIIX
months before the wedding and then again
QSRXLWTVMSVXSXLIFMKHE]+VMJ½XLW
Chester’s Flower
Shop did the flowers
for Amanda and
Jesse Tuthill’s
wedding. The girls
here in a relaxed
pose after the
ceremony.
The flowers were
the perfect
accompaniment
for the fall color
scheme. Photo by
AJ’s Photography.

WEMH±1SWXFVMHIWXEOISYVEHZMGI;I´VIXLI
TVSJIWWMSREPW²
;LIREWOIHEFSYXXLI4MRXIVIWXIJJIGXEPP
XLIZMWYEPWEZEMPEFPISRPMRI0EYVMI+VMJ½XLW
WEMH±-X´WRSXEFEHXLMRK;IGERWII[LEX
FVMHIWEVIIRZMWMSRMRK&IJSVIFVMHIWHMHR´X
EP[E]WORS[[LEXXLI][ERXIH4MRXIVIWX
and the internet allow brides to show us
I\EGXP][LEXXLI][ERX-X´WEZMWYEPEMHJSV
YW²
Chester’s Flower Shop also has silk
arrangements, wreaths, plants, dish gardens,
tropical plants, gifts, candies, purses, jewelry,
WGEVZIWERHQSVI8LIMVKVIIRLSYWIW
keep their shop fully stocked with plants

ERH¾S[IVW8LI]EPWSLEZIGERH]F]
6YWWIPP7XSZIVERH7[IIX7LST8VYJ¾IW
IQTPS]IIWJYPPXMQITEVXXMQIOIIT
EVVERKIQIRXWHIPMZIVMIWERHSVHIVW¾S[MRK
%RHXLI]FVMRKSRQSVILIPTEXLSPMHE]W
;LIXLIV]SYV[IHHMRKMWEWTVMRK
summer, fall or winter nuptial, simple or
elaborate, Chester’s Flower Shop and
Greenhouses can provide bright, beautiful
¾S[IVWXSQEOI]SYVHE]YRJSVKIXXEFPI
For more information go to: LXXT[[[
GLIWXIVW¾S[IVWGSQ or follow them on
Facebook: Chester’s Flower Shop and
Greenhouses 
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AJ’s Photography
Amanda and Jesse planned
for a picture perfect
wedding day. For their
literal perfect pictures they
relied on AJ’s Photography
to handle creative, cost
conscious, and professional
photography.
Allan Bartnick started with
photography while he was
in high school. He has been
a wedding photographer
for 29 years. Allan has
been shooting weddings so
long that he started with
VIEP½PQ8LMWKMZIWLMQER
advantage over purveyors of
4LSXSWLSTERH½PXIVW;MXL
EGXYEP½PQTLSXSKVETLIVW
LEHXSKIXMXVMKLXXLI½VWX
time.
Allan took Amanda’s
engagement pictures and
wedding photos. Amanda
and Jesse were married at
Hotel Utica and the stunning
architecture combined with
their easy going attitude
made Allan’s work easy. He
WEMH±8LI][IVILETT]XS
FIQEVVMIH8LI]XVYWXIH
AJ’s photography with what
we had to do.”
Allan also photographed
Amanda’s sister Jennifer’s
wedding. He also shot a
trash the dress photo shoot
[MXL.IRRMJIV8LEXMW[LIVI
brides take photos in places
and situations where a
bridal gown might not be
under normal circumstances;
underwater, in the mud, with
paint, etc.
8LIXVIRHEGVSWWXLI
country, because of the
availability of digital cameras,
is that everybody thinks
they are a photographer.
Because of the internet
and the omnipresent
digital camera bad work
is becoming standard.
8LIVIEVIWSQER]
different specialties with
photographers. AJ’s
4LSXSKVETL]LEWERIJ½GMIRX

Our bride, Amanda Tuthill with her Mom and Dad, Kim and Brian
Spink. Photo by AJ’s Photography.
way of doing things to
8LI]KIXLMKLVIWSPYXMSR
keep bride and groom
½PIWRSXPS[VIWSPYXMSR
happy. “You don’t get
½PIWXLEXWIIQXSFIXLI
that with friends with a
norm. AJ’s Photography
good camera.” Allan has
offers wedding parties
backup plans, alternatives,
many packages including
and contingencies to keep
photography, videography,
nuptial snafus from ruining a and a photo booth.
wedding day photo shoot. If
it rains on your special day,
;IHHMRKTLSXSKVETL]
Allan will know where to
has even made its way to
take you so that you have
Pinterest. It has its own
great pictures.
XEF8LIVIEVIQMPPMSRWSJ
pictures to give ideas for
Allan prides himself on
innovative wedding pictures.
his fast turn-around of
Allan cautions though. He
bridal pictures. In most
said, “People should still rely
cases brides will be able
on skill; quality matters.”
to pick up their proof
8LISXLIVWMHISJXLIGSMR
books in a couple of weeks.
is that Facebook and social
Allan is one of the few
media has been great for
photographers who still
his business. For more
prints proofs. Newlyweds
information go to: www.ajswill see actual proofs in
photography.com or follow
a proof book. Allan also
them on Facebook: AJ’s
provides couples with a
Photography 
XLYQFHVMZI[MXLHMKMXEP½PIW
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Factors to consider when hosting an outdoor wedding
Many couples tie the knot outdoors, as nature can provide
an idyllic backdrop on such a special day. In many ways, planning outdoor weddings is similar to planning weddings that
take place with a roof overhead and four walls surrounding
couples and their guests. But there are some distinct features
of both indoor and outdoor weddings, and couples planning
the latter would be wise to consider the following factors
before they commit to a location for their ceremony.

into your budget.) If the forecast is calling for chillier temperatures than you had hoped for, email out-of-town guests
a few days in advance to remind them to dress warm.
Logistics
No matter how beautiful a backdrop may be, photos of
an outdoor ceremony can be compromised. Couples, along
with their photographers, should visit the site in the weeks
before their weddings to determine arrangements for the
ceremony that will guarantee photos are not compromised
by sunlight or shade. Facility managers can probably offer
advice as to the best places to hold the ceremony and seat
guests, but a run-through at the location with your photographer in tow can help ensure your photos come out
perfect. 

Laws
Laws dictate what can and cannot be done in open spaces,
ERHGSYTPIW[MXLSYXHSSVPSGEXMSRWMRQMRHWLSYPHGSR½VQ
local laws and regulations before they commit to a location
for their wedding. Research which permits you might need
and if there are any rules or restrictions at each location you
are considering. The cost of such permits may be negligible,
but the rules may restrict what you can do in a given space
and how long you can do it. Discuss these rules with each
other to determine if the rules are something both of you
can live with.
Location
Proximity to your reception venue and the hotel where
guests are staying is another factor to consider if you are
planning on hosting an outdoor wedding. A remote location
might provide stunning views and privacy, but guests might
tire if the ceremony location is far from the hotel and/or
reception venue. This should not be too big an issue if the
ceremony and reception are held at the same locale, but
couples should still look for nearby lodging before booking
remote outdoor locations.
Weather
Weather is perhaps the biggest factor couples must consid-

er when planning an outdoor wedding. Outdoor weddings
are best held during those seasons when the threat of
TVIGMTMXEXMSRMWMRWMKRM½GERXERHXIQTIVEXYVIWEVIQMPHFYX
it’s still necessary to have a backup plan just in case MothIV2EXYVIHSIWRSX[ERXXSGSSTIVEXI-JTSWWMFPI½RHER
outdoor location that provides access to an indoor ceremony facility in case of inclement weather. If that’s not possible,
monitor the forecast as closely as possible and arrange for a
tent to be erected should rain start to fall. (Note: The cost
of such tents can be considerable, so build this contingency
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Hotel Utica
When it came time for Amanda and
Jesse to pick a venue for their wedding
XLI]GLSWIXLIVI½RIQIRXSJ,SXIP9XMGE
JSVXLIMVGIVIQSR],SXIP9XMGESTIRIH
MXWHSSVWXSGSQQIVGMEPXVEZIPIVWERH
WSTLMWXMGEXIWEPMOISR1EVGL
SRP]½ZI[IIOWFIJSVIXLIJEXIJYPQEMHIR
ZS]EKISJXLI8MXERMG,SXIP9XMGE[EW
SVMKMREPP]EWXSV]FYMPHMRKSJ½VITVSSJ
GSRWXVYGXMSR[MXLVSSQWJSYVHMRMRK
VSSQWEFEPPVSSQEREWWIQFP]LEPPE
VIWXEYVERXJSVPEHMIWERHEKVMPPERHGEJI
JSVKIRXPIQIR8LIXSTJSYV¾SSVW[IVI
EHHIHMR[LMGLMRGVIEWIHXLIXSXEP
RYQFIVSJVSSQWXS%WFYWMRIWW
HIGPMRIHXLILSXIPGIEWIHSTIVEXMRKMR
-XPEXIVFIGEQIX[SEHYPXGEVI
VIWMHIRGIWXLI,YRXIV,SYWIERHXLIR
0SVIXXS%HYPX6IWMHIRGI8MQIERH
ZERHEPMWQXSSOEXSPPSRXLIPERHQEVO
-R%YKYWXSJ.SWITL6'EVYGGM
ERH'LEVPIW2+EIXERSTYVGLEWIH
,SXIP9XMGEERHHIQSRWXVEXIHGEVI
and commitment in returning the area
PERHQEVOXSMXWSVMKMREPKVERHIYV%JXIV
]IEVWERHQMPPMSRSJI\XIRWMZI
VIRSZEXMSRWIZIV]HIXEMPSJXLILSXIPLEW
FIIRQIXMGYPSYWP]VIWXSVIHXSXEOISR
XLIPYWXIVSJMXWSVMKMREPFIEYX]*EQSYW
KYIWXWWXE]MRKEXXLILSXIPLEZIMRGPYHIH
4VIWMHIRX*VEROPMR(IPERS6SSWIZIPX
,STEPSRK'EWWMH]1EI;IWXERH&SFF]
(EVMR

The unique architecture of the Hotel Utica makes it
one of our areas most beautiful settings for ceremonies and receptions. Photo by AJ’s Photography.

,SXIP9XMGELEWZIRYIWPEVKI
FEPPVSSQERHWQEPPIVQSVIMRXMQEXI
VSSQ8LIZIRYIWSJJIV¾I\MFMPMX]MR
accommodating wedding parties of
HMJJIVIRXWM^IWMRETTVSTVMEXIWM^IHLEPPW
8LIWTEGIMW±8LI]HSR´XFYMPHXLIQPMOI
XLMWER]QSVI²8LIFYMPHMRK´WVIRSZEXIH
KVERHMSWMX]MWRSXWSQIXLMRKXLEXGERFI
JSYRHNYWXER][LIVIMRXLI1SLE[O:EPPI]
%RSXLIVYRMUYITIVOSJ,SXIP9XMGE
is their overnight accommodations. At
,SXIP9XMGEXLIFVMHIERHKVSSQVIGIMZI
XLILSRI]QSSRWYMXI[MXLXLIMVFSSOMRK
,SXIP9XMGE[MPPEPWSSJJIVFPSGOWSJVSSQW
[MXLHMWGSYRXIHVEXIJSVSYXSJXS[R
guests.
,SXIP9XMGEMWMRHITIRHIRX8LI]EVI
RS[STIVEXMRKXLIMVVIWXEYVERXXLI
6IWXEYVERX 0EQT0MKLXIV0SYRKI
6YRRMRKXLIMVS[RVIWXEYVERXSJJIVW
XLIQELYKIEQSYRXSJ¾I\MFMPMX]8LI]
GERIEWMP]GLERKIHIXEMPWXSQEXGL]SYV
wedding visions.
.EQMI+EIXERSSJXLI,SXIP9XMGE
I\TPEMRIHXLEXXLIVIRSXEREZIVEKITVMGI
JSVE[IHHMRKEX,SXIP9XMGEFIGEYWI
XLIVIEVIWSQER]ZEVMEFPIW7LIWEMH
±;I´VIVIEWSREFPIERHGSQTIXMXMZI[MXL
VEXIW;IGERQIIXER]FYHKIX²7LI
EPWSEHHIHXLEXFVMHIWEVIKIXXMRKEPSXSJ
ZEVMIX][MXLEFYJJIX=SYKIXEPSXSJFERK
JSV]SYVFYGO
Amanda and Jesse took advantage of

Here comes the bride, Amanda , taking her last steps
as a Spink. Her Dad, Brian Spink leads her to the
marriage alter at the beautiful Hotel Utica. Photo by
AJ’s Photography.

,SXIP9XMGE´WLMWXSVMGEVGLMXIGXYVIERH
WXEXIPMRIWW%QERHE´WJEXLIV[EPOIHLIV
HS[RXLIIPIKERXWXEMVGEWIJVSQXLI
mezzanine. Their memories and pictures
EVI½PPIH[MXLEREQFMERGIXLEXWMQTP]
GERRSXFIQEXGLIHEXSXLIVZIRYIW
.EQMI+EIXERSVIPEXIHXLEXWLIWIIW
EKVIEXHIEPSJMRXIVIWXMRKMHIEWJVSQ
4MRXIVIWX&VMHIWEVIFVMRKMRKXLIMVZMWMSR
[MXLMQEKIWXLI]½RHSRXLIMRXIVRIX7LI
WEMHMXMWMQTSVXERXJSV,SXIP9XMGEXSLIPT
XLIQEGGSQTPMWLXLIMVZMWMSR*SVQSVI
information go to: [[[LSXIPYXMGEGSQ
SVJSPPS[XLIQSR*EGIFSSO8LI,SXIP
9XMGE
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Not fiddling around
-Young violinist plays seriously for fun
by JILL SCHRAMM

pionships held in August in Mountain Iron,
Minnesota.

Minot Daily News
MINOT, N.D. (AP) _ The violin is a special
instrument to Shelby Huston. Playing violin
has become so integral to her life that she’s
come to consider the instrument an extension of her arm.
Huston, a 16-year-old junior at Minot’s
Magic City Campus, is making a name
JSVLIVWIPJEWE½HHPITPE]IVFYX[LIXLIV
½HHPMRKFPYIKVEWWSVTIVJSVQMRKE&EGLGSRGIVXSWLIMWHSMRK[LEXWLIPSZIW
``I am blessed by the opportunity to play
both styles. A lot of violinists only get to see
the classical side,’ ’ she told the Minot Daily
2I[W
,YWXSRTMGOIHYTXLIZMSPMRJSVXLI½VWX
time in fourth grade. She had been interested in playing cello until her mother informed
LIVXLEXWLI[SYPHFIGEVV]MRK[LEXIZIV
instrument she decided to play to school by
LIVWIPJ7LIW[MXGLIHXSXLIZMSPMR
Her instructor, Jim Tengesdal, introduced
LIVXS½HHPMRKEJXIVHMWGSZIVMRKWLIIRNS]IH
playing fast.
DD-PMOILS[½HHPMRKLEWQSVISJEW[MRK
VL]XLQERH-PMOIXLIXVEHMXMSREPSPHXMQI½HHPMRK-PMOILS[XLEXKMZIWQIHMZIVWMX]ERH
QEOIWQIEQSVI[IPPVSYRHIHQYWMGMER´ ´
,YWXSRWEMHDD;MXL½HHPIQYWMG]SYLEZI
QSVIVSSQJSVMRXIVTVIXEXMSRXLER[MXLE
GPEWWMGEPTMIGI=SYGEREPQSWXEHH]SYVS[R
little licks.’ ’
,YWXSRXSSO½VWXTPEGIMRXLIXLERRYEP
Minnesota State Old Time Fiddle Cham-

She has competed in the International
4IEGI+EVHIR´W½HHPMRKGSQTIXMXMSRLIPH
IEGLWYQQIV7LI´W[SRLIVHMZMWMSRX[MGI
She competed in the youth division until age
[LIRLIVLMKLWGSVIWFYQTIHLIVMRXS
the champions division. She has participated in the championship round three times.
*MHHPIVW[MXLXLIXST½ZIWGSVIWGSQTIXI
in the championship round, regardless of
HMZMWMSR*SVXLITEWXX[S]IEVWWLI½RMWLIH
second overall.
``I like competing. I like any type of perJSVQMRK-NYWXPMOIWLEVMRKQYWMG[MXLSXLIVW´ ´
Huston said.
Huston participates in her high school
orchestra and its 18th Century orchestra,
[LMGLJSGYWIWSRXLIGPEWWMGEPQYWMGSJXLEX
era. She said her college plans are to major
in music education and minor in violin performance.
Her instructor, Jim Tengesdal, sees potential
in Huston for a professional career in music
if she chooses it.
DD7LI´WXLEXKMJXIH[MXLLIVEFMPMXMIWERH
]SYGERXIPPNYWXF][EXGLMRKLIVMX´WXVYP]
her passion. She absolutely loves playing the
violin,’ ’ he said.
,IVIGEPPIH[EXGLMRKLIVEWEFIKMRRMRK
WXYHIRXMRKVEHIWGLSSP[LIRWLI[SYPH
GSQIXSTVEGXMGI[MXLEWTEVOPIMRLIVI]I
XLSVSYKLP]IRNS]MRKIZIV]WSRK7LI[SYPH
WLS[YTIEVP]ERH[SYPHR´X[ERXXSPIEZI
&]XLIXMQILIFIKERKMZMRKLIVTVMZEXI

Young Cub Scouts
¢G  G (G G
by DILLON DAVIS

family scouting activity.

Battle Creek Enquirer

±8LMWMWQ]WSR´W½VWXVIEP
scouting experience as a
registered scout,’ ’ Nate
Thornton, Tristan’s father
and a third-generation Eagle
7GSYXXSPHXLI&EXXPI'VIIO
Enquirer ( http://bcene.
[W2RFR DD,I´WFIIR
KSMRKXSWXYJJ[MXLQIJSV
a long time. He used to go
YTXSGEQT[MXLQI[LIR
-[EWEGEQTHMVIGXSV8LMW
MWXLI½VWXXMQIKSMRKXSLMW
½VWXWGSYXIZIRX-X´WTVIXX]
cool.’ ’

MARSHALL, Mich. (AP) _
It’s a breezy Saturday in October and Tristan Thornton
MWKIXXMRKER\MSYWXS½WL
Sitting next to his father on
a picnic table at the Wilder
Creek Conservation Club in
Marshall, Thornton, 6, takes
a long look at an instructor
I\TPEMRMRKLS[XSEXXEGLE
FSFFIVXSE½WLMRKTSPI
Soon, Thornton, a
fourth-generation Cub
7GSYX[MPPFIHSMRKXLMWSR
LMWS[R
8LSVRXSR[EWSRISJ
about 50 kids at the
Hooked on Scouting event
recently in Marshall. The secSRHERRYEPIZIRXMWXLI½VWX
time many freshly registered
Cub Scouts get a chance to
go outside together for a

The event had a series
of seven stations to teach
ZEVMSYWEWTIGXWSJ½WLMRK
JVSQPIEVRMRKLS[XSGEWXE
PMRIMRXSXLI[EXIVXSLS[
to property bait a hook, to
TVSTIV½WLMRKIXMUYIXXIXS
the importance of a tackle
box. Some children listened
intently until the instructor

½RMWLIHSXLIVWPEYKLIH
and talked among friends _
EJXIVEPPMX[EWERIX[SVOMRK
event.
All scouts in attendance
VIGIMZIHJVII½WLMRKTSPIW
½WLMRKKIEVMRGPYHMRKFSFFIVWERHLSSOWEW[IPPEWE
hot dog lunch.
Matt Thornton, scout
executive and CEO of the
&S]7GSYXWSJ%QIVMGE
Central Region, said Hooked
SR7GSYXMRKMWDDEKVIEX[E]
to spend a day’’ for families,
QER]SJ[LSQWXE][MXL
their children for the duration of the event. Thornton,
also an Eagle Scout, guided
young scouts throughout
the event, especially acting as
E[EXGLHSKXSLMWWSR2EXI
and grandson, Tristan.
±-[ERXXLIQXSIRNS]
being outdoors, enjoy being
SYX[MXL]SYVJEQMP]´ ´1EXX

PIWWSRW,YWXSRLEHEWSPMHJSYRHEXMSR[MXL
EKSSHIEVJSVQYWMG6IEHMRKQYWMG[EWE
[IEOTSMRX[LMGL,YWXSREHQMXWWLILEHXS
[SVOSR2S[8IRKIWHEPWEMHWLIMWI\GITtional in that area.
``It’s been a real fun experience for me,
[EXGLMRKLIVFIGEYWIWLII\GIPWMRNYWX
about everything she does,’ ’ he said. ``She’s
EVIEPP]KSSH½HHPIVFYXWLI´WGPEWWMGEPP]
XVEMRIH7LIGERTPE]1S^EVX[MXLXLIFIWX
SJXLIQ[E]FI]SRHLIV]IEVW´ ´
Huston credits Tengesdal, her parents, her
frequent accompanist Selmer Moen and
early instructor Kari Moen as just some of
XLITISTPI[LSLEZILIPTIHLIVEPSRKXLI
[E]7LIHSIWR´XGSRWMHIVLIVWIPJXSLEZI
arrived at her destination, though.
DD8LIVI´WEP[E]WVSSQXSKVS[´ ´WLIWEMH
DD=SY[ERXXSWXVMZIXSHS]SYVFIWXFYX
]SYEP[E]WLEZIXSOIITMRXLIFEGOSJ]SYV
LIEHXLIVI´WWXMPPEP[E]WVSSQJSVMQTVSZIment.’ ’
Huston said it’s easy to spend an hour or
QSVIIEGLHE][MXLLIVZMSPMR
``It’s so much fun to play. I don’t really consider it practicing anymore,’ ’ she said.
Her parents, Kevin and Jennifer Huston,

have encouraged her interest, although her
father noted they did long ago nix the pre-6
EQTVEGXMGIWSJEPMXXPIKMVP[LSHMHR´X[ERX
to leave the instrument alone.
-REWGLSSPEWWMKRQIRX,YWXSR[VSXI
about the impact the violin has had on her
PMJI7LIVIGEPPIHLS[EXEKIWLIFVSOI
LIVXLYQFTPE]MRKWSJXFEPPERHLEHXS[SVO
[MXLLIVMRWXVYGXSVXSPIEVRRI[[E]WSJ
playing so that she did not have to back out
SJTIVJSVQMRKEXE[IHHMRK
``Practicing so diligently in a time of strugKPIXEYKLXQILS[XSFITVSJIWWMSREPYRHIV
XSYKLGMVGYQWXERGIW´ ´WLI[VSXI
Selmer Moen said he has seen Huston
develop tremendously as a musician since
LI½VWXFIKEREGGSQTER]MRKLIVEFSYX½ZI
years ago.
DD7LI[EWTPE]MRKEXETLIRSQIREPPIZIP
XLIRERHQYGLQSVIWSRS[7LIVIEPP]
QEXYVIHMREPSXSJVIWTIGXW7LILEWEP[E]W
had a certain amount of stage presence, but
that’s really blossomed over the last couple
of years,’ ’ he said.
DD&IMRKSRWXEKIERHYRHIVXLIPMKLXW
makes me just feel like I am on top of the
[SVPH-PSZIFIMRKEFPIXSPSSOEXXLIEYHMence and see their faces,’ ’ Huston said. 
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Haunting the schoolhouse
by Joan O. Scharf
In October on a Thur sday
approaching Halloween,
Valentine’
a
s teacher,rr,, Miss
1EGOI][EWGPSWIXS½RMWLMRK
a stor y about a headless
hor seman she had been
reading to the students since
Monday. It was “The Legend
of Sleepy Hollow.” The small
one room schoolhouse in
the fringes of the Catskill
Mountains stood only a
shor t distance from the
town of Sleepy Hollow, and
that caused the stor y to be
all the more frightening.
Walking
a
home from school
that afternoon,, the gir ls
bunched close togetherr.
They frequently cast quick
ner vous glances from side
to side as if they expected
something to happen. Val
aentine and his friend Ralphie
took notice of this as the
two boys sauntered along a
little distance behind the gir ls.

his side. “Got it out of the
hor se stall.. It’s looped over
my shoulder underneath my
jacket.. ”
“And I got my pocket full’a
little stones. They’ll make
sounds like mice r unning,”
Ralphie added with a satis½IHWQMPI
They arrived at the schoolhouse just as Mrrr.. Elmore
was unlocking the doorrr.. Mrr.
Elmore was the man who
came ever y morning with his
hor se and wagon to open
the school,, and star t up the
½VIMRXLI[SSHWXSZISR
chilly days.. He lived down
the road about a half mile.
“Hello boys.. How come
you’re here so ear ly?”” Mrr.
Elmore asked as he proppe
propped
open the door to the sch
house to haul in thee l
g
of water he unlo d
his wagon. he g pro
the da
ki g supply fo
or
the
tudents and the

“So what do ya think,, Ralphie? You
o wanna give the
a REAL scare tomorr
asked Vaalentine. “I
idea.”
Ralphie’s f
under his r
with a wid
“Whatcha
his head to
continued to plod along together as V ntine outlined
his plan.
The next morning,, ear lier
than usual,l, the
th
th tw
t o boys met
at the old stone fo
oundation
a shor t distance from the
school.. It was a cloudy dar k
day with the wind twisting
the last of the leaves off the
trees,, perffect
e fo
or what they
had in mind.
“Did ya get the rope?”
Ralphie asked,, eyeing the uneven lumpiness of Valentine’s
clothing.
“Y
Yep
e . All set.” He patted

eed
” Ralp
He
tu

Mrrr.. E
d.

a
ans
ed Valen ne
h his elbow
re’s back wa

chunks
the woodpile outside
and load them into the black
iron heating stove sitting near
the corner of the classroom.
He added small thin pieces
of kindling wood,, and striking
a long
l
match,
t h, quickl
i kly had a
½VIKSMRK1V)PQSVIEHNYWXed the damper on the pipe,
and closed woodstove door
with a clang.
“Alright,, boys,, I’m goin’
home now. Miss Mackey will
be along soon.”
As soon as they were sure
Mrrr.. Elmore was headed back
down the road on his wagon,
the boys turned away from
the window. Both looked

Cub Scouts continued ...
said.. ``Learn that catching a
½WLMWR´XEFEHXLMRK0IEVR
that putting a worm on
a hook isn’t a bad thing.
Learn how to put a bobber
on. And just learn to be
outdoor s.’ ’
Among a group practicing
GEWXMRKXLIMVPMRIWMRXSE½IPH
littered in fallen leaaves was
Battle Creek resident Logan
Wolf
o fe, 6,, and his motherr,
Stephanie Yaates.
As Wolf
o fe drew back his
EVQERH[LMTTIHLMW½WLMRK

pole over his shoulder in
the distance, Yates
a said she
was happy to haave ``good,
quality time’ ’ with her son in
an outdoor setting,
setting, as many
parents did.
“It’s good to see adults not
on their phones and actually
spending time with their
children,’ ’ Yates
a said.. ``I like
that there’s adults willing to
take time out of their own
busy lives and devote it to
such a good organization.’ ’ 

up at the small wooden trap
door in the ceiling.
“I think it’ll wor k,” said
Valentine
a
. “Let’s tr y it.”
Ralphie didn’t need to be
asked twice. Together
o
they
stacked a second desk on
top of the one already sitting
under the wooden trap doorr.
Valentine
a
carefully climbed
on top of the two desks.
“Hold ‘em steadyy,” he said,
reaching up to push on the
trap doorr.
“Does it open? Does
it open?”” Ralphie as
e
excitedl
y.
Valentine didn
r.r. He
wiggled
gg the board off to one
de and stuck his head in
the attic fo
or a peek.. Bracing
forearms on the ledges
o the opening,, he managed
of
to scramble up. Almost immediately he appeared back
over the edge, his dar k hair
dangling over his eyes.
take that ex
desk off d t back in
place!
l ! Th
d on ttop
he desk der
I’ll
e rop

Open beams in the attic
easily provided a place to tie
one end of the rope. The
other end came snaking
down and Ralphie grabbed
on.. Even though Ralphie was
skinny, and even though Val
aentine was tough and wir y
fo
or his size, it took a lot of
str uggling and squirming to
haul Ralphie into the opening
of the ceiling. When they
½REPP]GEYKLXXLIMVFVIEXL
XLI½V WXXLMRKXLI]HMH[EW
to replace the trap doorr.
It was dim in the attic. A
feew small beams of light
½PXIVIHMRFIX[IIRSPH
siding that didn’t quite meet.
The roof rafter s were ver y
close overhead. The boys
could stand in the middle of
the attic but had to crouch
where the roof slanted down
on each side. Several areas
SRXLI¾SSV[IVIQMWWMRK
¾SSVFSEVHWERHYR½RMWLIH
spaces between them went
directly to the thin classroom
ceiling below. It could be
dangerous to walk around.
There was nothing in the
attic. Nothing but dust
and… Ralphie grabbed Valentine’s arm in a death grip.
“What’s that dar k thing over

there?”” His voice was raspy.
there?

spooky moaning sound.

trees.

Valentine
a
looked in the direction of Ralphie’s stare. In
the poor light he could make
out something black lying in
the cornerr.

“Miss Mackeyy, What’s that?
Is it thunder?” Valentine
a
could tell it was Josephine
who spoke.

“Here she comes,” Vaalentine
whispered.. For a better look,
look
he pushed aside a branch
sticky with pine sap.

“Stay in your seats,, ever yone,” ordered Miss Mackeyy.
She sounded unsure of
her self.

A tall thin man in overr-alls was with Miss Mackeyy.
“That’s Alber t Jones,” Ralphie
said. “He helped out my Pa
with the milking last month
when Pa hur t his back. They
got a little kid who’s gonna
t school next yearr.”

“Do ya think it’s alive?”
whispered Ralphie uneasily
Valentine
a
squinted his eyes
watching.
atchin . It wasn
asn’tt moving.
in
Cautiously they edged clos
To their relief,
ed out
to be straight length o
stove pipe a
l

ht

Valentine
a
happil
er turn at rolling the


WXSZITM   L 

t

an

grinned
nned at Ralph
or k a whol
ett
hose bbl
re go
don a think
st a
½KY 
going
of st

e
[LE 



r,r


be

ve

“So

ped

s
R
g
in
two boys could se
phine, Sophie, Annie and
Genevieve.

Valentine
a
whispered to
Ralphie. “Shhh…sneak over
to the other side of the attic
there, and don’t make any
noise.”
With Vaalentine toward one
end of the attic and Ralphie
across from him at the otherr,
they squatted down to wait.
They heard the voices of
Joe, Frank,, and then Andrew
w,
fo
ollowed by Emily and Rachel,, the Williamson sister s.
Herber t came r unning in at
the last minute and took his
seat as Miss Mackey began a
lesson.
It was time to put the
plan into action. Valentine
a
carefully set the stove pipe
in front of him and gaave
it a gentle shove toward
Ralphie. The tin pipe made
a strange hollow noise as it
rolled unhurriedly along the
¾SSV%PPEGXMZMX]MRHS[Rstair s suddenly stopped. The
stovepipe reached Ralphie.
For a minute or two he held
it still,, and then pushed it
back on a slow roll toward
Valentine. Again,, it made a

,

os
do


ard
VFSE
h





Screams e
room below. Lit
vieve star ted to wail,, a
students dashed fo
or the do
Even Miss Mackey snatched
her coat from the hook and
left,, saying something about
getting a neighbor to check
things out. The nearest farm
[EWEFSYXE½ZIQMRYXI
walk,, and she took off in that
direction in a r ush,, as the students scattered fo
or home.

fain

d

ed edgee
-

The b
home at a
neitherr
one in a hurr y
no school today, m
gonna make me help
the chores,” Valentine
a
sai
“Y
Yeeah,, mine, too. Betcha I
have to clean out the calves
pens.. I hate that job.”

When the school house
was emptyy, Valentine
a
untied
the rope and tossed it down
XSXLIGPEWWVSSQ¾SSV
He clung to the trapdoor
framewor k to lower himself,
and then dropped to the
desk below near ly losing his
fo
ooting. Then it was Ralphie’s
turn to hang down from the
opening. Valentine
a
wrapped
his arms around Ralphie’s
dangling legs to brace him
and said, “Slide that door
where it goes while I hold
you up. Hurr y, beffore
o she
comes back!”

“Y
Yeeah,, that was a good one.
Probably she won’t wanna
½RMWLMXRS[²

With ever ything in its place,
XLI]¾IHJVVSQXLIWGLSSP
and waited out of sight
behind a group of evergreen

The wind picked up, swir ling
dried maple and oak leaaves
around them as they walked

on towards home.

Valentine
a
kicked a stone
out of the way. “Thought it
would be fun just give ‘em
a scare. Didn’t think they’d
all r un out and go home like
that.” He spat in the dir t at
the side of the road. “Miss
Mackey was gonna read the
end of that headless hor seman stor y today.”
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Simple solutions to save on your wedding
QIQFIVWJVSQXLIMVKYIWXPMWXW[MXLSYXGEYW
MRKEWMKRM½GERXWXMVWSWYGLQIRERH[SQIR
GERPSSOJSVSXLIVEVIEWXSXVMQ4VSJIWWMSREP
GSPPIEKYIWERHSPHEGUYEMRXERGIW[LS]SY
RSPSRKIVOIITMRXSYGL[MXLEVIYRPMOIP]XS
FISJJIRHIHMJXLI]HSR´XQEOIXLIGYXERH
VIQSZMRKXLIQJVSQXLIKYIWXPMWXGERWEZI
GSYTPIWWYFWXERXMEPEQSYRXWSJQSRI]

Venue

Couples who host their wedding receptions on weekend afternoons instead of Saturday nights can save
substantial amounts of money.
Couples in the midst of planning a wedding
SJXIR½RHXLIQWIPZIWSZIV[LIPQIHF]XLI
GSWXSJWYGLEQIERMRKJYP]IXI\TIRWMZI
YRHIVXEOMRK8LIEZIVEKI[IHHMRKMWEW
I\TIRWMZIEWERI[GEVSVEHS[RTE]QIRX
SRERI[LSYWIWSMX´WRSWYVTVMWIQER]
GSYTPIWI\TIVMIRGIWXMGOIVWLSGO[LIRXLI]
½VWXFIKMRXSRIKSXMEXI[MXLZIRHSVW
&YXEWWLSGOMRKEWXLIGSWXSJWE]MRK±-HS²
MRJVSRXSJJEQMP]ERHJVMIRHWGERFIXLIVI
EVIWSQIXVMIHERHXVYI[E]WXSHVEWXMGEPP]

VIHYGIXLEXGSWX[MXLSYXQEOMRKXLIFMKHE]
ER]PIWWWTIGMEP

Guests
1ER]GSYTPIWWEZIXLIQSWXQSRI]F]
VIHYGMRKXLIRYQFIVSJTISTPIXLI]MRZMXI
XSXLIMV[IHHMRK'SYTPIW[LSGSQIJVSQ
PEVKIJEQMPMIWQE]RSXFIEFPIXSGYXJEQMP]

4IVLETWRSIPIQIRXSJ[IHHMRKTPERRMRK
MWQSVISTIRXSRIKSXMEXMSRXLERXLIZIRYI
[LIVIXLIVIGITXMSR[MPPXEOITPEGI1ER]
GSYTPIWRS[GLSSWIZIRYIWXLEXGERLSWX
FSXLXLI[IHHMRKERHXLIVIGITXMSRERH
XLEXGERWEZIGSYTPIWXLIGSWXSJFSSOMRK
X[SWITEVEXIPSGEXMSRWERHXVERWTSVXMRK
SYXSJXS[RKYIWXWJVSQSRIPSGEXMSRXSER
SXLIV:IRYIWEVIX]TMGEPP]STIRXSRIKSXME
XMSR[MXLVIKEVHXSXLITVMGITIVTIVWSRJSV
XLIVIGITXMSRERHJI[[MPPRSXLEZIWSQI
[MKKPIVSSQFYMPXMRXSXLIMVMRMXMEPUYSXI
-J]SYRKGLMPHVIRERHXIIREKIVW[MPPFI
EXXIRHMRKXLI[IHHMRKRIKSXMEXIPS[IVVEXIW
JSVXLIMVQIEPWEWXLI][SR´XFIHVMROMRK
EPGSLSPERHXLIVIJSVI[SR´XGSWXXLIZIRYI
EWQYGLEWEHYPXKYIWXW

Location
;LIVIEGSYTPIHIGMHIWXSXMIXLIORSX
[MPPLEZIEWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSRXLIMVFSX

XSQPMRI'IVXEMRPSGEPIWWYGLEWPEVKIGMXMIW
EVIQSVII\TIRWMZIXLERSXLIVW'SYTPIW
[LSGSQIJVSQWQEPPXS[RWQE]FIRI
½XJVSQX]MRKXLIORSXGPSWIXSLSQIEW
ZIRHSVWXIRHXSGLEVKIPIWWXLIJYVXLIVXLI]
EVIJVSQPEVKIQIXVSTSPMWIW;EXIVJVSRXZIR
YIWVIKEVHPIWWSJ[LMGLGMX]XLI]LETTIRXS
FIMREPWSXIRHXSFIQSVII\TIRWMZIXLER
ZIRYIW[MXLPIWWMQTVIWWMZIWYVVSYRHMRKW
'SYTPIW[MPPMRKXSWEGVM½GIGMX]PMKLXWERH
FVIEXLXEOMRKZMI[WSJXLI[EXIVEVIPMOIP]XS
½RHQSVIEJJSVHEFPIZIRYIWJSVGIVIQSRMIW
ERHVIGITXMSRW

Timing
8LIXMQMRKSJE[IHHMRKEPWSEJJIGXWE
GSYTPI´WFSXXSQPMRI'SYTPIWLSTMRKXSKIX
QEVVMIH[LIR[IHHMRKWIEWSRLMXWMXWTIEOW
[LMGLMWKIRIVEPP]GSRWMHIVIHXLIQSRXLWSJ
1E]ERH.YRIERHXLIREPWSPEXI7ITXIQFIV
MRXS3GXSFIVGERI\TIGXXSTE]WYFWXERXMEPP]
QSVIXLERGSYTPIW[MPPMRKXSKIXQEVVMIH
EXSXLIVXMQIWSJXLI]IEV'SYTPIWEPWSGER
WEZIQSRI]F]GLSSWMRKXSKIXQEVVMIHSR
*VMHE]SV7YRHE]RMKLXWSV7EXYVHE]EJXIV
RSSR[LIRQER]ZIRYIWGLEVKIGSRWMHIV
EFP]PIWWTIVTIVWSRXLERXLI]HSSR7EXYV
HE]RMKLX[LMGLVIQEMRWXLIQSWXTSTYPEV
RMKLXSJXLI[IIOXSKIXQEVVMIH
8LIGSWXSJE[IHHMRKMWGSRWMHIVEFPIFYX
GSYTPIWGERGYXXLSWIGSWXWMRWIZIVEP[E]W
MJXLI]´VI[MPPMRKXSFI¾I\MFPIERHRIKSXMEXI
[MXLZIRHSVW
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Kids or no kids?

-Enjoy a wedding that works for you
Weddings are a time for celebration and
sharing good times. Some couples want
to share their love and excitement with as
QER]TISTPIEWXLI]GER½XYRHIVSRIVSSJ
while others may prefer a more intimate
EJJEMVXSIRNS][MXLEWIPIGXJI[3RIHMJ½GYPX
decision couples must face when planning a
wedding is whether or not to invite children
to join in the festivities.
Young guests can bring an energetic spark
XSXLIGIPIFVEXMSRFYXOMHWYREGGYWXSQIH
to dressing up and enjoying a fancy night out
may get swept away by the majesty of the
night. Adult guests looking to have a good
XMQIQE]½RHMXHMJ½GYPXXSVIPE\ERHPIX
loose if they have to keep a constant eye on
their children.
The topic of children at weddings is a
tricky subject. Family and friends may have
strong opinions on either side of the debate.
9PXMQEXIP]XLIGSYTPIRIIHWXSGSQIXS
an agreement regarding children at their
[IHHMRK3RGIEHIGMWMSRLEWFIIRQEHI
couples can employ some strategies to
make the wedding as enjoyable as possible
for every age group.
No children
Couples who decide to exclude kids from
their guest lists should alert guests well in
advance of the “no kids” edict. Be tactful
when alerting guests. If you will be sending
SYXWEZIXLIHEXIGEVHWMRGPYHIXLITLVEWI
±%HYPXWSRP]TPIEWI²SRXLIGEVH=SYEPWS
may want to include the information on a
wedding website if you have one. A website
affords you more space to explain your
stance on young guests.
;LIRMXGSQIWXSXLI[IHHMRKMRZMXEXMSR
your indications should already be clear.
,S[IZIV]SYGERVIMRJSVGIXLEXOMHWEVIRSX
invited by addressing the invitations accordingly. Do not include the children’s names
or “and family” on the envelope. Invitations
should only feature the names of the people
being invited.
Be consistent if you do not want children
at the reception. It is not okay to allow one
guest’s kids while excluding another’s. The
only exception is children who are members
SJXLI[IHHMRKTEVX],S[IZIVMJ]SYTVIJIV
EOMHJVII[IHHMRK]SYQE][ERXXSEZSMH
EVMRKFIEVIVERH¾S[IVKMVPHYVMRKXLI

ceremony.
Chances are word will spread that the
wedding is not for child guests. If you do not
[ERXXSLERHPIMRUYMVMIWEWOEQIQFIVSJ
the bridal party to answer any kid-related
questions.
Children allowed
'SRXVEV]XSTSTYPEVFIPMIJGLMPHVIRGER
be well-behaved at a wedding and add a
youthful component to the celebration.
;EXGLMRKEGLMPHX[MVPMRKSRXLIHERGI¾SSV
or devouring a large piece of wedding cake
can make a wedding day more memorable
and special.
Couples who invite kids to the wedding
should expect the unexpected from their
youngest guests. Let the small things slide
and speak with youngsters’ parents if any
issues arise.
Arrange for some activities to keep
children entertained and out of trouble.
Have the band or deejay incorporate some
child-friendly dances or activities. Designate
the kids’ table and arrange some small toys
or activity books.
Be sure to choose some child-friendly
foods during the cocktail hour. Hungry children can be that much more fussy. Arrange
a special menu with the catering manager
and be clear about how many kids are
invited. Usually kids’ dinners cost substantially
less than adults’.
Some reception sites may provide a
separate room where children can gather.
A television with a favorite movie or a few
video games may be all that’s necessary to
pass the time. Hire a babysitter to stay with
the children and give adults in the other
room peace of mind.
Limited children
You may want to include older children
at the wedding but have younger ones stay
home. As you would for a wedding without
OMHWWTVIEHXLI[SVHXLEXXLIVIMWEREKI
PMQMX3RWEZIXLIHEXIERRSYRGIQIRXW
request that “No children under age 12”
attend the wedding.
Be prepared for some opposition from
guests whose kids fall under the age limit.
.YWXFI½VQ[MXL]SYVTPERW
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History behind the bridal veil
The veil and the bouquet that a bride carries
may predate the wearing
of white. Although there
MWRSHI½RMXMZIVIEWSRJSV
the wearing of a veil, many

“Superstition
has it that it is
bad luck for the
groom to see the
bride prior to
the wedding”

Wedding day attire has
changed in many ways, but
one component of getting
dressed up for a wedding
that has withstood the test
of time is the wearing of a
wedding veil.

Though many brides know
it is tradition to wear a
bridal veil, many do not understand why. Here is a look
at the history behind the veil
and why it is continued to
be worn today.

surmise it has to do with
ancient Greeks and Romans’ fear of evil spirits and
demons. In fact, this is where
many of the bridal traditions
actually come from, including
bridesmaids wearing similar
dresses in order to serve as
decoys for the bride. In an
effort to frighten away or
disguise the bride from evil
spirits, brides-to-be were
dressed in brightly colored
fabrics like red and obscured
by a veil. But in many cases,
the veil prevented the bride
from seeing well. That is
why her father or another

person “gave her away.”
He was actually escorting
her down the aisle so she
wouldn’t bump or trip into
anything. The veil also served
as a method of shielding the
bride’s face from her future
husband, especially in the
cases of arranged marriages.
Superstition has it that it is
bad luck for the groom to
see the bride prior to the
wedding. A veil hiding her
face also ensured that the
groom would not see his
soon-to-be-betrothed up
until the ceremony.
Eventually the meaning
behind the veil transformed
as weddings evolved into religious ceremonies. The veil
came to symbolize modesty
and obedience. In many religions it is seen as a symbol
of reverence for women
to cover their heads. When
white wedding dresses were
worn to symbolize chastity,
the white veil followed suit.
There are others who
say that before the advent
of shampoo, people didn’t
wash their hair as often and
it could get quite dirty. The
veil may have been a meth-

od to covering up unsightly
hair.
Regardless of the origins,
veils continue to be sported by today’s brides, who
choose from a few different
WX]PIW%¾]E[E]MWEWLSVX
veil that ends at the shoulders, while a sweep veil ends
EXXLI¾SSV'LETIPERHGEthedral veils follow the bride
EXEWMKRM½GERXPIRKXL RMRI
and 12 feet, respectively). A
blusher is a very short veil
that covers just the bride’s
face as she enters the cerIQSR];MXLE½RKIVXMTZIMP
the veil reaches the bride’s
waist and brushes at her
½RKIVXMTW

The veil will coordinate
with the style of the gown,
and many wedding attire
consultants suggest choosing the gown prior to the
headpiece and veil. 
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Making use of wedding leftovers

Leftover food from the reception can be taken home, given away or donated to the
needy.
In an effort to create a once-in-a- effort to ensure no guest goes
lifetime event that is remembered
without their fair share of food,
by all in attendance, many couples
grossly overestimate the amount
will admit to going a tad overboard of food needed for the reception.
with their weddings. When the
That means there may be plenty
party has winded down, conscious
of appetizers and main courses
leftover, all of which couples have
couples can ensure that some of
the excesses of the wedding get
paid for. There are a number of
repurposed for good use. And that ways that food can be saved and
begins with the food.
given to others.
Many wedding caterers, in an

* Create classy take-home-pack-

ages. People have become much
less averse to taking home food
XLI]GERRSX½RMWLJVSQVIWXEYVERXW
As portion sizes continue to grow,
taking a portion home to enjoy
later is both cost-conscious and
a healthy idea. While a wedding
may be a formal event, it shouldn’t
preclude guests from feeling comfortable taking home any uneaten
food, particularly if they like the
food. Provide the reception center
with decorative to-go boxes or
containers that can be used to
package any food guests want to
take home with them.
* Donate leftover food. Neighborhood food banks may be
willing to accept food donations
from your wedding. Although many
deal with only nonperishable foods,
some will pick up both. Before the
wedding you can inquire within
GIVXEMRSVKERM^EXMSRWXS½RHSYX
which specialize in what area of
food collection. Feeding America (feedingamerica.org) has an
extensive list of food banks and
food-rescue programs available on-

line. Some organizations can pick
up food and deliver it within the
same day to a soup kitchen. If you
GERRSX½RHERSVKERM^EXMSRXSLIPT
you may actually be able to donate
your food to livestock. Some farms
and recreational farmers will feed
pigs leftover food. This is a way to
ensure food will not go to waste.

inside. When you return from your
honeymoon you will have plenty
of dinners already premade so you
can enjoy life as newlyweds. Otherwise, you can invite friends over
to view honeymoon photos and
serve the food as refreshments.

* Help reduce waste. You can
speak with your wedding caterer
about cutting down on the amount
of food without making it overtly
noticeable to guests. First, consider
a sit-down dinner where portions
are carefully measured rather than
buffet where amounts are estimated. Also, removing extra courses
such as dessert can further keep
down the amount of extra food as
well as the cost.

6IG]GPI¾S[IVW*SSHQE]
not be the only item leftover at
the end of the night. Guests who
may not have taken home favors
or centerpieces will leave behind
many beautiful items that would
normally end up in the trash.
Flowers and gifts can be donated
to a hospital or senior center to
brighten the atmosphere. Be sure
to keep just a few favors available
for people who send gifts in the
mail since they weren’t able to
attend the festivities.

* Take it home. If you will not
be traveling to your honeymoon
directly after the wedding reception, you can have the catering
staff package the food and you
can bring it home. Keep your
freezer empty and put the food

There are a number of ways
to ensure that the excesses of a
wedding can be put to good use.
By donating food and other items
or simply taking them home with
you, you can stretch your money
and resources further. 
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The guide to choosing groomsmen
should not be taken lightly.
Grooms-to-be who are
JEGMRKWSQIHMJ½GYPXGLSMGIW
with regard to that decision
can follow a few pointers to
ensure they make the right
call.

Grooms-to-be face many
decisions regarding their
pending nuptials, but few
may prove as delicate as
choosing the groomsmen
for the big day. Friends who
expect to be groomsmen

may be disappointed if they
are not ultimately chosen,
while brothers may feel left
out if they are not asked to
walk a bridesmaid up the
aisle.
Choosing groomsmen

• Pick a number. Before
you even consider who you
want your groomsmen to
FIWTIEOXS]SYV½ERGqI
about how many bridesmaids she hopes to have.
The number of groomsmen
and bridesmaids typically
QEXGLIWWS]SYV½ERGqI´W
intentions may make your
decision a lot easier. For
example, if you have two
brothers and several friends
]SY´VIGSRWMHIVMRKFYX
]SYV½ERGqISRP]MRXIRHW
to have a maid of honor
and one bridesmaid, then
you can just ask both of
your brothers to serve as
groomsmen. Friends are
unlikely be offended if family
members get the nod ahead
of them, so discuss numbers
[MXL]SYV½ERGqIFIJSVI
you begin trimming your list
of candidates. If you already
have an idea of who you
want to be your groomsmen but your choices outRYQFIV]SYV½ERGqI´WWIIMJ
she has anyone else she can

add to her party so no one
is left out.

want their brothers to be
groomsmen, so discuss this
• Choose the best man for [MXL]SYV½ERGqIFIJSVI
asking anyone to line up
the job. Many grooms pick
beside you. This discussion
a brother to serve as their
FIWXQERERH[LMPIXLEX´WE can go both ways as well,
RMGIWIRXMQIRXMX´WMQTSVXERX as you can ask your brideto-be to include a favorite
that grooms recognize that
sister in her bridal party if
being a best man carries
with it some responsibility. A you so desire.
best man will organize the
'SR½VQXLIMVEZEMPEFMPbachelor party, give a toast
MX];LIREWOMRKJVMIRHW
at the wedding and handle
or family members to be
any post-wedding duties,
KVSSQWQIRMX´WFIWXXS
such as returning the tuxes
ensure they can actually
or arranging for the newlymake it to the ceremony.
[IHW´XVERWTSVXEXMSRXSXLI This is a concern for grooms
airport. If your brother is
who are planning a destialready incredibly busy or if
nation wedding or those
you doubt he is up to the
getting married in their
task of being a best man,
½ERGqI´WLSQIXS[RERHRSX
then you might be better off their own, as some guests,
asking him to be a groomsincluding potential groomsQERERH½RHMRKERSXLIV
men, may not be able to
FIWXQER[LS´WQSVIGETEafford to attend an overseas
ble of juggling the numerous
responsibilities that come
with being best man.
(SR´XJSVKIX]SYV
½ERGqI´WJEQMP];LMPI]SY
should not feel pressured
to pick anyone in particular
as your best man, if your
½ERGqILEWER]FVSXLIVWEWO
her if she had her heart set
on including any of them in
the bridal party. Some brides

Why marriage can be good for your health
Proponents of marriage may quote any number of reasons
why couples should tie the knot instead of living a life of
singlehood. A desire to raise children together is one reason
many couples wed, but getting hitched might also be better
JSV]SYVLIEPXL8LEX´WVMKLXEKVS[MRKFSH]SJIZMHIRGILEW
WYKKIWXIHQEVVMEKIQE]FIFIRI½GMEPJSVQIRERH[SQIR
from a health and wellness standpoint.
A 2006 study published in the Journal of Epidemiology and
Community found that, compared with married people,
people who are widowed, are divorced/separated or have
never married are more likely to die earlier. In addition to
a greater combined wealth that may make access to health
insurance or better healthcare possible, there are a number
of possible reasons behind why married couples tend to be
healthier and happier.
* Safety: Being married and committed to one partner
reduces your risk of developing a disease through intimate
encounters. Furthermore, married couples tend to be less
involved in behaviors that may put them at risk for violent
altercations between others. Research by the United States
Justice Department has found that single and divorced
[SQIREVIJSYVXS½ZIXMQIWQSVIPMOIP]XSFIZMGXMQWSJ
violence in any given year than women who are married,
while bachelors are four times more likely to be victims of
violent-crime than men who are married.
* Health monitoring: Married couples may pay attention to
ERHQSRMXSVGLERKIWMRIEGLSXLIV´WLIEPXLQSVIWSXLER
boyfriends and girlfriends. Couples who can recognize the
subtle changes in physical or emotional health may be able
to identify problems before they become more serious.
Couples may also be able to urge spouses to make appointments for routine health screenings and follow up on
HSGXSVW´ETTSMRXQIRXW
+VIEXIV½RERGMEPWIGYVMX]1SRI]MWETVMQEV]WSYVGISJ
stress for many men and women. But living in a dual-income
household can ease some of that stress and the potential

health problems that come with it. Some research has indicated that married men make as much as 40 percent more
money than comparable single men, even after accounting
for education and job history. Marriage could be seen as an
indication of security and trustworthiness, traits appealing to

SVJEVE[E]GIVIQSR];LIR
asking, explain the situation
to them, and let them know
you fully understand if they
cannot commit to being a
groomsmen due to travel or
½RERGMEPGSRGIVRW'SR½VQ
their availability as soon as
TSWWMFPIEW]SYHSR´X[ERX
to be down one groomsman come your big day.
For those who you want to
be a groomsmen but are
unable to make it, it can be
a nice gesture to buy them
a groomsmen gift as a token
of your appreciation for
their friendship.
1ER]KVSSQWJEGIHMJ½GYPX
decisions when choosing
their groomsmen. But there
are ways to make such decisions a lot easier than they
may seem.
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How to clean your jewelry
Engagement rings are not
only tangible investments in
the future of a relationship,
they’re also investments in a
more traditional sense. Men
and women save for months
to purchase these special
W]QFSPWSJPSZIERH½HIPMX]
that will be treasured for
years to come.

“

“I love you in a weak at my knees,
H  GI 9  
kid in a candy store kind of way.”

4VSTIVP]GEVMRKJSV½RI
jewelry can help it retain
its luster and beauty, as well
as its value. According to a
2011 Engagement & Jewelry
Survey from XO Group Inc.,
formerly The Knot Inc. and
owners of TheKnot.com, the
average American engagement ring costs $5,200, and
wedding bands only add to
those costs. Upon making
WYGLWMKRM½GERXMRZIWXQIRXW
it’s no surprise that couples
prioritize proper care and
cleaning techniques to protect their jewelry, and the
following are a few ways to
do just that.
* First examine all the
prongs on settings, clasps
and other components
of the rings to make sure
they are secure. Otherwise,
pieces or stones could come
loose and be lost during the

cleaning process. If anything
is loose, bring it to a jeweler
for repairs.
* When cleaning, try soap
ERH[EXIV½VWXFIJSVIQSZing on to harsher chemicals
if necessary. Soft, porous
jewelry, such as opals, pearls
and turquoise, should only
be cleaned in this type of
solution to ensure they
look their best. Select a mild
cleanser, like a gentle clothing detergent or dish soap.
Add a few drops to two
cups of warm water and
quickly dip the jewelry. Use
a soft, dry cloth to dry and
FYJJXLIRPE]KIQW¾EXXSEMV
dry further. If stones need a
little more elbow grease, use
a soft-bristled toothbrush to
scour gently.
* White vinegar is another
tool to use when cleaning
jewelry. Drop gemstones
and gold jewelry into a small
jar of vinegar for roughly 15
minutes. Agitate the jar to
dislodge any debris. Remove
the jewelry and rinse off
under water, then dry off.
* Ammonia also can clean
jewelry quite effectively, but
its aroma may turn people
off. Diamond jewelry, in
particular, can be soaked
in one cup of warm water
mixed with 1/4 cup ammonia for roughly 10 to 15
minutes. Use a soft-bristled
toothbrush to clean any
grime from the crevices of
the setting and beneath the
diamond. Rinse off and allow
to dry before wearing. If diamonds are set in platinum,
ammonia will also clean the
setting effectively.
* For silver jewelry, use
aluminum foil to clean

Keep jewelry looking its best by prioritizing maintenance.
tarnished silver. Line a tray
with a piece of crumpled
aluminum foil and place your
jewelry on the foil. Sprinkle a
layer of baking soda over the
jewelry, then pour boiling
water over it. The tarnish will
transfer from the jewelry to
XLIJSMP=SYQE]RIIHXS¾MT
or move the jewelry around
so all sides come in contact
with the foil. Remove and
rinse with water. Otherwise, try a specialized silver
cleaning paste or solution
purchased at the drug store.
* Many jewelry stores
will clean jewelry free of
charge, especially if couples
return to the store where
the rings were purchased.
Some use high-pressured
steam to loosen dirt and
debris, while others use
jewelry cleaning solutions.

stored inside a jewelry box
or the box in which it was
shipped or purchased. Place
jewelry back in the same
place each time so it does
not get lost. Try not to take
off expensive rings in the
bathroom and leave them
on the sink, where they are
vulnerable to falling down
the drain.
Remove rings and other
jewelry if you will be using
your hands to mix messy
foods or to work with
paint, soil or other materials that might put jewelry in
jeopardy. Removing jewelry
prevents scratching and
keeps particles from lodging in the stones or setting.
Caring for jewelry can make
it last a lifetime. Then jewelry
can even be passed down to
other generations

When jewelry isn’t being
worn, it should be carefully

Marriage is good for you continued...
a company.
* Increased intimacy: According to information compiled by Richard Niolon Ph.D.,
nearly half of all married people engage in
intimate relations twice a week, compared
to 20 to 24 percent of single and cohabitating men and women. Sex releases endorTLMRWXLEXMQTVSZIQSSHGERFIGPEWWM½IH
as moderate exercise, creates a feel-good
environment that can reduce stress and promotes further contact between couples.
* Improves mental health: Many people joke
that getting married removes freedoms
XLEXPIEHXSLETTMRIWWFYXVIWIEVGLIVW½RH
that this isn’t the case. In their book, “The
Case for Marriage: Why Married People Are
Happier, Healthier, and Better off Financially,”
authors Linda Waite and Maggie Gallagher
found married men are only half as likely as

bachelors and one-third as likely as divorced
guys to take their own lives. Wives are also
much less likely to commit suicide than single, divorced or widowed women. Married
people are much less likely to have problems with alcohol abuse or illegal drugs. An
international study of 17 developed nations
from Steven Stack and J. Ross Eshleman
JSYRHXLEX±QEVVMIHTIVWSRWLEZIEWMKRM½cantly higher level of happiness than persons
who are not married,” even after controlling
for gender, age, education, children, church
EXXIRHERGI½RERGMEPWEXMWJEGXMSRERHWIPJVIported health.
8LIVIEVIQER]LIEPXLVIPEXIHFIRI½XWXS
getting married. Men and women about to
enter into a new life together can add good
health to the reason why they are happy
about their upcoming nuptials. 
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Cunningham Custom Jewelry
Cunningham Custom
Jewelry located at 4528
Commercial Drive in New
Hartford, New York designs
and manufactures one of
a kind jewelry completely
in house using state of
the art equipment. Their
old world craftsmanship
combined with cutting edge
3D printing technology is
taking jewelry making into
the future.
Bob Cunningham explained
that his grandfather bought
this building and opened
a store at their current
location. They were
Cunningham TV for years.
Bob Cunningham also
said that his grandfather
was on the cutting edge
of technology even then.
In the beginning days of
TV they had a television
antenna factory on
Liberty Street in Utica.
The embracement of
technology has allowed the
Cunninghams to take their
next technological step; 3D
printing jewelry.
The 3D jewelry making
process starts with Brian
Cunningham, 4th generation,
designing the piece of
jewelry in the computer
YWMRKENI[IPV]WTIGM½G
CAD program. Once
the design is approved it
is printed in plastic. The
customer can see and feel
what will eventually be the
½REPTVSHYGX3RGIXLI]
approve the plastic printout
Cunningham Custom
Jewelry will reprint the
jewelry in their proprietary
resin. It takes approximately
4 hours in the printer to
grow a resin ring. Once the
jewelry piece is printed it
is put on “tree” to make a
mold. Finally Cunningham
Custom Jewelry will cast the
piece in silver or gold.
Cunningham Custom
Jewelry has a great deal of
¾I\MFMPMX]MRXLIMVHIWMKRW
They have the ability to
make changes easily with
their computer. In the past
even the slightest change
from a customer would
result in hours back at the
drawing board as an artist
would have to carve designs
by hand out of wax blanks.
Mistakes or changes meant
starting all over. Now
with their CAD program
QSHM½GEXMSRWEVIEWWMQTPI
as a click of the mouse.
Cunningham Custom
Jewelry can create jewelry
with your custom logos.

Pendants, rings, and more
go from your imagination to
their printer.
Bob Cunningham said,
“Heading in this direction
makes the most sense. We
can wow people with one
of a kind pieces at affordable
prices.” Cunningham
Custom Jewelry can design
ERHGEWXWIXWXSRIWERH½REP
polish almost anything that
you can imagine. They are
one of the few shops that
can do that under one roof.
It has taken them a long
time to perfect the process
and incorporate the 3D
printing.
“That entrepreneurial spirit
and embracing technology
is still with us as Brian uses

state of the art technology
to make jewelry.” If you
can imagine
a piece of
jewelry, then
Cunningham
Custom
Jewelry can
design, print,
and cast
your idea.
For more
information
follow them
on Facebook:
Cunningham
Custom
Jewelry. 

The cast above and the final
product to the right.

Bob Cunningham with a Utica Comets jersey for Sitrin’s Jerseys,
Jeans & Jewels. This idea will become a custom pendant.

“
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“The artist’s world is limitless. It can be found
anywhere, far from where he lives or a few feet
away. It is always on his doorstep.”
~Paul Strand
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Natural Stone Jewelry by Nicollette

-and the First annual 10k run, 2k walk and kids fun run to support The Northeast Kidney Foundation
by Al Dorantes
After an auto immune
kidney disease was
diagnosed in 1992, one
kidney transplant, and 13
years of dialysis Nicollette
Buell is a survivor and
expert on kidney disease.
High blood pressure and
diabetes are the 2 leading
causes of kidney disease.
There are over 600,000
people on dialysis in USA
and over 102,000 are on
transplant lists waiting for
new kidneys. Nicollette is on
a wait list for transplant in
New Hampshire. She said,
“You have to plan everything
around this disease.”

Nicollette started her
business, Natural Stone
Jewelry by Nicollette, which
features handmade jewelry
using natural stones. A
portion of the proceeds are
donated to the Northeast
Kidney Foundation.
Nicollette uses natural
stones, real dipped leaves,
ERHPEGUYIVIH¾S[IVWMRLIV
jewelry. Nicolette only does
selective craft shows and
she is currently looking for
places to retail her jewelry.
Jewelry is Nicollette’s focus
until she is healthy enough
to get back into food. She
is a Culinary Institute of

America trained chef and
she is looking to get back
into cooking as soon as her
health will allow. Nicollette
cooks super healthy and has
been canning a large amount
of organic homegrown
garden produce.
The Northeast Kidney
Foundation is a voluntary
health organization
dedicated to preventing
kidney disease and
enhancing the lives of
all those affected. Since
1974 the mission of
the Northeast Kidney
Foundation has been to
improve the quality of
life of those affected by

kidney disease and related
conditions through early
MHIRXM½GEXMSRMRXIVZIRXMSR
prevention and support
services; to promote organ
donation; and to empower
those we serve to be an
effective voice for better
healthcare at the local, state
and federal levels. Nicollette
chose the Northeast Kidney
Foundation because of the
way it handles funds. The
money raised here stays
here.
When she is not making
jewelry or canning veggies
from her garden Nicollette
is busy planning an inaugural
10k run, 2k walk and

kids fun run to support
The Northeast Kidney
Foundation. On October
31st, 2015 registration will
begin at 9 am in Western
Park in Little Falls. For the
run, there is a $20 fee in
advance and $25 the day
of the race. There is no fee
to walk but fundraising is
encouraged. The race starts
at 10 am, walkers follow the
runners and the kids fun run
follows the walkers. The run
walk is a day of Halloween
fun for the whole family.
There will be entertainment,
refreshments, Halloween
costume contest for adults
and kids with prizes, mini
pumpkin decorating, and a

10k run, 2k walk and kids fun run

to support the Northeast Kidney Foundation

October 31st • Little Falls
28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

www.accentbrokerage.com
Rebecca Smith - R.E. Broker
Kelly Jackson - R.E. Salesperson
James Caiola - R.E. Salesperson

Brenda Parker - R.E. Salesperson
Lorene Prenderville - R.E. Salesperson
Erin Dibble - R.E. Salesperson

Phone: 315-219-5990 Fax: 315-219-5991
NEW PRICE 131 Christensen Rd, Frankfort
Holidays are coming
and you will love
entertaining in this
beautiful
Raised
Ranch. It has an amazing kitchen w dining area, great
room, LR w fireplace, formal DR, plenty of space for all
of your guests. 3 BRs, 2.5 baths, office, tons of storage,
possible basement in-law apartment, great yard, location, garage, tons to offer!

179 Church St, Little Falls

599 John St, Little Falls
6 units plus storage.
All apartments are one
bedroom one bath.
Landlord pays utilities.
Plenty of parking, 2
driveways. Make an
investment in this
property today! Great
price so give us a call.

2-4 W Main St, Mohawk

Don’t wait – great 2
New PRICE!!!
Commercial
family home . Live in
building with NYC
one and rent the other
style. This 2 story
or use for an investbrick building has
ment. These apartments
2 store fronts, one
are 2 BRs each w LR,
2 BR apartment,
DR, & kitchen. Tenants
and 1 unit used
pay electric and heat. for storage. The brick has been exposed inside to
Detached garage, parking and a yard. Come take a look! give the space a city feel.

18 W Clark St, Ilion
Now a better buy!!!
Looking to start
your new business
venture or expand
your existing one?
Then make sure you check out this commercial property with great visibility in the Village of Ilion. Detached
garage great for storage and a circular driveway.

Fiery Hill Rd, Stark
Approximately
45
acres of fields and
woods w/views. A
great place to build
your dream home or
use for recreation
(hunting, 4-wheeling, etc.) Come take a look, upon purchase survey will be completed and taxes will be determined. This property has been certified organic by the
farmer that presently rents it.

Chinese auction with many
great items donated by local
businesses and individuals.
Nicollette said, “There’s
nothing like this event in
the valley area. It keeps
money here in the valley;
it’s kid and family friendly,
and raises awareness. For
more information on
Nicollette’s jewelry follow
her on Facebook: Natural
Stone Jewelry by Nicollette.
For more information on
the run walk follow: First
annual 10k run, 2k walk
and kids fun run to support
The Northeast Kidney
Foundation on Facebook.
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History in Your Backyard

- Erie Canal

Many of us pass over the Erie
Canal every day and do not realize
its part in the history that made
New York State the Empire State.
The Erie Canal was built to create
a navigable water route from New
York City and the Atlantic Ocean to
the Great Lakes7KHFDQDOZDV¿UVW
proposed in 1807 and construction
began in 1817. The canal contains
36 locks and a total elevation
GL̆HUHQWLDORIDERXWIHHW,W
RSHQHGRQ2FWREHU
The problem with digging a
canal from the Hudson across
the state was that the land rises
approximately 600 feet from the
Hudson to Lake Erie. That meant
that the canal would need locks.
Locks at the time could handle up
to 12 feet of lift. That meant with
the distance and the rise that over
¿IW\ORFNVZRXOGEHUHTXLUHGDORQJ
the 360-mile canal. A project like
that would be cost prohibitive
even with modern technology.
,QWKH¶VWKHFRVWZDV
unimaginable. President Thomas
-H̆HUVRQ called the project “a little
short of madness” and rejected it.

Chief brought a keg of Atlantic
OceanZDWHUEDFNWR%X̆DOR
and it was poured into Lake
Erie. The Erie Canal was
completed in eight years and
FRVWRI,WZDV
extolled as an engineering
marvel that united the country
and helped make New York
the Empire State

Governor DeWitt Clinton liked the
project and backed it. There was
much opposition, that the canal
SURMHFWEHFDPHNQRZQDV³&OLQWRQ¶V
)ROO\´DQG³&OLQWRQ¶V'LWFK´,Q
1817 a determined Clinton received
approval from the legislature for
$7 million for construction.
They started Construction,
patriotically, on July 4, 1817 in
Rome, New York7KH¿UVWPLOHV
from Rome to Utica, opened in
1819. At that rate the canal would
QRWEH¿QLVKHGIRU\HDUV7KH
main hold-ups were felling trees
to clear a path through virgin
forest and moving excavated soil,
which took longer than expected.
Using a scraper and a plow, a threeman team using oxen, horses,
and mules could build a mile of
canal in a year. The next issue was
¿QGLQJHQRXJKODERUWRGLJWKH
FDQDO,QFUHDVHGimmigration from
1RUWKHUQ,UHODQGKHOSHG¿OOWKH
need. Many of the laborers working
on the canal were 6FRWV,ULVK.
With the new workers they picked
up the pace of construction. When

they got to Montezuma Marsh (at
the outlet of Cayuga Lake) it was
rumored that over 1,000 workers
GLHGRI³VZDPSIHYHU´,WZDV
actually malaria!
The middle section from Utica
to Syracuse was completed in 1820.
Boats and barges started using the
middle section immediately on its
completion. Workers continued on
the eastern and western sections.
7KHHDVWHUQVHFWLRQPLOHV
from Brockport to Albany, opened
on September 10, 1823.
7KH(ULH&DQDOZDVṘFLDOO\
FRPSOHWHGRQ2FWREHU$
ÀRWLOODRIERDWVOHGE\*RYHUQRU
Dewitt Clinton aboard the Seneca
&KLHIVDLOHGIURP%X̆DORWR1HZ
York City in ten days. Clinton then
ceremonially poured Lake Erie
water into New York Harbor to
mark the “Wedding of the Waters.”
On its return trip, the Seneca

7KHH̆HFWRIWKH(ULH
Canal on New York State
is undeniable. Cities and
towns were built on the Canal.
$OPRVWRIXSVWDWH1HZ<RUN¶V
SRSXODWLRQOLYHVZLWKLQPLOHVRI
the Canal. The Canal is what made
1HZ<RUNWKH(PSLUH6WDWH,Q
1829, there were 3,640 bushels of
wheat transported down the Canal
IURP%X̆DOR%\WKLV¿JXUH
KDGLQFUHDVHGWREXVKHOV
four years later it reached one
PLOOLRQ,QQLQH\HDUV&DQDOWROOV
more than recouped the entire cost
of construction. While in recent
time cargo moving along the Canal
has decreased and the waterway has
become mostly used for pleasure
boating surprisingly in 2013
100,000 tons of commercial cargo
moved along the Canal.

The Erie Canal continues to be
important today. A recent study
found the Canal supports 26,472
jobs, $1.6 billion in personal
income, and $702
million in tax revenue,
The Mohawk Homestead both directly and
indirectly. A total of
62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
$6.2 billion in annual
Providing quality care for over 120 years
non-tourism economic
activity, industrial
facilities using Canal
system water as a
production input or
for processes such as
processing, rinsing, or
cooling were found to
contribute the greatest
Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
economic impact
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.
of all the sectors
• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private studied. The facilities
rooms (currently available)
depending on canal
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive water contribute an
family atmosphere
estimated $4.7 billion
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
in direct business
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and revenue annually.
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841

As you pass over the
Erie Canal on your
drive to work or on
your way to dinner
take a second to
realize the History in
Your Backyard. 
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Securing party reservations and other
restaurant special requests
Restaurants can be ideal
spots to celebrate special
occasions or simply get a
night off from cooking. One
of the joys of dining out is
having a delicious meal prepared and served without
having to worry about postmeal cleanup.
Dining establishments are
in the business of keeping
customers happy, but diners
can do their part to make
their next dining experience
as enjoyable as possible.
When planning your night
out, call the restaurant or
make a visit in person to
inquire about the establishment’s reservation policy.
Find out how far in advance
reservations must be made,
and discuss the size of the
party you plan to bring.
Restaurant employees can
advise you as to which days
tend to be the least busy
and which times ensure you
will have a smoother dining
experience, especially if your
dinner party will be large.
If possible, become a
regular patron at a particular restaurant you like. This
allows you to develop a
rapport with the staff and
possibly even the owners.
Like the restaurant’s page on
social media and sign up for
email alerts about specials
so you receive advance notice about upcoming events.
For special requests that go
beyond regular restaurant
offerings, consult with the
manager well in advance of
your party. Many restaurants
are able to accommodate
special requests, such as
renting out the space or
FVMRKMRKMR¾S[IVW8LI
restaurant may have a set
of protocol they follow
or vendors with whom
they contract, and that can
make the dining experience
even more special. Discuss
the extra costs involved
and work out the details
thoroughly so nothing is left
to chance. Call ahead a few
HE]WMREHZERGIERHGSR½VQ
the reservation and special
plans, if any. This way there
will be no surprises come
the night of the dinner.
Always be on time for a
reservation, especially when
you have a large dinner party. The restaurant’s job is to
turn over tables, and while
you want to have a relaxing
meal, you do not want to
be late or dawdle past an

acceptable time. Consider
the restaurant’s business and
be a good patron.

plary service and offer to
give positive reviews of an
establishment online.

Remember to reward
exceptional and friendly
service during your meal
and when paying the bill.
Generous diners who treat
the staff courteously and go
above and beyond in terms
of gratuity will likely be
remembered the next time
they dine out. Go out of
your way to praise exem-

Hosting a special occasion
at a restaurant can be even
more enjoyable with some
pre-dinner planning and by
working with restaurant staff
you trust. 
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6F?R6MSJB8MSP,MRFCP2?W
By S.D. Shapiro
In the fast paced 21st
century we’ve
we traded
common sense for
the ability to quickly
look up information
on the internet. We’ve
for
rggotten our manners
forgotten
civility.
and civility
y. How
do we get back to
our rroots?
ooots? Can we
get back? Food for
thought . . .

“To do is to be.” ~ Nietzsche
“To be is to do.” ~Kant
“Do be do be do.” -Sinatra

For a group of people
in a modern world we
use a lot of phrases and
¿JXUHVRIVSHHFKWKDWD
based on animals. Cat
on a hot tin rooff.. Every
dog has his day. Wiith
emails whipping through
F\EHUVSDFHDQG:L¿
surrounding us with

Where did all these
animal sayings
come from?
LWVLQYLVLEOHFORXGRI
FRQQHFWLYLW\ZK\DUHZH
VWLOOXVLQJWKHVH¿JXUHVRI
VSHHFK"

means it is hot. Who
WKRXJKWWRFKRRVH
a snake to measure
WHPSHUDWXUH"

The dog days of
summerFRPHVXSLQ
the late summer when
WKH$XJXVWVXQXVXDOO\
bakes us. Where does
WKHH[SUHVVLRQFRPH
IURP":RXOG\RX
JXHVVWKDWLWFRPHV
from the areas around
WKH0HGLWHUUUUDQHDQ6HD"
Homer mentions in the
Lliad,

Rounding out the
trio of weather
related animal
VD\LQJVLVraining cats
and dogs. It means it is
UDLQLQJKDUG:HKDYH
all seen some larrgge rain
drops but none have ever
been as big as a dog or
HYHQDVPDOOFDW7KH
biggest drops I have
HYHUHQFRXQWHUHGZHUH
about the size of bees.
³,W¶VUDLQLQJEHHV´LVD
QLJKWPDUHQRERG\ZDQWV
to deal with.

“Sirius rises late in the
GDUNNOLTXLGVN\
On summer nights, star
of stars,
2ULRQ¶V'RJWKH\FDOOLW
brightest,
Of all, but an evil
portent, bringing heat,
And fevers to sufffering
f
KXPDQLW\´
In the Southern
Hemisphere, the Dog
'D\VÀLSWR)HEUXXDU\DQG
0DUFK
Hotter than a
snake’’s taill is another
temperature/weather
related euphemism.
There are other
YDULDWLRQVRIWKLVVD\LQJ
using other parts of
WKHVQDNH¶VDQDWRP\
EXW\RXJHWWKHJLVW,W

One of these animal
euphemism that has
DOZD\VVWUXFNPHDV
odd is, “I
“I haven’’t seen
you in a ‘coon’’s age.´
2EYLRXVO\LWPHDQVWKDW
,KDYHQRWVHHQ\RXLQ
quite some time. Makes
VHQVH%XWZK\UHSODFH
³DORQJWLPH´ZLWK
“‘coon’’s age"´,WLVD
“‘coon’
YHU\\QRQVSHFL¿FOHQJWK
of time. How long do
UDFFRRQVOLYH,QWKH
ZLOGDUDFFRRQ¶VOLIHVSDQ
averages between 1 and
\HDUV,QFDSWLYLW\
WKH\KDYHUHDFKHG
\HDUV7KDWLVTXLWHD
GLVSDULW\:K\\GLGWKH\
SLFNWKHUDFFRRQ"&RXOG
ZKRHYHUFRLQHGWKH

SKUDVHKDYHSLFNHGD
GLIIHUHQWDQLPDO"6KRXOG
we have diffferent
f
animal
WLPHVSDQV"³+H\,
KDYHQ¶WVHHQ\RXLQD
PD\À\¶VDJH´$PD\À\
OLYHVDERXWKRXUV$
WRUWWRLVHFDQOLYHRYHU
\HDUV:KHQZLOOZHXVH
³DWRUWRLVH¶VDJH"´
,I\RXPHDVXUHIURP
point A to point B on a
PDSWKDWGLVWDQFHLV³as
WKHFURZÀLHV´,QRXU
modern times traveling
DVWKHFURZÀLHVLV
QHDUO\LPSRVVLEOHXQOHVV
\RXOLYHRQDIUHHZD\
(YHQLI\RXUDGGUHVV
was on the straightest
of roads getting to and
IURPSODFHVLVQHYHUDV
HDV\DVDVWUDLJKWOLQH
7KHUHLVDOZD\VVRPH
FRQVWUXXFWLRQGHWRXUWKDW
WLHV\RXUFRXUVHLQWRD
FDW¶VFUDGOH2U\RXU
*36ZLOOWDNH\RXLQ
WKHPRVWFRQYROXWHG
GLUHFWLRQDQGWULHVWR
PXUGHU\RX
We make mountains
out of molehills and
shed crocodile tears. We
have the memory of an
elephantt and the eye of
the tiger and we love
WKHVHVD\LQJV:HZLOO
keep using them until
the cows come home.
:KHQLWFRPHVGRZQWR
DOOWKHVHDQLPDOVD\LQJV
there are more of them
WKDQÀHDVRQDGRJ. Stop
and think, “What would
P\PRWKHUVD\"´6KH
ZRXOGVD\³3HRSOHVD\
all sorts of things and it
makes me madder than a
hornet. You
o have to let it
UROORII\RXlike water off
offf
a duck´
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Make the most of “dinner and a movie” night
&Y]]SYVQSZMIXMGOIXWMR
EHZERGI1YGLPMOI]SY[ERX
XSQEOIEHMRRIVVIWIVZE
XMSRWS]SYGERKIXEXEFPI
]SYEPWS[ERXXSFY]]SYV
XMGOIXWMREHZERGIWS]SY
aren’t shut out if the theater
sells out. If you’re worried
EFSYXGSQQMXXMRKXSXLI
movie too far in advance
ERH[ERXXS[EMXXSFY]
XMGOIXWGLSSWIEJEPPFEGO
movie to see just in case the
½PQ]SY[IVILSTMRKXSWII
WIPPWSYXFIJSVI]SYGERFY]
XMGOIXW
The “perfect date night”
differs depending on the
couple. Some couples
might prefer a night on the
town during which they get
HSPPIHYTERHZMWMXE½ZIWXEV
restaurant, while others
QMKLX½RHEPEMHFEGORMKLX
EXLSQIQEOIWJSVXLIMHIEP
night for two.
Dinner and a movie has
PSRKFIIREKSXSJSVGSY
ples who prefer something
short of a fancy night out
FYXQSVII\XVEZEKERXXLER
EVIPE\MRKRMKLXEXLSQI
;LMPIQEOMRKTPERWXSHMRI
out and catch a movie is not
complicated, there are some
things couples can do to
QEOIWYVIWYGLRMKLXWKSSJJ
without a hitch.
1EOIEHMRRIVVIWIVZE
tion. If you’re going out on
a Friday or Saturday night,
FIWYVIXSQEOIEHMRRIV
reservation in advance.
Chances are strong other
couples have similar plans,
and you don’t want to miss

• Know the addresses of
RIEVF]XLIEXIVWERHWLS[
times. Many a couple has
arrived at a movie theater
SRP]XS½RHXLIQSZMIXLE]
planned to see is sold out.
Oftentimes, such letdowns
GERFIVIQIHMIHF]HVMZMRK
XSERSXLIVXLIEXIVRIEVF]
that is showing the movie
at a slightly later time than
0IEZIEQTPIXMQIFI
the initial theater the couple
tween dinner and the start
of the movie. No one wants visited. Know your movie
schedules and theater ad
to rush through a meal,
dresses so you have options
especially couples who may
WLSYPH]SYVQSZMIFIWSPH
not get too many chances
SYX(S[RPSEHERETTPMOI
to dine out and enjoy each
Fandango on your phone
other’s conversation. If your
QSZMIFIKMRWEXTQQEOI so you don’t waste precious
a dinner reservation for 6 or XMQIXV]MRKXS½RHWLS[
6:30 so you have ample time times and addresses on the
Internet.
to eat, enjoy each other’s
GSQTER]ERHQEOIMXXSXLI
Dinner and a movie is
theater on time. If you’re
a staple for couples’ date
planning on seeing a highly
nights, and there are some
anticipated movie on its
XVMGOWSJXLIXVEHIGSYTPIW
STIRMRK[IIOIRHFIWYVI
can employ to ensure their
XSPIEZIIRSYKLXMQIFI
RI\XHEXIRMKLXMWQIQSVE
tween dinner and the start
FPIJSVEPPXLIVMKLXVIEWSRW
time of the movie so you

can get to the theater early
enough to get good seats.
XLIQSZMIFIGEYWI]SY
[IVIWXYGO[EMXMRKJSVEXE
FPIEXXLIVIWXEYVERX(MRRIV
and a movie nights tend to
FIMQTVSQTXYFYXQEOIE
reservation a few nights in
advance if you’re planning
on going out on a popular
date night.

The benefits of hiring an event planner
Event planners are worth the investment
for a variety of reasons. While some hosts
may feel event planners are an unnecessary
I\TIRWIQER]IZIRXTPERRIVWIRHYTWEZMRK
LSWXWWYFWXERXMEPEQSYRXWSJQSRI]MRXLI
long run. But the potential to save money is
not the only reason to hire an event planner
JSV]SYVRI\XGSVTSVEXIIZIRXSVTVMZEXI
party.
• Event planners save time. An event
planner will listen to your ideas and goals
FIJSVI[SVOMRKSYXXLIHIXEMPWSRLMWSVLIV
own. This frees up your time to focus on
other aspects of the party, such as arranging
PSHKMRKJSVSYXSJXS[RKYIWXWSVKIXXMRK
E[EVHVSFIXSKIXLIV)\TIVMIRGIHIZIRX
TPERRIVWEPWSORS[EPPXLIMRWERHSYXWSJ
planning an event. Such details can prove dif
½GYPXERHXMQIGSRWYQMRKJSVMRI\TIVMIRGIH
LSWXWXS½KYVISYX
• Get insider deals. Party planners already
LEZIIWXEFPMWLIHVIPEXMSRWLMTW[MXLZIRHSVW
8LI]QE]FIIPMKMFPIJSVHMWGSYRXWSVTIVOW
XLEXWSQISRI[LS[EPOWMRSJJSJXLIWXVIIX
[MPPRSXFISJJIVIH8LSWIWEZMRKWEPSRIGER
QEOILMVMRKETPERRIV[IPP[SVXLMX=SYV

TPERRIVEPWSQE]ORS[[LMGLZIRHSVWEVI
IEWMIWXXS[SVO[MXLERH[LMGLPSGEXMSRW
SJJIVXLIFIWXWIVZMGIW
)ZIRXTPERRIVWXEOIXLIWXVIWWSYX
SJLSWXMRK4PERRMRKPEVKIIZIRXWGERFI
stressful, particularly if you’re not complete
ly sure where to start. When you hire an
IZIRXTPERRIVLISVWLI[MPPXEOISRQER]
SJXLIFYVHIRWJSV]SY8LMWIREFPIW]SYXS
FIQSVIJSGYWIHERHLEZIQSVIJYREXXLI
event.
• Event planners give parties a more pro
fessional feel. Event planners’ designs will go
FI]SRHGVITITETIVERHFEPPSSRW4PERRIVW
offer strategies to help you create an im
TVIWWMZIPSSOMRKIZIRXXLEXKYIWXW[MPPIRNS]
ERHVIQIQFIVJSV]IEVWXSGSQI4PYW
TPERRIVWORS[XLIXVMGOWSJXLIXVEHIXS
OIITKYIWXWIRKEKIHERHXLITEVX]QSZMRK
along smoothly.
Event planners are unsung heroes when
it comes to organizing corporate parties
or private events. Hiring such professionals
affords hosts more free time to enjoy the
festivities, and the investment in a good
event planner often pays for itself. 

“

Love the life you live. Live the life you love.
~Bob Marley
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“

I don’t care how poor a man is;
if he has family, he’s rich.
~Dan Wilcox and Thad Mumford

EDITOR

$100 Contest Winner
Our contest winner
from the last issue is
Gladys Kaczor from
New York Mills. She is
another faithful contestant and found herself a
bit frustrated this week
when she tried to call
and got no answer. We
LEHQSZIHSYVSJ½GIXS
Yorkville over the weekend and our phones were
being a bit sketchy. Time
Warner Cable got them
up and working very
quickly and Gladys was
able to get through to
us! It must have been her
lucky day because when
we did our drawing, her
name came up!

a faithful customer of this
salon for years. It was
formally known as Cut
n Curl and is now under
new ownership as All
About Hair and owned
by Sharon Hanrahan.

When I gave her a call,
she was very excited to
hear of her good fortune
but was quick to tell me
there would be no photos until she had her hair
done! I completely understood and postponed our
get together until Saturday so that I could get
her picture at her salon!
Gladys says she has been

Gladys usually picks up
her copy at All About
Hair when she has her
appointments. Her daughter Dianne is always willing to assist her Mom in
any way she can and taking her to her weekly hair
appointment is just one
of the things she lovingly
does for Gladys. If the
timing isn’t right, Dianne
said the next favorite pick
up spot for her Mom’s
copy is at Twin Orchards
in New Hartford.

Carol Delguidize, stylist,
has been dong Gladys’
hair for over 15 years.
Gladys said, “She even
came to my house to
do my hair when I had
surgery. She’s a good
person.”
That’s really important
Gladys and I have to tell
you, you quickly stole my
heart yourself. You’re a
½RITIVWSREW[IPP

We’re just glad to hear
that it’s your mission to
½RHSRI+PEH]W7LIXSPH
me that she reads it from
front to back and reads

Carol Delguidize, stylist; Gladys Kaczor, our contest winner and Sharon
Hanrahan, owner of All About Hair.

every word. She loves the
stories and the advertisements. I asked Gladys if
we could do anything to
improve the magazine for
her personal tastes and
she said, “I love it the way
it is.” That’s music to my
ears!
Gladys has a soft spot
for recipes as she was a
professional cake decorator for Gold Top Bakery
where she was better
known as Mitzi. Her cake
decorating won many
awards which she is very
proud of.
Today, she still enjoys
baking with the assistance
of her daughter Dianne
and even her grandsons
when they are home

from college. I don’t
mean to pop your bubble
grandma, but I think
their motives are purely
WIP½WLXLI]GER´X[EMXJSV
XLI½RMWLIHTVSHYGXW
Gladys enjoys baking
pies, cookies , eclairs and
all sorts of goodies.
Last year her cookies
XSSO½VWXTPEGIMRXLI
OD’s Entrée Magazine’s
holiday contest! Way to
go Gladys!
Her daughter said, “She’s
not only a great baker,
she’s also the best Babci
ever!” For those of you
who don’t know what Dianne is referring to, Babci
is Polish for grandmother.
Her grand daughter is
taking the time to record
all of Gladys’ recipes so
that they will be saved
and passed down through
the family. That’s such a
wonderful experience
and I applaud you for taking the time to do that.
Congratulations to you
Gladys. I am picturing you
spending your winnings
on baking supplies and
bringing more smiles to
those you love with your
delicious creations!
It was my pleasure,
as always to meet our
winner and award her the
$100 prize. Keep reading
Gladys and thank you
once again for your kind
words.
This issue’s contest clue
can be found in the ad in
this issue on page 43. We
wish you all the best of
luck! 
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Announcements

# # # # #
ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800836-2888

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

Furniture
OAK TABLE & 4 oak chairs;
oak vanity w/bench; maple dry
sink; Philco table-top record
player. 315-866-6562

Health Care/Products
Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

Cars, Trucks, Trailers
2003 CAVALIER LS Automatic, sunroof, alloy wheels.
185,000 miles. Runs Excellent. Body Fair. $1,200 OBO.
518-332-0395
FOR SALE: 2005 Cadillac
Escalade EXT truck (looks
like an Avalanch). Loaded,
very nice inside and out. Sun
roof, new brakes and rotors,
leather inteior, 151,000 carefull miles, runs and drives
excellent, $11,950. 315-3632144

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $50 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302
Collectibles
ATTENTION: Collector Buying
WWI & WWII & earlier Military
Helmets, Swords, Uniforms,
Foreign Decorations, Banners, etc. Call anytime 315534-3661

ORGANIC HERBS & TEAS ~
DIY Supplies for
Soaps,
Salves, Tinctures and Lotions
~ Natural & Local Food Store
~ Dr. Oz recommend products
~ check out Facebook
“Healthy Living Shop at Newport Marketplace” 315-9414230. 7583 Main St., Newport

Help Wanted

$4.00/

Today s Date________
COPY:

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date: ______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

Help Wanted

Corporate Account Managers

Real Estate For Sale

Storage

FOR SALE: ILION: 6 John St.
Great 4 bedroom home, 1½
bath w/above ground heated
pool. ILION: 95 John St. 2
Family home, nice investment
property. ILION: 6-8 Brookside
Pl. 2 family home, nice investment property. ILION: 127 S.
Third Ave. 2 family home,
great income, nice residential
area. LITCHFIELD: 5.5 acre
lot. Corner of Cemetery Rd/
Morris Rd. RH Side. Bruce
Ward & Co. 315-866-2002.
Call for your appts today,
Anna Duffy 315-717-3957

WINTER STORAGE: Best
prices around. Cars and
small boats. Located in
Schuyler. 315-794-1802

Just Good Reading
To Place An Ad Call:
1-800-836-2888

Services Offered

EDITOR

Wanted
ATTENTION: Collector Buying
WWI & WWII & earlier Military
Helmets, Swords, Uniforms,
Foreign Decorations, Banners, etc. Call anytime 315534-3661

Recreational Vehicles
& Motor Homes
1995 SAFARI & TITAL RV.
Green & gray, 36’ long, 17,500
lbs., 13,000 miles, 6 cyl. Asking $20,000. Towing pkg kit
estimated at $2,000. Good
condition inside & out. For
appt. call 518-495-7489

To Subscribe Call:
888-596-5329

Call 800-836-2888 to place your classified ad.

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •

Are you a high energy self-starter who is motivated to
succeed? Are you interested in partnering with businesses nationwide to provide cost effective and timely solutions for their marketing and advertising needs? Are you
interested in joining a company with a world-class reputation and competitive compensation? Then Lee Publications is the place for you.
Marketing experience or interest preferred, but not
mandatory. Solid Waste Recycling Equipment and Industry knowledge a plus. Competitive compensation: base
salary with unlimited commission and an established customer base. Diverse industries served and numerous
products to offer. Solid account file with unlimited potential prospects. Training Program, 401(k) and a friendly
work environment.
Please send your resume by email to
bbutton@leepub or wjennings@leepub.com

BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

Please apply now for our sales opportunity.

Legal Services

ED I TOR

MAIL
OR CALL

Inside Advertising Sales Consultant Wanted

Custom Services
FRAN’S DOLL REPAIR &
RESTORATION: Also buying
& selling antique/vintage
dolls. Call Fran 315-797-4859

CLIP & SEND

For Rent

DAN’S DRIVEWAY SEALING.
Residential and Commercial
line striping, symbols. Plus all
lawncare needs. Mowing,
landscaping, planting, hedge
trimming, mulching. Fully
insured. 315-225-1683

WANTED: Vintage Bear and
Wolf traps. Oneida, Newhouse or Abbey & McLeod on
Pan. Others considered. Call
315-866-6465

Wood For Sale
SEASONED
FIREWOOD:
$65.00 face cord. Delivery
available. 315-982-7489
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ANSWERS
“Our greatest weakness lies
in giving up. The most certain
way to succeed is always to try
just one more time.”
— Thomas A. Edison

Thomas Alva Edison, photo by Louis
Bachrach — Bachrach Studios, 1922.
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SWAMP

-twas the Will-o-the-Wisp
grin. “You ain’t hungry, now,
are ya?”
Joby plodded onward,
ignoring the humor. “I hope
it’s beef stew, with those
hot biscuits she makes. And
maybe there’ll be gingerbread, or even a pie.”
The boys’ thoughts focused
on supper, and they increased their pace. Halfway

by Joan O. Scharf

7LSYPHFIHV]MJ½RMXHSR´X
rain tonight.”

Kyle ducked his head under
the stream of fresh water
as his brother worked the
handle of the outdoor pump
up and down.

&SXLFS]WHVEROJVSQXLI
cup. Kyle wiped his lips with
his forearm and handed it
back. “Yep. Guess we’ll be
here. Pa says we have one
½IPHPIJXXSHSFYXMXEMR´X
ready for cuttin’ yet. We’d
best be gettin’ on home
now. It’ll be dark pretty
soon, and Ma will have supper waitin’.”

“Yaowsir! That’s cold,”
he said, rubbing his hands
over his face and down the
back of his neck. Scattered
hayseeds remained stuck to
his tanned shoulders, and
droplets of water dribbled
from the brown ringlets
plastered against his head.
Sweaty, and tired from
the day’s labor, Joby urged,
“Hurry up. My turn.”
Changing places, Joby bent
over and braced himself
for the icy gush. His scalp
XMRKPIHEWXLI[EXIV¾S[IH
through and ran off his sunbleached hair. Cupping his
hands beneath the spout, he
caught what he could and
slurped it with noisy gulps.
The screen door on the
weathered grey farmhouse
closed with a bang as Hiram
Dibble limped out holding a
tin cup in his callused hand.
“Here. Use this. You boys
must be thirsty after pitchin’
all that hay, but we got most
of ‘er done. Hope ta see
you here tomorrow, and
[I´PP½RMWLYTXLISXLIVWMHI
SJXLI½IPH&IIRGYXGSYTPI
days ago, and I turned it
over early this mornin’.

Hiram hooked his thumb
under the strap of his
bib overalls as he glanced
toward the fading sunlight.
“Didn’t realize it was gettin’
that late. Wait up. I’m
gonna get a lantern outta
the barn. The sun’ll be gone
afore you get home, and
it gets real dark in those
woods, ‘specially where the
road cuts through Nine Mile
Swamp. Y’all can bring it
back with you tomorrow.”
It wasn’t long before Hiram
returned with the lantern,
primed and lit. “Here, this’ll
last for those two miles and
then some. I’ll settle up with
payin’ you boys after we’re
done tomorrow.”
The brothers walked along
the dirt road towards home,
kicking at occasional small
stones in their path. “What
do you reckon Ma is cookin’
for supper tonight?” Joby
asked.
Kyle looked sideways at
his younger brother with a

through the second mile, in
the area of the swamp that
lay on the either side of the
narrow strip of woods lining
the road, darkness caught
up with them. As the chill
of impending night met the
days’ remaining heat, fog
appeared in vapory swirls,
gradually thickening to occasionally slither out on the
path in front of them.

The thin sliver of moon
gave only limited visibility to
their way ahead, and Kyle
swung the lantern back and
forth through the vapor as
he walked.
Joby glanced around
nervously. “Sure did get

$100
CASH

dark quick. Glad Mr. Dibble
loaned us that lantern.”
Kyle sniffed. “Don’t be such
a scardy cat. Won’t be long
and we’ll be home.”
Suddenly Joby stopped.
He stared off to the right.

THIS ISSUE CLUE:
Find the following phrase:
“Amanda said that
photography was the one
wedding detail that she refused
to skimp on.”
Drawing Oct. 28th, 4pm

A Winner Chosen Each and Every Issue!!
email: editor.leepub@gmail.com
OR call our office at 315-985-9137 with your
1-Name, Address, and Phone Number
2-The page number you find the answer on
3-The name of the article you found it in
4-The author of that article....
a random drawing will be held of all correct
entries and ONE lucky reader will win $100*!!!

ED ITOR
Just Good Reading.com

*Must be at least 18 years of age to participate.
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How to raise kids who grow up giving
'LSSWIEKIETTVSTVMEXIXEWOW=SYRK
GLMPHVIRHSRSXLEZI
a lot of money, so
XV]XS½RHGLEVMXEFPI
tasks that allow them
XSHSREXIXLIMVXMQI
ERHWOMPPW/MHWGERLIPT
make cookies for bake
WEPIWSVTEVXMGMTEXIMR
JSSHHVMZIWMRJVSRX
of grocery stores for
certain charities.
0IXGLMPHVIRGLSSWI
XLIFIRI½GMEV]SJXLIMV
IJJSVXW'LMPHVIRQE]LEZIXLIMVS[R
2ERG]4LMPPMTWJSYRHIVERHTVIWMHIRXSJ
MHIEWEFSYX[LSXLI][ERXXSLIPT0IX
(SPPEV7QEVX/MHW)RXIVTVMWIW-RGWE]W
OMHWGLSSWIFIGEYWIXLI]´VIQSVIPMOIP]
MX´WFIIRWGMIRXM½GEPP]TVSZIRXLEXKMZMRK
XSKIXFILMRHXLIIJJSVXMJXLI]JIIP
MRGVIEWIWWIPJIWXIIQERHWIPJGSR½XLIMVMRTYXMWZEPYIH
HIRGI'LMPHVIR[LSPIEVRXLEXXLI]
0IEHF]I\EQTPI(SR´XNYWXTE]PMT
GERLIPTSXLIVW[MPPWSSRVIEPM^IXLI]
WIVZMGIXSXLIMHIESJFIMRKGLEVMXEFPI
LEZIXLITS[IVXSQEOIEHMJJIVIRGI
4VSZMHIEKSSHI\EQTPIF]KIXXMRK
Recognizing that they can make a big
GLERKIMWEZIV]IQTS[IVMRKHMWGSZIV] MRZSPZIH]SYVWIPJ1EOIWYVIXLIIRXMVI
JSVOMHW,IVI´WLS[TEVIRXWGERJSWXIV JEQMP]KIXWMRZSPZIH[MXLXLIIJJSVXSJ
giving.
a love of giving.
Generosity is something children can learn at an early age.

“

If you want others to be happy,
practice compassion. If you want to
be happy, practice compassion.
~Dalai Lama

0IXGLMPHVIRWII[LIVIXLIMVIJJSVXW
are going. Writing a check is a rather
unceremonious way of giving that may
RSXVIWSREXI[MXL]SYRKGLMPHVIR&YX
MJXLI]GERWIIJSSHFIMRKHIPMZIVIHXS
XLILYRKV]SVTIXWYTTPMIWKSMRKXSER
animal shelter, they can see the fruits of
XLIMVIJJSVXWTE]MRKSJJ
'VIEXIEKMZMRKEGGSYRXSVFS\
1EOIMXEJEQMP]XVEHMXMSRXLEXQIQFIVW
SJXLILSYWILSPH[MPPHSREXIERMXIQ
they receive or a small amount of monI]XSXLIFS\IEGLQSRXL%XXLIIRH
SJXLI]IEVXLIJEQMP]GERHIPMZIVXLSWI
JYRHWERHKMJXWXSEGLEVMX]SJGLSMGI
8EPOEFSYXKMZMRKEXHMRRIV1EOI
TLMPERXLVST]EVIKYPEVTEVXSJJEQMP]
GSRZIVWEXMSR(MWGYWWXLITPMKLXSJXLI
PIWWJSVXYREXI[MXL]SYVGLMPHVIRJSGYWMRKSRXLIZEPYISJZSPYRXIIVMRKERH
LIPTMRKSXLIVW
'LMPHVIRGERPIEVRXSFIKIRIVSYW
ERHKMZIXSSXLIVWEXERIEVP]EKIERH
XLSWIXLEXHSEVIQSVIPMOIP]XSKVS[
MRXSGLEVMXEFPIEHYPXW

SWAMP from previous...
“What’s that?” His voice
came out in a tight squeak.
/]PI½ZITEGIWELIEH
[LMVPIHEVSYRH±;LEX´W
what?”
“I saw somethin’ over there

MRXLSWIXVIIW-XPSSOIHPMOI
a light; it was shiny… but
RS[-HSR´XWIIMX²

eye on it. I’ll go see what’s
XLIQEXXIVERHFIFEGO
quick.”

/]PILIWMXEXIHPSSOMRKMR
XLIHMVIGXMSRLMWFVSXLIV
MRHMGEXIH±%[-XLMRO]SY´VI
WIIMR´XLMRKW%MR´XRSXLMR´
XLIVI²,IXYKKIHEX.SF]´W
arm. “Come on, let’s go.”

±2S(SR´XKS².SF]
WEMHMRELYWLIHXIVVM½IH
XSRI,IFIKERXSTERMG
ERHFIGEQIPSYHIV±(SR´X
go, Kyle! Remember what
+VERHTEWEMHEFSYXXLI
;MPPSXLI;MWTXLEXPMZIWMR
W[EQTW2MRI1MPI7[EQT
MWVMKLXFILMRHXLSWIXVIIW²

1SZMRKJSV[EVHSRP]E
JI[WXITWFSXLWE[EFVMKLX
¾MGOIVMRXLI[SSHWFIWMHI
them. They froze. In the
WMPIRGIGEQIERMRHMWXMRGX
[LMWTIV]WSYRH
/]PIVEMWIHXLIPERXIVR
higher. “Who’s there?
;LEXHS]SY[ERX#²
%KEMRXLIQ]WXIVMSYWPMKLX
IQIVKIHFVMI¾]MRXLIQMWX
ERHEKEMRXLI]LIEVHXLI
QYXIHWSYRH
±(MH]ELIEVXLEX#7SYRHW
to me like a girl callin’ for
LIPT²'EYXMSYWP]/]PI
QSZIHGPSWIVXSXLIIHKI
SJXLI[SSHWW[MRKMRKXLI
PERXIVREVSYRHWPS[P]
.SF]PMWXIRIHLSPHMRKLMW
FVIEXLLMWPMTWTEVXIH±-
XLMROMX´WXLI[MRH²
8LIPMKLXKPMQQIVIH
XLVSYKLXLILE^IERHEW
XLI]WXEVIHXLIJSKXLMRRIH
ERHQSQIRXEVMP]PMJXIH%
faint luminous outline of
[LEXETTIEVIHXSFIEWPIRHIVJIQEPIJSVQVIZIEPIH
MXWIPJERHXLIRXLIPMKLX[IRX
out.

[SSHERHWXEKRERX[EXIV
TIRIXVEXIHLMWRSWXVMPW
.SF]WLMZIVIHLMWEVQ
EGLIHJVSQLSPHMRKYT
XLIPERXIVRERHLMWZSMGI
became hoarse from calling
Kyle’s name. He began
XSWSFEW[IEOORIIHLI
WXYQFPIHXLIVIWXSJXLI[E]
home.

,IFYVWXMRXLIHSSV[MXL
the stigma of fear on his
face. He saw his mother
/]PI[EMZIVIHTIIVMRK
turn from the kitchen sink,
MRXSXLI[SSHW8LISVF
WSETWYHWGPMRKMRKXSLIV
of light, now farther back,
[MROIHSRERHSJJERHEWSJX LERHW,IVI]IW[MHIRIH
W[IIXZSMGIWIIQIHXS¾SEX ERHWLIKEWTIHGPYXGLMRK
at her throat when she
through the mist, beckoning
saw only one of her sons
him. “Over here.”
VIXYVR,MWKVERHJEXLIVWEX
/]PIWLVYKKIH±+VERHTE
by the table with his coffee
NYWXWMXWEVSYRHXIPPMRKSPH
GYT,MWJEXLIV]EROIHXLI
JSPOWXEPIW&IWMHIWLI´W
KSRIFPMRHRS[;LEXHSIW TMTIJVSQLMWQSYXLERH
he know any more.” Leaving WXEVIH
.SF]F]XLIVSEHWMHI/]PI
.SF]FVIEXLMRKMRKEWTW
WPMTTIHE[E]GEPPMRKSYX±-´Q GSPPETWIHSREOMXGLIRGLEMV
comin’! Where are you?”
“We was walkin’ home
ERH/]PIJSPPS[IHXLMWPMKLX
.SF]WXSSHVMKMHMRJIEV
SJJMRXSXLIW[EQT7EMH
LSPHMRKXLIPERXIVR,I
WSYRHIHPMOIWSQIKMVPGEPPMR´
[ERXIHXSWGVIEQJSVLMW
JSVLIPT*MVWXXLIPMKLX[EW
brother to return, but all
GPSWIF]ERHXLIRMXOITX
LIGSYPHQEREKI[EWXS
GVSEOSYXVITIEXIHP]±/]PI QSZMR´E[E]ERHLIOITX
KSMRKEJXIVMX-[EMXIHERH
Come back! Come back!”
[EMXIHFYXLIHMHR´XGSQI
,I[EXGLIHEWXLI¾MGOIVback!”
MRKPMKLXHVMJXIHJEVXLIVERH
JEVXLIVE[E]TEWXXLIXVIIW
ERHSRMRXSXLIWLVSYHIH
QYVO]W[EQT

8LIWSYRHWSJ/]PI´WJSSXWXITWVYWXPMRKXLVSYKLXLI
PIEZIWMRXSXLI[SSHWJEHIH
“I see you. Wait there, I’ll
GSQIXE´LIPT²/]PIWLSYXIH E[E]ERH½REPP]XLIVI[EW
RSXLMRK©FYXFPEGORIWWERH
,ILERHIHXLIPERXIVRXS
.SF]±,IVILSPHXLMWYTVIEP an eerie silence. The cloying
QEVWLWQIPPSJHIGE]MRK
LMKL[LIVI-GEROIITER

+VERHTEEXXLIOMXGLIR
XEFPIORSXXIHLMW½RKIVWXSKIXLIVSRXLILIEZ][SSHIRGERIMRJVSRXSJLMQERH
WTSOIWSPIQRP]±8[EWXLI
;MPPSXLI;MWT8LILEYRX
SJXLIW[EQT7LIPYVIH
³IQMR²,IWLSSOLMWLIEH
WEHP]±-´QJIEVIH[I´PPRSXFI
seein’ Kyle again.” 
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The basics

-driving with trailers in tow
WSXLEXFVEOIPMKLXWERHSXLIVMRHMGEXSVW[SVOTVSTIVP]
1EOIWYVIXLILMXGLFEPPMW
the right size for your trailer,
otherwise the trailer might
HMWGSRRIGXHYVMRKXS[MRK
9WIETMRERHWEJIX]GLEMRW
to keep the trailer secure.
• Check if extra brakes
EVIVIUYMVIH1ER]WXEXIW
require a separate braking
W]WXIQSRXS[IHZILMGPIW
[MXLEPSEHIH[IMKLXMR
Safely and successfully driving with a trailer takes practice and
I\GIWWSJTSYRHW
patience.
• Know your vehicle’s
XVEMPIVW[E]ERHGERMQTVSZI Newer trucks may have a
built-in controller for brakes
tow weight capacity. The
steering.
SV]SYQE]RIIHXSLEZI
owner’s manual will list the
• Practice proper weight
EW]WXIQMRWXEPPIH)\TIVXW
maximum weight a vehicle
HMWXVMFYXMSR(MWXVMFYXIXLI
JVSQ4STYPEV1IGLERMGW
can tow safely, but this is
weight of the item being
EHZMWIYWMRKEXVEMPIVFVEOI
NYWXEWMQTPM½IHIWXMQEXMSR
XS[IHXSQEOIXS[MRK
output system that matches
SJHEXE8SXS[WYGGIWWJYPP]
WQSSXLIVERHWEJIV8LI
the trailer brake output to
it’s important to know your
cargo’s center of gravity
XLIXS[ZILMGPI´WHIGIPIVEZILMGPI´WKVSWWGSQFMRIH
WLSYPHFIPS[ERHQSWX
tion.
weight rating, or GCWR.
SJXLI[IMKLXWLSYPHFI
7PS[HS[RERHHVMZI
8LMWMRGPYHIWXLIZILMGPI
XS[EVHXLIJVSRX;IMKLXSR
more
cautiously. A vehicle
MXWIPJMXWTEWWIRKIVWERH
IMXLIVWMHIEPWSWLSYPHFI
towing a trailer will not
cargo, as well as the trailer
even. These steps will help
maneuver the same way as
ERHXLIXVEMPIV´WGEVKS1SVI prevent the trailer from
a vehicle without a trailer
TEWWIRKIVWSRFSEVHVIHYG½WLXEMPMRKSV¾MTTMRKSZIV
EXXEGLIH+MZI]SYVWIPJE
es the amount of weight
• Use the right hitch
greater cushion of space
you can pull. Another weight
IUYMTQIRX%HNYWXXLILMXGL between other vehicles. It
factor is the tongue weight,
so that the trailer being
or how much of the trailer’s
XS[IHMWVIPEXMZIP]PIZIPXS
weight rests on the hitch,
]SYVZILMGPI[LIREXXEGLIH
[LMGLWLSYPHFIEVSYRH
Connect lights to your trail10 percent of the trailer’s
er through the hitch system
[IMKLX8LMWLIPTWVIHYGI

How to get the most bang
for your automotive buck
Maintenance
%HLIVMRKXSQERYJEGXYVIVQEMRXIRERGIKYMHIPMRIWMW
TIVLETWXLIQSWXIJJIGXMZI[E]JSVHVMZIVWXSIRWYVIEKVIEX
return on their automotive investments. Routine mainteRERGI[LIXLIVMX´WGLERKMRKSMPEXXLIVIGSQQIRHIHQMPIEKIMRXIVZEPWSVOIITMRKXMVIWTVSTIVP]MR¾EXIHWSIRKMRIW
EVIR´XSZIVXE\IHGEREHH]IEVWXSEZILMGPI´WPMJII\TIGXERG]
WXVIXGLMRKHVMZIVW´HSPPEVWEPSRKXLI[E]
Technology
1ER]HVMZIVWTYVGLEWIEGEVSVXVYGOERHRIZIVKMZIE
WIGSRHXLSYKLXXSXLIZILMGPI´WPMKLXW&YXXLIVI´WEKVIEX
HMWTEVMX]FIX[IIRWXERHEVHQERYJEGXYVIVMRWXEPPIHPMKLXWERH
aftermarket lights that employ the latest technology, such as
4LMPMTW:MWMSR0)(W;MXL0)(WZILMGPIS[RIVWEVIPIWWPMOIP]
to lose a light to burnout or failure, which can effect visibility
ERHTSXIRXMEPP]VIWYPXMRETSPMGIGMXEXMSR9RPMOIMRGERHIWGIRXFYPFWXLEX[MPPIZIRXYEPP]JEHIERHKSHMQ0)(WWXE]
FVMKLXEXXLIWEQIMRXIRWMX]WSHVMZIVWGERFIGSR½HIRXERH
VIP]SRXLIMVGSRWMWXIRXTIVJSVQERGI:MWMSR0)(WEVIRI[
MRRSZEXMZIFYPFWXLEXEVIEZEMPEFPIJSVHMVIGXVITPEGIQIRX
SRMRXIVMSVERHI\XIVMSVPMKLXWERHJIEXYVIEREHZERGIH
HIWMKRGETEFPISJLERHPMRKI\XVIQILIEXERHLMKLZMFVEXMSRW
&IGEYWISJXLIMVVSFYWXHIWMKRERHHYVEFMPMX]:MWMSR0)(WEVI
FEGOIHF]E]IEVPMQMXIH[EVVERX]TVSZMHMRKHVMZIVW[MXL
QSVIXLEREHIGEHIW´[SVXLSJVIXYVRSRXLIMVMRMXMEPMRZIWXQIRXW%RHYRPMOIWXERHEVHMRGERHIWGIRXPMKLXWMRFVEOIPMKLX
ETTPMGEXMSRW:MWMSR0)(WXYVRSRMRWXERXP]LIPTMRKHVMZIVW
VIEGXJEWXIV%JEWXIVPMKLXVIWTSRWIGERLIPTVIHYGISZIVEPP
FVEOMRKHMWXERGI*SVI\EQTPIEXEWTIIHSJQTLEHVMZIV
GERVIHYGIFVEOMRKHMWXERGIF]YTXSJIIXFIGEYWISJE
quicker reaction to the brake lights. 

may take longer for you to
FVEOIFIGEYWISJXLIEHHIH
[IMKLX+IXYWIHXSYWMRK
WMHIZMI[QMVVSVWFIGEYWI
the trailer may block your
VIEVZMI[0EVKIVI\XIRHIH
WMHIZMI[QMVVSVWQE]LIPT
you feel more comfortable
ERHWEJI1EOI[MHIXYVRW
so that the trailer will clear
GYVFWERHRSXXMTSZIV
%ZSMHFEGOMRKYT9RPIWW
]SY´VII\TIVMIRGIH[MXL
HVMZMRKPEVKIVMKW]SYQE]
½RHVIZIVWMRK[MXLEXVEMPIV
very challenging. Limit situations that require backing
up. Park in pull-through
parking spots when possiFPI-J]SYRIIHXSFEGOYT
QSZIWPS[P]ERH[MXL]SYV
LERHSRXLIFSXXSQSJXLI
steering wheel, turning it in
XLIHMVIGXMSR]SY[ERXXLI
trailer to go.
• Practice, practice, pracXMGI+IXEGGPMQEXIH[MXL
towing in a parking lot or on
empty streets before taking
your trailer out on the open
VSEH
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Veteran Auto
by Al Dorantes
Veteran Auto, located at
6622 Martin Street, Rome,
behind Frank’s Transmission
is a repair shop that puts
service at the forefront.

Owner Eric Hartman has
been dedicated to serving
his customers since 1999
when he got his start as an
automotive technician. Since
beginning his career he has
further developed his skills

as a technician. Eric has
FIIRGIVXM½IHF]WIZIVEP
manufacturers as well as
ASE. Service to his customers wasn’t enough so Eric
HIGMHIHXSWIVZILMWGSYRXV]
EW[IPPF]NSMRMRKXLI%VQ]

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$

CALL 315-794-5498

Reserves in 2007. Eric
served in Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan.
)VMGNSMRIHXLI%VQ]6IWIVZIWMR1E]SJ,I
[EWGEPPIHYTERHHITPS]IH
with the 444th Engineer
'SQTER]SYXSJ3W[IKSMR
.ERYEV]EWE6IGSZIV]7TIGMEPMWXJSV6SYXI
Clearance Package in Paktia
Province, Afghanistan. Sgt.
Hartman served the unit as
a wheeled vehicle mechanic
ERHVIGSZIV]WTIGMEPMWX,I
HIWGVMFIHLMWNSFEW½RHMRK
IEDs (improvised explosive
devices) and making sure
trucks did not hit them. Eric
VIXYVRIHLSQI*IFVYEV]
2013 after being in Afghanistan for a total of 11
months.
Veteran Auto’s new
location is larger to better
serve its customers. Eric
explained that he can now
½XZILMGPIWMRXLIWLSTEX
the same time; 2 cars on
XLIPMJXERHSRXLI¾SSV
Veteran Auto specializes in
electronic diagnostics. He
[MPPGSRRIGX]SYVGEVXSLMW
diagnostic computer and
EREP]^IERHTMRTSMRXI\EGXP]

Sgt. Hartman; deployed with the 444th Engineer Company out of
Oswego in January of 2012.
[LEXMWZI\MRK]SYVZILMcle. Eric and Veteran Auto
SJJIVFVEOIWIVZMGIQYJ¾IVW
engine tune-ups, general
maintenance, automotive
repair, automotive customizing, automotive parts and
accessories, NYS inspections,
and more.
Eric is dedicated to his fellow veterans as well as current service members. At
Veteran Auto, regardless of

[LEXFVERGL]SYWIVZIH
in, veterans and current
WIVZMGIQIQFIVW[MPPEP[E]W
receive a 20% Parts & Labor
Discount on all services or
repairs.
Eric Hartman said with a
KVMR±-JMX´WFVSOI-´PP½\MX²
For more information follow
them on Facebook: Veteran
Auto. 
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Simple ways to trim auto insurance costs
years you have behind the wheel, your auto
insurance company may offer you discounts
if you periodically take defensive driving
courses. Such classes are inexpensive, but
they may save you as much as 10 percent
on the cost of your auto insurance policy.
Young, inexperienced drivers and seniors
XIRHXSFIRI½XJVSQHIJIRWMZIHVMZMRK
courses more than other drivers.
• Change your policy. Drivers also can save
money by making changes to their policies. Raising your deductible is perhaps the
easiest way to save money without affecting
your coverage, and such a decision can save

Drivers looking to save money on their auto insurance policies should let their agents know if their driving
habits change.
The cost of owning an automobile extends
beyond maintenance and fueling costs. One
of the biggest expenses motorists must plan
for is auto insurance, the cost of which can
vary greatly depending on geography and
driver history.
But no matter where drivers live or what
their histories are, there are some simple
ways for drivers to save money on their
monthly insurance premiums.
• Reassess your driving habits. Auto
insurance companies consider how many
miles drivers drive per year when determining the cost of an insurance policy. Many
drivers provide this information when
opening a policy, but then never update it
when renewing or extending their policies. If
you drive less now than you did when you
opened your policy, notify your insurance
company and you might end up paying less

each month, especially if your daily commute
is considerably shorter than it used to be.
• Check your credit rating. Another way
to save money on your auto insurance is
to check your credit rating and, if necessary,
take steps to improve your credit score.
Credit rating is another variable insurance
companies use to determine drivers’ premiums, and a good credit rating can save drivers a substantial amount of money on their
policies. If your credit rating has improved
since you opened your policy, contact your
insurance company and you might see the
cost of your insurance reduced dramatically.
It’s also good to periodically view your credit
report to determine if there are any errors
that are negatively affecting your rating. Such
IVVSVWQE]FIMR¾EXMRK]SYVEYXSMRWYVERGI
premiums.
• Hit the books. No matter how many

Types of sunroofs
Drivers who like to allow a little light and fresh air into their vehicles may be surprised to
learn that there are many different types of sunroofs. The following are a just a handful of
sunroof options drivers may want to consider when buying their next vehicle.
8STQSYRX(VMZIVW[LS[ERXEXSTQSYRXWPMHMRKWYRVSSJQE]FIEFPIXS½RHFSXL
manual and electric sliding options. In a top-mount sunroof, a large glass slides on tracks on
XSTSJXLIVSSJERHQER]JIEXYVIMRXIKVEP[MRHHI¾IGXSVWXLEXIPMQMREXIRSMWIJVSQXLI
wind no matter how fast the car is traveling.
• Panoramic roof systems: Like their name implies, panoramic roof systems provide a wider
view than other sunroofs. That view is available whether the sunroof is open or closed, and
panoramic systems are typically made of glass. Passengers in both the front and rear seats
can enjoy the view through panoramic roof systems.
• Spoiler: Spoiler sunroofs are also known as tilt-and-slide, and these sunroofs are a
popular built-in factory option. The view through a spoiler sunroof is not as wide as that
of a panoramic system, but they tilt to vent and slide open, so passenger headroom is not
typically affected by their presence.
• Inbuilt: Inbuilt sunroofs are common in luxury vehicles. With an inbuilt sunroof, the panel
slides open between the metal roof and interior headliner. That creates a full opening, but it
takes away some headroom. Unlike imported models that use painted steel, American-made
inbuilt sunroofs typically use a glass slider, which provides a view whether the sunroof is
open or closed.
• Pop-up: Pop-up sunroofs are compatible with many vehicles, and they are among the
least expensive options to install. Pop-up sunroofs are manually operated tilting panels that
typically are made of glass. Panels must be stored when removed, but they also can be tilted
to provide a venting effect. 

you as much as 15 percent depending on
how high a deductible you’re willing to pay.
Drivers whose cars are older and completely paid off might want to drop their collision
insurance, which pays you if your car is
damaged or destroyed in an accident. Such
insurance won’t yield much in return if your
car is not worth much money, and dropping
it from your policy can save you between 10
and 15 percent.
Auto insurance is a necessity for drivers of
all ages, but there are several ways to cut
the costs of insurance premiums without
affecting coverage. 
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U-PULL-IT
PARTS

Maintain tire balance and alignment for a smooth ride
check for worn treads and
inspect tires for punctures
or damage. Proper tire
alignment and balance also
is essential for a comfortable
and smooth ride.

Cash Paid for Scrap Metal $$
$
U-PULL HOURS:
SCALE HOURS:
Mon.- Fri. 8 to 5
Sat. 8 to 4

Balance

Mon.- Fri. 8 to 4
Sat. 8 to 11:30

Balancing tires involves
equalizing the weight of the
combined tire and wheel
assembly so that each tire
spins smoothly on the
road. Tires are mounted
on the wheel assembly,
and the chances of this
assembly having precise
weight distribution is nearly
impossible without a little
help. According to Discount
Tire, the slightest imbalance
in the tires, even as little as
half an ounce, can be felt by
drivers. Unequal mass can
make tires wobble, causing
noticeable vibrations.

RUBICON RECYCLING
7895 Tannery Rd., Rome, NY
DMV#7115034

315-337-2233

rough roads, pot holes and
any additional obstacles, so
some wear and tear is to be
expected.

Mechanics will test tire
balance by putting it on a
balancing machine. The machine will spin the tire and
determine the tire’s heaviest
point. Counteracting weights
will be placed on the tire
hubs to create a more
uniform balance of weight.
Lead weights are often used,
but some are being phased
out for other metals, such as
zinc, because of the medical
and environmental implications of lead.

Many drivers know to
monitor their tire pressure,
but it’s also important to

Tires that are not balanced
will not only cause vibration,
they also can lead to uneven

Tire balance is checked on a machine that will measure heavy spots.
Technicians will apply weights to the tires to balance any inconsistencies in weight.
It is easy for motorists to
take their tires for granted
when everything is working correctly. Wheels and
suspension systems bear the
weight of cars and trucks
and must bear the brunt of

wear.
Alignment
Tire alignment is another
way to reduce wear on tires
and help avoid steering and
“pulling” problems. BridgeWXSRI8MVIWHI½RIWXMVI
alignment as an adjustment
of the vehicle’s suspension,
or the system that connects
a vehicle to its wheels.
When tires are not properly aligned, drivers may
notice uneven tread wear.
Misaligned tires also may
cause the vehicle to pull to
the left or right. Drivers who
notice their steering wheel is
off-center or vibrating when
they are driving may need to
adjust their tires’ alignment.
Camber, or the inward
or outward angle of the
tire when viewed from the
front of the vehicle, will be
adjusted. In addition, “toe,”
or the extent to which the
tires turn inward or outward
when viewed from above,
will be adjusted. Caster angle
also helps balance steering,
stability and cornering. Caster is the angle of your steering axis when viewed from
the side of your vehicle.
When tires are balanced
correctly and aligned, vehicles will offer a smooth ride
with little to no vibrations.
Having tires serviced can
maximize their performance
and lifespan. 

Snow tires a worthy investment
-all-season tires may not be enough for rugged up-state NY
Many people leave all-season tires
on their vehicles throughout the year,
but snow tires may help decrease
snow-related accidents and may even
help drivers save money on their auto
insurance.
The following snow tire tutorial can
shed some light on why driving in
winter is safer with snow tires.
• Snow tires are particularly helpful
for people who cannot wait for roads
to be cleared before they begin their
days. Snow tires provide greater traction in wet, snowy or slushy conditions.
Snow tires provide ample grip and
make it easier for cars to turn corners
and stop on slick roads.
• As the mercury falls, the rubber
used to make traditional tires can
become hard and less pliable, compromising its ability to grip the road.
However, many snow tires are made
with a specialized rubber that remains
supple even in very cold temperatures,
making it easier for the tire to hug the
roadways even when those roads are
in poor condition.

• People who live in very cold
climates and areas where snow and
ice dominate the landscape for several
QSRXLWTIV]IEVSJXIR½RHEPPWIEWSR
tires are inadequate and likely to slip.
Snow tires make for safer alternatives
in such regions.
• Snow tires are typically manufacturered the previous summer, meanMRKMRZIRXSV]MW½RMXIEGGSVHMRKXS
Consumer Reports. Drivers who wait
YRXMPXLI½VWXWRS[WXSVQXSTYVGLEWI
their snow tires may encounter limited
MRZIRXSV]ERH½RHMXHMJ½GYPXXSPSGEXI
the right size tire for their vehicles.
That’s why it’s important to shop early.
• Retire snow tires earlier than you
would all-season tires. Snow tires lose
almost all of their effectiveness once
they reach 6/32-inch deep tread.
Snow tires can make roads safer for
drivers who live in locales with long,
snowy winters. They also are ideal for
drivers who desire more traction, cornering and stopping capacity on winter
roadways. 
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Protect your vehicle from snow and ice
Winter can be an unforgiving season. Freezing
temperatures coupled
with snow and ice can
take its toll on people
who live in climates
where cold weather is a
fact of winter life.
While winter can test
people’s patience, it also
can be harsh on cars and
trucks. Understanding
what components of a
vehicle can be compromised by dropping temperatures and snowy roads can
help drivers take action to
safeguard their automotive
investments.
Drivers should take their
vehicles for a tuneup and
inspection before wintry
weather arrives. A mechanic
will examine the car battery
and check antifreeze levels
and make sure that the
thermostat, defroster, brakes,
and even wiper blades are
working effectively. Have the
tires inspected for adequate
tread, which can make

routinely and clear out
any blockages of ice or
debris. While addressing
[MRHWLMIPH[EWLIV¾YMH
also replace worn out
windshield wiper blades
with ones that can
withstand snow and icy
weather.

navigating roads safer. If the
treads are worn, replace the
tires.
In addition to visiting their
mechanics, drivers can perform some inspections and
½\IWXLIQWIPZIW
• Check that all of the
vehicle’s lights are operational so your car can be
easily seen during inclement
weather. Exchange your
existing windshield washer
¾YMH[MXLSRIXLEX[MPPRSX
freeze in cold conditions.
Check the nozzles on the
windshield-washer system

• A new coating of wax
can serve as a shield
against road salt, snow,
sleet, and rain. Try a polymer wax to protect the
paint. Whenever possible,
rinse off salt and grime so
it does not dry on the car
and gradually wear away
at the paint. Some drivers
mistakenly believe that salt
stops being a problem once
it dries simply because moisture is the active ingredient
for a corrosive reaction. But
humidity in the air is enough
to keep the salt eating
away at the car’s paint, and
that can contribute to rust.
Be sure to rinse off the
undercarriage of the vehicle
as well.

• Have your tires’ alignment checked toward the
end of winter or early
spring. A season of traveling
over pothole-ridden roads
or hitting curbs buried under
snow drifts can affect the
alignment. Get everything
back on track. Similarly,
inspect tires routinely, as
weather changes can affect
tire pressure and strength.
• Use a soft snow brush or
a foam brush to clear snow
off of the car. Avoid hard
plastic scrapers you might
use on your windshield, as
they can scratch painted
surfaces.
• Try to park the vehicle
in a garage or under a car
port, each of which can
protect cars and trucks from
the often harsh elements of
winter.
Vehicles can be affected by
the cold weather. Keep them
VYRRMRKIJ½GMIRXP]XSTVIZIRX
damage this winter. 
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